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PREFACE

The Sanskrit original of Vinitadeva's Nyayabindu-tlka is lost. It survi-
ves in Tibetan translation and is contained in the bstan-gyur (mDo cxi. 1 :
Tibetan Tripitaka, Tokyo-Kyoto edition, pp. 145-1-1 to 154-4-7). Along
with the Tibetan text of the Nyayabindu, it was published in 1907 by the
Asiatic Society of Bengal, edited by L. de la Vallee Poussin. In preparing the
present Sanskrit reconstruction, I have on the whole followed this printed
edition. In a few cases where neither its reading nor that of the Tibetan
Tripitaka has appeared satisfactory, I have suggested and adopted different
readings. These, along with the page-numbers of the printed edition, are
given in the notes to the Sanskrit text. For the Sanskrit equivalents of the
Tibetan logical terms, I have specially depended on S. C. Vidyabhusana's
A Bilingual Index of Nyayabindu and E. Obermiller's Indices Verborum
Sanscrit-Tibetan and Tibetan-Sanscrit to the Nyayabindu, besides of course
the Tibetan-English Dictionaries by S. C. Das and Jaschke.

Not much is known about the personal life of Vinitadeva. Mainly on
the basis of the information given by Taranatha, Vidyabhusana suggests his
date as c A.D. 700. Taranatha himself says that he lived during the period
of King Lalitacandra and acted as the acarya of Nalanda (Sri Nalendra). In
the bstan-gyur are attributed to him twelve commentaries, mostly on the
works of Dharmakirti, but no original work. Stcherbatsky says that he
followed in his works a method of 'simplicity and literalism'—characteris-
tic of the school of commentators started by Devendrabuddhi, a direct
disciple of Dharmakirti, which 'aimed at exactly rendering the direct
meaning of the commented text without losing oneself in its deeper impli-
cations'. It is perhaps one of the reasons that makes his work appear to
us to be full of verbal repetitions.

In the annotations added to the English translation, I have mentioned
the views of other Buddhist and non-Buddhist logicians for a better
understanding of Dharmaklrti's position and for indicating the more
important points on which Vinitadeva differs from them.

I owe a deep debt of gratitude to Pandit Bisvabandhu Nyayacarya of
the Government Sanskrit College, Calcutta, who has been teaching me
Indian logic and philosophy since my school-days and to Professor Lama
Chimpa of the Visvabharati University, who taught me the Tibetan
language.

I am thankful to Professor Debiprasad Chattopadhyaya who was the
first to introduce me to the study of Tibetan and suggested the idea of the
present work. He also took personal interest in its proper execution.

I thank Sri Ramakrishna Maitra and the staff of the R. D. Press for
their kind co-operation in the matter of printing."

June 15,1971 Mrinalkanti Gangopadhyaya
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Note on the title

The full title of the work is Nyayabindu-vistara-tika. Its
brief title is Sisyahita, lit. composed for the benefit of the pupils.



Vinitadeva's

Nyayabindu-tlka

Reconstructed from Tibetan into Sanskrit,
with English translation and annotations

Mrinalkanti Gangopadhyaya





Acarya-vinitadeva-krtih Nyayabindu -fika nibadhyate.
Bharata-bhasayam Nyayabindu-tlka. Bhota-bhasayam
Rigs-pa'i-lhigs-pa-rgya-cher-'grel-pa (Nyayabindu-vistara-tika).

Manjusrikumarabhutaya namah.

/

Pratyaksa-paricchedah . . .

yasya kulaprabhavena visuddhanyayavartmani /
siddhim prahuh param tastnai pravace munaye namah //

[atha] nyayabinduh pratipadam vibhajyate.

samyag-jnana-pui'vika sarva-purusartha-
siddhir iti tad vyutpadyate. 1/1//

samyag-jnana-purvika sarva-purusartha-siddhir iti tad vyut-
padyate iti prathama-vakyena asya prakaranasya sambandha-
prayojana-abhidheyani tatha prayojanasya prayojanam api
upadisyante. tathahi sambandha-prayojana-abhidheyanam
abhave prakarana-sastram idam preksapurvagaminam anuma-
tam na syat. tatasca kim iha vyakhyeyam iti asamka-nirasar-
tham abhidheyam uktam. phalabhava-samka-nirasartham
prayojanam uktam. upayabhava-samka-nirasartham samban-
dha uktah. tena srotrutsaha-vardhanartham sambandhadikam
uktam iti.

tatra tad vyutpadyate iti anena abhidheyam prayo-
janam ca saksad1 ukte. sambandhas tu samarthyat pratipa-
dyate. etat ca tatra samartbyam—samyag-jnana-pratipadanar-
tharp prakaranarambhad arthat prakaranam upaya eva iti
darsitam. anyatha yadi upayo na syat kimartham arabhyeta ?

1. p. 32.2 : Stcherbatsky (BL ii, p. 2, n 4) suggests the reading mhon-du
instead of shon-du. However, shon-du also means saksat and hence
seems to be alright. See A Tibetan-English Dictionary (S. C. Das),
p. 375.3.



4 Nyayabindu-tlka

tasmat sambandhah arthat pratipadyate. atra samyag-jnanam2

iti etad abhidheyam. samyag-jnana-vyutpattis tu prayojanam.
tat ca vyutpattyatmakam samyag-jnana-pratipadanam anena
kriyate iti prakaranam idam tasya arthasya sadhanam bhavati.
tena prakarana-prayojanayoh sadhya-sadhana3-laksanah sam-
bandhah. tathaca etat- prakarana- sravanat samyag- jnana-
svarupam abhrantataya jnayate. tena prakaranam sadhanam
samyag-jnana-parijnanam ca upaya-sadhyam iti sthitih. sa ca
sadhya-sadhana-laksanah sambandhah karya-karana-laksana
eva. tathaca prakaranam sadhanam phalam ca sadhyam,
prakaranam karanam phalam ca karyam iti. tasmat samyag-
jnana-parijnana-hetoh etat-prakaranarambha iti sthitih.

atha evam sthite api yadi kascit prcchati—kah arthah sam-
yagjnana-vyutpadanena ? tad eva tavad nisprayojanam iti etat
kaka-danta-pariksakalpam. ma bhud upadesah. kimarthah
ayam srama iti. tasmad aha—samyag-jnana-purvika sarva-
purusartha-siddhir iti. tena prayojanasya praybjanam uktam.
tatra ayam vakyarthah—yasmat sarva-purusartha-siddhau
samyag-jnanam avasyakam tasmad anubaddham [purusartha-
siddhya]. tacca vyutpadyam. taddhi vyutpadanam prakara-
nad bhavati. tena avasyaka-samyag-jnana-vyutpatti-hetoh
prakaranam idam aravdham iti.

esa samasarthah. avayavarthah tu samyag-jnana-purvika
iti atra avisamvadakam jnanam samyag-jnanam. artha-kriya-
yam yad avisamvadakam tad abhrantam. tad eva ca samyag-
jnanam.* anyatha prakaranena yogacaranaya-nirasah syat.
istah ca prakaranarambhah sautrantika-yogacarobhaya-
nayanudhavar.artham. tasmad ubhaya-naya-samgrahad avi-
samvadakam jnanani eva samyag-jnanam iti bodhyam. samyag-
jnanam purvam yasyah sa samyag-jnana-purvika. purva-
sabdah ayam karanaparah. yasmat karanam purvam karyasya

2. p. 32.7 : read yah-dag-pa'i-ses-pa (=samyag-jnana) instead of yah-dag-
pa'i-ses-pa-bstan-to (=samyag-jnana-kathana) which does not make
good sense.

3. p. 32.12 : read thabs-kyis . . . instead of thabs-dah-thabs-kyis . . .
4. p. 33.19 : read yin-no instead of ma-yin-no.



1. Pratyaksa 5

tasmat tat purvatn iti ucyate. samyag-jnana-karanika iti
sesah. t

sarva-purusartha-siddhir iti. puriisasya arthah puru-
sarthah. artha-sabdena prayojanam ucyate. purusa-prayo-
janam iti sesah. sarvah ca asau purusarthah ca iti sarva-puru-
sarthah. sarva iti sannikrsta-viprakrsta-lokottara-heya-upadeya-
upeksaniyah. tatra samipadesavarti sannikrstah. duradesavarti
viprakystah. laukikah sannara-madhya-paryapannah. lokotta-
rastu duhkhatitah. heyah anistah, ahi-kantaka-visa-suladi-
laksanah. upadeya istah, srak-candana-vasana-asana-pana-
sayya-asana-laksanah. istanistayoh yo viparitah sa upeksani-
yah. sarvasya etasya purusarthasya kaianam samyag-jnanam.
tathahi pratyaksadi-jiianena nirdharya sula-visa-kantakadikam
pariharati, puspamalyadikam adatte, tad-bhinnan anyan ca
upeksate.

sarva-purusartha-siddhir iti sarva-purusartha-sadha-kam.
siddhi-sabdena atra sadhakam ucyate. tena sarva-
purusartha-siddhau niscitam eva samyag-jnanam karanam
bhavati iti pradarsitam. iti-sabdah tasmad ityarthe. yat-tadau
nitya-sambaddhau. tena yasmat sarva-purusarths-siddhau
samyag-jnanam purvabhavi tasmad eva tad vyutpadyate iti
uktam bhavati. tad vyutpadyate iti atra tad iti samyag-jnanam
yojaniyam, napumsaka-lingena svarupa-nirdesat. na tu
avyavahita sarva-purusartha-siddhih, apradhanyat. //I//

dvividham samyag-jnanam. pratyaksam
anumanam ca. IJ2U

tacca samyag-jnanam vipratipatti-catustaya-nirakaranena
yatharthatq jnayate. vipratipatti-catustayam tu samkhya-
vipratipattih svarupa-vipratipattih visaya-vipratipattih phala-
vipratipattih ca iti. tatra samkhya-vipratipattih. kesamcid
ekam iti yatha varhaspatyanam, kesamcit trim' iti yatha
samkhyanam, naiyayikanam catvari, mimamsakanam ca
sad iti. svarupa-vipratipattih yatha kesamcit pratyaksam
savikalpakam, kesamcit tu nirvikalpakam iti. visaya-viprati-
pattih yatha kecid ahuh pratyaksasya visayah svalaksanam
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eva, anumanasya ca visayah sarnanyalaksanam eva iti. anyaih
tu anye uktah. phala-vipratipattih yatha kecit pramana-
phalayor bhedam abhyupagacchanti, kecit punar abhedam
abhyupagacchanti iti. tasmat tadrsa-vipratipatti-catustaya-
nirakaranena sarvatha abhrantataya samyag-jnana-svarupam
pratipaditam bhavati.

tatra ca prathamam eva samkhya-vipratipatti-nira-
karanartham uktam dvividham samyag-jnanam iti. dve vidhe
asya iti dvividham. samkhya-sabda-kathanam tu dvividham
eva iti spasta-pratipadanartham. tena trividhatvaikavidha-
tvadinam nirasah. samkhyaya dvaividliyamatram pratipaditam.
kidrsam ca dvaividhyam ? katham va na caturvidham
jnanam iti atah visesena uktam pratyaksam anumanam ca
iti.

aksesu asritam pratyaksam. nipatah ayam jnana-
visayasya pratyaksa-karakatvam sucayati.5 yatha gamanena
gauh iti. tatra gamanam gotvasya upalaksakam. tasmad
gotvasraya-pindah go-sabdabhidheya iti upadarsyate. tatha
atra api indriyasritatvena jnana-visayasya pratyaksa-kara-
katva-sucanat pratyaksa-catustayam eva pratyaksatvena abhi-
dhiyate. miyate anena iti manam. paricchedakam iti sesah.
anu-sabda anantarya-vodhakah. pascan manam anumanam.
paksadharmagraha-pratibandhasmarana-purvakam pravartama-
nam iti sesah. pratyaksam anumanam ca iti vibhakti-bhedena
nirdistam. arthad visaya-bhedo gamyate. yatha tayoh vibhakti-
bhedah tatha visaya-bhedah api iti sesah.

ca-sabdah samuccayarthah. tena pratyaksanutnanayoh
samavalatva-samgrahah. yatha pratyaksam arthena utpannam
sad abhrantam iti pramanam bhavati tatha anumanam api
tadatmya-tadutpattibhyam artha-pratibaudhad abhrantam iti
pramanam bhavati. etena yad uktam kaiscit sarvesu

5. p. 37.17-18 : hes-pa'i-tshig 'di-ni yul-la ses-pas mhon-sum-du-byed-pa-
nid rritshon-par-byed-pa-ste (=nipatah ayam visaye jnanena pratyaksa-
karakatvam sucayati). A little freedom has been taken here to make
the sense clearer. The exact literal reconstruction does not give
a clear sense, cf. Also p. 38.5.
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pramanesu mukhyam pratyaksam iti tad nirastam. abhran-
tatvam ubhayor api samanam eva. pratipaditam hi kenacit
pratyaksasya mukhyatvam. 1/2/1

tatra kalpanapodham abhrantam pratyaksam. / /3//

svarupa-vipratipatti-nirakaranartham tatra pratyaksam kalpa-
napodham abhrantam iti uktam. tatra iti sabdah nirdha-
ranarthah. samyag-jnanayoh pratyaksam adhonirdista-laksa-
nena nirdharyate. pratyaksam iti anena laksyam uktam.
kalpanapodham abhrantam iti anena laksanam uktam.
tena kalpanapodham abhrantam yad bhavati tad eva
pratyaksam veditavyam iti artha ukto bhavati. avayav'5-r-
thastu kalpanabhyah apodham iti kalpanapodham. kalpana-
viyuktam iti sesah. yadva kalpanaya apodham kalpana-
podham. kalpana-vivarjitam iti sesah. na bhrantam abhran-
tam. prapakavisaye avisamvadakam iti sesah.

kasmad visesanadvayam uktam iti cet ? ucyate. timiravato
bhranta-jnanavyavacchedartham abhrantam iti uktam. kalpa-
napodham iti ca anumana-vyavacchedartham uktam. evam
abhrantatvam prapaka-visaye upadeyam, na tu alambana-
visaye. yadi alambana-visaye abhrantatvam abhyupagamyate
tarhiatrayogacara-naya-nirasah syat. yogacara hi sarvam
alambana-jnanam bhrantam manyante. tatasca prakarana-
rambbah tannaya-nirakaranarthah syat. istah ca prakarana-
rambhah sautrantika -yogacarobhaya -matanudhavanartham.
prapaka-visaye avisamvadaka-laksanam abhrantatvam ca
ubhayanumatam eva. evam anumanasya api pratyaksatva-
prasangah. tad api hi avisamvadakam abhrantam eva istam.
ataeva anumana-nirasartham kalpanapodham iti uktam.
tasmad visesanadvayam uktaprayojanakam. / /3//

abhilapa-samsargayogya-pratibhasa-prafitih
kalpana. taya rahitam. 1/4//

siddhante prasiddha-kalpana nirasta. laukika-kalpanopade-
sarthara abhilapa-samsargayogya-pratibhasa-pratitih kalpana
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iti uktam. abhilapyate anena iti abhilapah, vacaka-sabda-
samanyarupah. abhilapena samsarga iti abhilapa-samsargah.
samsargastu sambandhah. abhilapasamsargasya yogyam iti
abhilapasamsarga-yogyam, artha-samanyam. tad eva hi anvaya-
vyatirekavattvad vyaptatvad abhilapayitum sakyam. artha-
visesah svalaksanarupah tu abhilapayitum na6 sakyate,
tadavyaptatvat. jnane abhilapa-samsargayogyo yah pratibhasah
[sa eva abhilapa-samsargayogya-pratibhasah], artha-samanyasya
arthakara iti sesah.

yadva abhilapyate iti abhilapah, abhidheyam yad artha-
samanyam. abhilapena samsarga iti abhilapa-samsargah.
abhilapa-samsargasya yogyam iti abhilapa-samsargayogyam,
sabda-samanyam. anvaya-vyatireka-vasat tena arthabhidhanam
sakyam. sabda-visesena tu na sakyam, tasya asamanyatvat.
jnane abhilapa-samsargayogyo yah pratibhasah sa eva abhi-
lapa-samsargayogya-pratibhasah, sabda-samanyakara iti sesa
iti etad uktam bhavati. evam slesena vakyasya vyakh-
yanena ubhayah api tad-vikalpakarah abhilapa-samsargayogya-
pratibhasa iti uktam veditavyam. pratitih iti samvedanam,
buddhih iti sesah. taya rahitam iti kalpanaya rahitam, kal-
paDa-kalusena rahitam iti sesah. tena etaduktya sabdartha-
samanyakara-rahita ya pratitih sa eva pratyaksa-pramanam iti
uktam bhavati. //4//

timira-asubhramana-nauyana-samksobhadya-
nahita-vibhramam jnanam pratyaksam. //5//

timira-asubhramana-nauyana-samksobhadyanahita- vibhramam
iti. atra timiram iti aksiplda. asubhramanam iti alatacakradi.
nauyanam iti nava yanam. samksobha iti vayu-pitta'-prako-
pena dhatukhedah. timiram ca asubhramanam ca nauyanam
ca samksobhah ca iti timira-asubhramana-nauyana-samkso-
bhah, te adayo yesam'te timira-asubhramana-nauyana-sam-
ksobhadayah. adi-sabdena nastadrsti-pitadrstyadinam

6. p. 41.8 : read (with BL ii, p. 23, n 2) mi-nus-te instead of bshus-te.
7. p. 42.10 : read mkhris-pas instead of khris-pas.
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samgrahah. ahito vibhramo yasmin tad ahita-vibhramam, na
ahita-vibhramam iti anahita-vibhramam. timira-asubhramana-
nauyana-samksobhaih anahita-vibhramam iti timira-asubhra-
mana-nauyana-samksobhanahita-vibhramam. tathaca timira-
rogena dvicandra-darsanam bhavati, nauyana-gatya tirataruh
calan drsyate, vayu-pittadi-kopena vastujvalitadikam drsyate.

jnanam pratyaksam iti. sutre jnanam na uktam. katham
tat labhyate iti cet ? kalpana jnanena eva pratibaddha,
bhrantir api jnanadharma iti djstam. tasmat kalpana-rahitam
abhrantam jnanam eva iti. yatha avatsa gaur aniyatam iti
anena asva [tathavidha] na aniyate, dhenur eva aniyatej tasya
eva vatsa-sambandha-darsanat. tatha atra api bhranti-kalpa-
nayor jnanena eva sambandho drsto na anyena iti jnanam eva
pratyaksataya isyate. //5//

tat caturvidham. 1/6//

tat caturvidham iti. pratyaksam iti yad uktam tad indriya-
janyam manasam atmasamvedanam yogijnanam ca iti caturvi-
dham jneyam. pravibhagah ayam vipratipatti-nirasartham
upadisyate. kesamcid indriyam eva darsanakartr istam.
tannirasartham prathamam. indriyajanyam jnanam hi pratya-
ksam, na tu indriyam iti. kaiscin manasa-pratyakse dosa
udbhavitah. taddosa-pariharartham dvitiyam. kecit citta-
caittanam atmasamvedanam na angikurvanti. tannirasartham
trtiyarn. kecid yogipratyaksam na anumanyante. tannirasar-
tham caturtham pratyaksam uktam. //6//

indriyajnanam. 1/7/1

indriyajnanam iti. caksuradini panca indriyani eva indriya-
tvena isyante. manas tu indriyam na, manasa-pratyaksasya
prthan-nirdesat. tasmat caksuradi-indriyesu asritam jnanam
eva indriyajanyam pratyaksam. 1/1/1

V. 2
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svavisayanantara-visaya-sahakarina indriya-
jnanena • samanantara-pratyayena janitam
manovijnanam. 1/81/

svavisayanantara-visaya-sahakarina indriyajnanena samanan-
tara-pratyayena janitam manovijnanam hi. tatra svasya visaya
iti sva-visayah, svakiyam alambanam iti sesah. svavisayena
anantarah svavisayanantarah. dvitiyaksanabhavi sarupah ca
anantara-sabdena ucyate. svavisayanantarah ca asau visayah
ca iti svavisayanantara-visayah. sa sahakarl yasya indriya-
jnanasya tat svavisayanantara-visaya-sahakari indriyajnanam,
samanantarapratyayabhutena indriyajnanena janitam yat tad
eva manomatrasrayatvan manasam pratyaksam iti.

iha svavisayanantara-visaya iti kathanam grhita-grahanad
avavodhakam na bhavati iti dosam tatha asamanajatiya-visaya-
grahana-dosam ca parihartum bodhyam. tathahi manasa-
pratyaksam indriyavijnana-visayanantara-dvitlyaksanotpatti-
kam yat tad-visayakam istam. tasmat kuto grhita-grahanam ?

anantara-sabdah ca samanajatiyaparah. tena asamanajati-
yavisaya-grahana-prasango va kutah ? indriya-vijnanena
samanantarapratyayena janitam iti ukter andha-vadhiradya-
bhava-prasanga-dosah api nirastah. andha-vadhirayor mano-
vijnane samanantarapratyaya indriyavijnanam na asti. tena yad
ahuh kecin manovijnanena vahya-visaya-pratyaksam ahgikri-
yate, evam andha-vadhiradyabhava-prasanga iti tad-vacanam
apastam veditavyam. //8//

sarva-citta-caittanam attnasamvedanam. 1/911

sarva-citta-caittanam atmasamvedanam iti. sarve ca te citta-
caittah ca iti sarva-citta-caittah. sarveti uktva bhramajfianani
api parigrhyante. tesam cayat svarupa-prakasanam tad atma-
samvedanam.

sarve hi cittacaittah pratiti-svabhavatvat svarupa-jnapaka
bhavanti. yatha pradipah prakasa-svabhavatvat atmanah api
prakasako bhavati, svarupa-prakase ca pradlpantaram na
apeksate. tatha cittacaitta api svarupavavodhe jnanantaram
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na apeksante. tatasca svasiddha-bhavah svayam pratyaksa-
pramanam bhavanti. 1/9/1

bhutartha-bhavana-prakarsa-paryantajam
yogijnanam iti. 1/10//

bhutartha-bhavana-prakarsa-paryantajam yogijnanatn iti. bhu-
tah aviparitah artha [iti bhutarthah]. catvari aryasatyani.
tasya bhavana bhutartha-bhavana. bhavana iti abhyasah.
tasyah prakarso bhutartha-bhavana-prakarsah. smrtyupa-
sthana-usmagata-murdha-ksantayah. tasya paryanto bhutartha-
bhavana-prakarsa-paryantah. paryantah tu agradharmah.
tasmat jayate iti bhutartha-bhavana-prakarsa-paryantajam.
yogah samadhih. sa yesam asti te yoginah. tesam jnanam
yogijnanam.

tathahi samadhi-vala-prabhavam bhuta-bhavi-vartamana-
nam yathayatham prakasakam jyotir avibhramam avirbhavati.
yatha devadyadhisthana-prabhavena satyani svapnajnanani .
bhuta-bhavi-vividha-vastu-visayani avibhramani utpadyante
tatha eva yogavalena dhyeyanam jnanam atita-anagata-dura-
santara-anubhuta-visayanam prakasakam jyoiirupam utpa-
dyate. tasmat pratyaksa-pramanatvam isyate.

atra prayogah—yogisvaranam ekagracittanam jnanam
bhuta-bhavi-vastu-visayakam pramanam ameya-bhuta-bhavi-
vastujatasya abhrantopadarsana-hetutvad, bhutagrahavisesa-
vista-jnanavat. yad na pramanikam tad na ameya-bhuta-
bhavi-vastujatasya abhrantopadarsana-hetuh, yatha unmatta-
jnanam. aprapakasya api ameya-bhuta-bhavi-vastujatasya
abhrantopadarsana-hetutve ayogyam apakarakam8 [api]
pramanam syat. dambhamatrena ameyasya [padarthasya]
abbrantopadarsanam hi na sambhavati.

tasya vyakhyanam. yatha graha-visesavese bhuta-bhavi-
vastusamuhanusasanam tatha yogisu api bhuta-bhavi-vastu-
anusasanam abhrantam upalabhyate. yatha haritakyadi bha-
viroga-nirakarana-samartham iti pakadi-muninam abhrantam

8. p. 48.16: ...mi-'thad-pa-ni gnod-par-byed-pa(==ayogyam apakarakam).
The sense is not clear.
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anusasanam upalabhyate. yatha va bhagavatah sakyasiddheh
upadese bhavi-dasanimitta'-satyopalabdhi^-rnatrceta^kala-
ksayaxa -rajasokadi -asavana13 -kasmiradi -desagama aviparita
upalabhyante. //10//

tasya visayah svalaksanam. 1/11//

visaya-vipratipatti-nirasartham aha tasya visayah svalaksanam
iti. pratyaksam pramanam yad uktam tasya visayah svala-
ksanam eva iti drastavyam, na tu samanya-laksanam,
samanyasya avastutvat pratyaksena ca vastii-svarupopalam-
bhat.

svalaksanam ca kidrsam avagantavyam iti cet ? tatra aha—

yasya arthasya sannidhanasannidhana-
bhyam jnana-pratibhasa-bhedah tat svala-
ksanam. 1/12/1

sannidhanam yogyadese sthitih. asannidhanam ayogyadese
sthitih sarvatha sarvatra abhavah ca. sannidhanam ca
asannidhanam ca iti sannidhanasannidhane. tabhyam hi
jnane visphutatvasphutatva-visesah kriyate. sannidhane
sphuta-pratibhasam jnanam utpadyate. asannidhane ca
asphutam jnanam utpadyate. jnane yah arthah pratibhasa-
vailaksanyam karoti sa eva svalaksanam. //12//

astu14 paramarthasad eva vastu pratyaksasya visayah.
kasmat svalaksanam visaya iti cet ? tatra aha—

tad eva paramarthasat. 1/13//

paramah ca asau arthah ca iti paramarthah. parama iti
akrtrimah, aropasvinya iti sesah. paramarthatah sad iti

9. p. 49.5 : ma-'ohs-pa'i-lhas-bcu. .
10. p. 49.5 : bden-par-dmigs-pa.
11. p. 49.6 : ma-khol.
12. p. 49.6 : dus-'grib-par.
13. p. 49.8 : re-ba'i-tshul.
14. p. 50.8 : read yin-nam instead of ma-yin-nam.
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paramarthasat. svalaksanam eva hi paramarthasat. tena na
yathoktadosah. 1/13/1

kasmat svalaksanam eva paramarthasad iti cet ? tatra aha—

arthakriya-samarthya-laksanatvad vastu-
nah. 1/141/

artha iti prayojanam. kriya nispattih. arthasya kriya
arthakriya. prayojana-nispattir iti sesah. tasyam samarthyam
arthakriya-samarthyam. arthakriya-samarthyam laksanam
svabhavo yasya vastunah tad arthakriya-samarthya-laksanam.
tasya bhavah arthakriya-samarthya-laksanatvam. tasmad
arthakriya-samarthya-Jaksanatvat.

evam yad arthakriya-samartham tad eva vastu iti svalaksa-
nena eva arthakriya iti upadarsitam bhavati. tasmat svalaksa-
nam eva paramarthasat. //14//

anyat samanya-laksanam. sah anumanasya
visayah. II 15 //

anyat samanya-laksanam iti. ukta-svalaksana-svabhavad yad
anyat prameyam tad eva samanya-laksanam. yasya arthasya
sannidhane api asannidhane api jnanam ekarupam eva bhavati
iti.< sah anumanasya visaya iti. samanya-laksanam anuma-
nasya eva visayah. anvaya-vyatirekavattvena vyaptatvat.

atra anavasare api [samanya-laksanam] vacana-vahulyam
syad iti asankaya uktam. tathahi atra svalaksanabhidhanava-
sare avataranena tad-viparita-laksanasya jnanam sukaram iti
samanya-laksanam uktam. sah anumanasya visaya iti hi
svalpa-vacanena upanyasah. anyatha anumanavisaya-pradar-
sanartham sarvasya api etadvacanasya uccaranam avasyakam
syat. // 15 //

phala-vipratipatti-nirasartham aha—

tad eva ca pratyaksam jnanam pramana-
phalam artha-pratiti-rupatvat. II 16 II
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ayam ca asya sambandhah. yadi pratyaksasya pramanatvam
istam tarhi rupadi-prameya-paricchedalaksanena15 pramana-
phalena bhavitavyam, yatha kutharikaya vrksadi-chedane
dvikhandikaranam phalam drsyate iti ata aha tad eva
pratyaksajnanam pramana-phalam iti. tad eva pratyaksa-
jnanam pramana-phalam, pratyaksat [=pratyaksa-jnanat]
atiriktam tu phalam na asti iti.

pratyaksasya eva phalarupatvam kasmat iti asamkayam
aha arthapratitirupatvad iti. pratitir niscayah ruparp
svabhavah. tad asti yasya pratyaksasya tad eva arthapratiti-
rupam. tasya bhavah arthaprailtirupatvam. tasmad artha-
pratitirupatvat.

tad evam pramana-prameya-vyavahararope arthaniscayala-
ksanam phalam bhavati. jnanam arthaviniscayana-svabhavam.
pratyaksam api jnanasvabhavam istam. tasmat pratyaksasya
arthaniscaya-svabhavatvat pratyaksam eva phalasvabhavam
syad iti veditavyam iti uktam bhavati. // 16 //

yadi pratyaksam eva phalasvabhavam tarhi pramanam
nama kim veditavyam iti asamkayam aha—

arthasarupyam asya pramanam, tadvasdd
arthaprat'Ui-siddher iti. II 17 II

sarupyam sadrsyam. asya iti pratyaksasya. arthakararp yat
pratyaksam tad eva pramanam iti sesah. arthasarupyam eva
katham pramanam iti asamkya aha tad-vasad arthapratiti-
siddher iti. yasmad arthasarupyavasad niscayah tasmat tat
sarupyam eva pramanam. evam hi nilasya prailtir iyam na
pitasya iti vyavasthapyate. tatra ca yo hetuh sa eva prama-
natvena istah.• • • • \

indriyasya tu etad-vyavasthiti-karane na asti samarthyam.
tathahi tat ca indriyam sarvasya eva jnanasya sadharanam
karanam iti pratyeka-niscaya-vyavasthitau katham samartham
syat ? yadi tad indriyam nllajnanasya eva janakam syat

15. p. 52.4 : read fwith BL ii, p. 350, n, 2) yohs-su-bcad-pa'i (=pariccheda)
instead of yohs-su-dpyod-pa'i (=pariksana). for a better sense.
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pitadijSanam ca na janayet tada eva vyavasthayam samarfham
syat. sannidhanam api sadharanatvad indriyavan na vyava-
sthiti-hetuh.

sarupyam tu asadharanatvat pratyeka-niscaya-vyavastbiti-
hetur bhavati. tatbahi nilavijnanasya yo nilakarah sa pitadi-
jnane na asti iti vyavastha syat. yasmad nilakaratvad ayam
nila iti eva pratitih, na tu pita iti buddhih, tasmad arthasa-
rupyam eva pramanam iti. // 17 //

Nyayabindu- vistqra- tl kayam sisyahitayam
prathamah paricchedah.

: ) ' • • • '
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. Svarthanumana-paricchedah

anumanam dvidha. svartham parartham
ca. II 111

pratyaksanumana-bhedena samyag-jnanam dvividham uktam.
tatra pratyaksam saprapancam1 krta-vyakhyanam. anumana-
kathananujnartham aha anumanam dvidha iti. anumanasya
prakarau dvau veditavyau. jnanabhidhanatmakayoh sva-
pararthanumanayoh samanyalaksanam kim api na asti. katham
tavat purvam laksanam abhidhiyeta ? vibhagena ca pratiniyatam
laksanam sukhena vaktum sakyam. tasmat purvam vibhaga
uktah.

svartham parartham ca iti visesena dvaividhyam eva
upadarsyate. atra artha iti prayojanam. sva-prayojanam
para-prayojanam ca iti sesah. yena atmanah pratltis tat
svartham yena ca aparasya pratipattis tat parartham ava-
gantavyam iti. // I //

tatra svartham trirupad lifigad yad anumeye
jnanam. II 2 II

trini rupani asya santi iti trirupam. artho lingyate anena iti
lingam. anumiyate iti anumeyah. trilaksanad hetor anumeye
yaj jnanam utpadyate tad eva svarthanumanam iti. linga-
bhasad yaj jnanam utpadyate tad api anumanam syad iti
tannirasartham anumeya iti uktam. lihga-jnanam eva vastutah
anumanam syad iti tannirasartham anumeya iti uktam. jnanam
iti kathanam tu lingam eva vastutah anumanam syad iti
tannirasartham. // 2//

yadi anumeya-visaya-jnanam eva pramanam istam tarhi
phalam nama kim syad iti asamkayam aha—

1. p. 55.5 : =spros-pa-dah-bcas-te.
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pramanaphala-vyavastha atra api pra-
tyaksavat. II 3 II

yatha pratyakse tajjnanam eva pramana-phalam abhihitam
tatha atra api anumitir eva pramana-phalam syat, artha-
viniscayana-svabhavatvat. yatha pratyaksasya artha-sarupyam
pramanam tatha anumanasya api artha-sarupyam eva prama-
nam, tadvasad artha-viniscaya-siddher iti // 3 //

trirupad lingad iti uktam. kani ca tani trini rupani iti
asamkayam aha—

trairupyam ca llngasya anumeye sattvam
eva, sapakse eva sattvam, asapakse ca
asattvam eva niscitam iti. II 4 II

trirupasya bhavas trairupyam. anumeye sattvam eva iti.
adhonirdistanumeya-laksane sattvara eva prathamam riipam.
tatra sattvam iti uktva caksusatvad ityadikam nirastam. [eva
iti] adhika-kathanena2 paksaikadesasiddhyadikam nirastam.
sapakse eva sattvam iti. samajatlye sattvam eva dvitiyam
rupam. atra sattvam iti uktva asadharananaikantiko nirastah.
[eva iti] adhika-kathanena sadharananaikantiko nirastah.
ubhaya-kathanena viruddho nirastah.

asapakse ca asattvam eva iti. asamajatiye kvacid api
asattvam trtiyam rupam. atra asattvam iti uktva sadha-
rananaikantika-viruddhau nirastau. [eva iti] adhika-kathanena
vipaksaika-desavrtteh pariharah. ante niscitam iti uktes trisu
eva niscitam iti veditavyam. tani ca trim' rupani svayam
yathayatham pramanair niscitani eva grahyani. anyatha
anumeye pratyayanam3 asakyam eva iti. //4//

kas ca anumeya iti asamkayam aha—

anumeyah atra jijnasita-viseso dharmi. 115//

2. p. 57.10 f : =bsnan-pa-smos-pas.
3. p. 58.4 : =yid-ches-par-bya-bar.

V. 3 •
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atra iti hetu-laksane. jijnasitah pratyetum istah. visesa iti
vilaksanah [dharmah]. jijnasito viseso yasmin sa jijnasita-
visesah. dharmah santi yasmin sa dharml. tena yasya
dharminah kascid visesah pratyetum istah sah anumeya iti
arthah. sa ca hetu-laksanavasare eva bodhya iti uktam bhavati.
anyatra tu dharmavisista-dharmi anumeya iti. // 5 //

kas tavat sapaksa iti asamkayam aha—

sadhyadharma-samanyena satnanah arthah
sapaksah. II 6 II

samanam manam [asya iti] samanah. samanajnana-pari-
cchedyah, sadrsa iti sesah. yas ca sadrsah arthah sa sapaksah.
katham prakara-samyam iti cet ? tatra evam aha sadhyadharma-
samanyena iti. sadhyas ca asau dharmas ca iti sadhyadharmah.
tasya samanyam sadhyadharma-samanyam. sadhyadharmasya
hi visesah [bhavati], pratyarthariiyamat. tena ca asamanatvad
virodhah syad iti sadhyadharma-samanyena iti uktam
iti. // 6 //

kas ca asapaksa iti asamkayam aha—

na sapaksah asapaksah. tatah anyas tad-
viruddhas tadabhavas ca iti. // 7 //

yas ca sapakso na bhavati sa sarva eva asapaksa iti. tatah
anya iti sapaksad yah anyah. yatha usnasparse sadhye
anusnasitam4 dravyam. tadviruddha iti sapaksa-viruddhah.
yatha usnasparse eva sadhye sitam dravyam. tadabhava iti
sapaksabhavah. yatha sautrantikasya anityatve6 sadhye
anityatvabhava eva asapaksah, [tannaye] akasadisu api
nityatvanangikarat.

4. p. 59.13 f : —tsha-ba yah ma-yin grah-ba yah ma-yin-pa.
5. cf. Uddyotakara and Vacaspati thereon, under Nyayasutra i.1.35.

(Nyayadarsana, Metropolitan ed. p. 299).
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trividha eva arthe na sapaksah asapaksa iti bodhyam.
abhavas tu vastuta eva na sapaksah. anya-virodhau ca param-
paraya na sapaksau iti. II 7 II

yathokta-hetulaksana-yukto hetuh katividha iti asamkayara
aha—

trirupani trini eva ca lingani. 118//

yathoktam riipatrayam trisu eva sambhavati, na adhika iti
adhikarthah [=evakararthah]. trayanam lingariam pratyekam
api trirupam eva drastavyam, ekarupam dvirupam va na
eva iti. //8//

kani ca trini lingani iti asamkayam aha—

anupalabdhih svabhava-karye ca. 11911

iha svanamna trini lingani nirdisyante. //9//

tatra anupalabdhir yatha na pradesa-visese \,
kvacid ghatah, upalabdhilaksana-praptasya
anupalabdher iti. 1/101/

tatra anupalabdhir iti anupalabdhi-svarupam ucyate. yatha iti
upapradarsana-sabdah. pradesa-visese kvacid ghato na iti
sannihitadesa-vacanam. sambandhas tu evam. pradesa-visese
kvacid ghato na iti kvacid iti anena dharmi nirdisyate.
pradesa-visesa iti tasya eva visesah kriyate. vadyabhimata-dese
ghato na [iti arthah]. desa iti ukte sarvasya paksatve ghata-
bhava-siddhir eva na syat. sa ca yogyah api na bhavati.

upalabdhilaksana-praptasya iti anena hetu-visesanam
uktam. upalabdhir iti jnanam ucyate. laksyate iti laksanam,
visaya iti sesah. upalabdher laksanam iti upalabdbi-laksanam..
tam prapta iti upalabdhi-laksana-praptah. yogyopalabdhi-
visaya iti sesah. anupalabdher iti. adarsanad iti arthah;
ay am arthah—pradesadau drsya-ghatadyadarsanat, • ghata-
sunyadesa-darsanad iti sesa iti. //10//
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nanu ka sa upalabdhi-laksana-praptir iti asamkayam aha—

upalabdhi-laksana-praptir upalambha-pra-
tyayantara-sakalyam svabhava-visesas ca.

' imn
upalambha iti jnanam. tasya pratyayantarani upalambha-
pratyayantarani. upalambha-pratyayas tatra ghata eva. tatah
anyani anantara-pratyayadini. tesam sakalyam upalambha-
pratyayantara-sakalyam. sakalya-sabdena samavesa ucyate.
svabhavas ca visesas ca iti svabhava-visesah. taddvayam
upalabdhi-laksana-prapti-sabdena ucyate iti. / / l l / /

nanu kah ayam svabhava-visesa iti akankhayam aha—

satsu api anyesu upalambha-pratyayesu yah
svabhavah san pratyaksa eva bhavati. II1211

yas ca bhavah san caksuradi-sannidhane viprakarsa-prakara-
trayena aviprakrstah sakyadarsanah sa eva atra svabhava-visesa
ucyate. tena caksuradi-sannidhane api pratyaksa-yogya-ghata-
nupalabdher atra ghato na asti iti ayam artha ukta iti. //12//

svabhava-hetulaksana-nirdesartham aha—

svabhavah svasattamatrabhavini sadhya-
dharme hetuh. 1/13/1

sattamatram iti sadhanasattamatram. sattatnatre bhavitum
silam yasya sa sattamatrabhavi. tasmin sattamatrabhavini
sadhyadharme svabhava-hetur bodhyah. yatha vrksah ayam
simsapatvad iti. atra vrksasya simsapamatrena sambandhah.
tasmat tena sadhyate. 1/13/1

karyam yatha agnir atra dhumad iti. 1114/1

karyahetur udahriyate. agni-nirbharotpattikatvad yatra
dhumas tatra agnir iti avagamyate. //14//
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atha kasmad lingam trividham iti vyavasthitir iti asanka-
yam aha—

tatra dvau vastusadhanau, ekah pratisedha-
hetur iti. 111511

yasmad anumeyo bhavabhavarupo dvividhas tasmad hetur
api bhavasadhanah abhavasadhanas ca dvividha eva. anume-
yah api bhavarupo dvividhah, bhinnah abhinnas ca. anume-
yasya bhavarupasya dvaividhyena bhavasadhanah api dvividho
bhavati. tathahi sadhyahetvoh svarupabhede abhinnam
sadhyam sadhayitum na saknoti. sadhyahetvoh svarupabhede
ca bhinnara sadhyam sadhayitum na saknoti.

tatra sadhya-sadhanayor abhede svabhavahetuh, sadhya-
sadhanayor bhede ca karyahetuh. anupalabdhis tu abhava-
hetuh. etena yasmad dvabhyam bhavasadhanam ekena ca
pratisedha-sadbanam tasmad lingam trividham, dve bhavasa-
dhane ekam ca pratisedhakaranam iti darsitam iti. //15//

atha kasmad dvau eva vastusadhanau iti cet ? tatra aha—

svabhava-pratibandhe hi sati arthah artham
gamayet. 1/16/1

svabhavena svafiipena pratibandhah svabhava-pratibandhah.
tatsattve eva linga-laksanarthena sadhya-laksanarthasya
pratyayanam iti sesah. //16//

kasmat svabhavapratibandha-sattve eva arthah artham
gamayed iti cet ? tatra aha—

tadapratibaddhasya tada vyabhicara-niyama-
bhavat. 1/17/1

yato yad na pratibaddham tad na arthaniscayavyabhicari
tasmat pratibandhe sati eva gamya-gamaka-bhavo veditavyah,
na anyatha iti. //17//

sa ca tavat kasya pratibandhah, kena rupena va pratibandha
iti pradarsanartham aha—

sa ca pratibandhah sadhye arthe lingasfa
vastutah sadhyartha't&datmyat sadhyarthad i ;'
utpattes ca. //18// • <Pr
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yasmat paramarthato lingam kvacit sadhyartha-svabhavam
eva tasmat tat tena pratibaddham. sadhyarthad utpatter iti.
yasmad lingam kvacit sadhyarthad eva utpadyate tasmat tat
tena pratibaddham iti. //18//

atha katham ucyate sadhyartha-tadatmyat sadhyarthad
utpattes ca eva lingasya pratibandha iti cet ? tatra aha—

atatsvabhavasya atadutpatte s ca tatra
apratibaddha-svabhavatvat. 111911

yat ca na sadhyaika-svabhavam yad api ca na utpadyate
sadhyarthat tasya tena pratibandhah kena prakarena abhidhl-
yeta ? apratibaddham ca na lingam, atiprasangat. tasmat
tadatmya-tadutpattibhyam eva pratibandho vaktavyah, na
anyatha iti. 1119/1

bhavatu tavat tathi eva. tatas ca kim ayatam iti
ced aha—

te ca tadatmya-tadutpatti svabhava-karyayor
eva iti tabhyam eva vastusiddhih. 1120//

tadatmyam svabhava-hetoh pratibandhah. tadutpattih karya-
hetoh pratibandhah. ataeva tabhyam eva vastusiddhir iti
uktam. yasmat tadatmya-tadutpatti svabhava-karyayor eva
tasmat tabhyam eva vastusiddhih sakya, na tu anyena aprati-
baddhena. tatas ca vastusiddhir dvabhyam eva iti sthitam.
//20//

ekas ca pratisedha-hetur iti uktam. ko nama asau iti aha—

pratisedha-siddhir api yathoktaya eva
anupalabdheh. 1/21/1

upalabdhilaksana-praptasya anupalabdher iti yad uktam prak
taddvayam eva pratisedha-hetuh. //21//
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. katham iti ced afra-̂ -

sati vastuni tasya asambhavat. II2211

tathahi vastuni vidyamane sa na eva sambhavati. //22//

yathokta anupalabdhir eva vastvabhava-vyavahara-sadhika
iti etad ca kasmad iti ced aha—

anyatha ca desa-kala-svabhava-vipra-
krs tarthe su anupalabdhilak sana-praptesu
at ma -pratyak sa -nivrtter abha va -niscaya-
bhavat. II 23'11

yadi yathokto viseso na asriyate tada desa-kala-svabhavair
viprakrsta6 vyavahita ye artha na upalabdhilaksana-praptah,
tesu ca ya pratipattr-pratyaksa-nivrttih, taya abhava-niscayo
na sakyate. ca iti yasmad iti arthe bodhyam. desas ca kalas
ca svabhavas ca iti desa-kala-svabhavah. tair viprakrstesu iti
arthah. tatra aparimeyadesena vyavahita desa-viprakrstah,
anekakalpena vyavahitah kala-viprakrstah, atlndriyas ca
bhavah svabhava-viprakrsta veditavyah. tasmad iha anupa-
labdhilaksana-prapta iti anena upalabdhipratyaya-sakalyabhava
uktah.

desa-kala-svabhava-viprakrsta iti anena svabhava-visesena
abhava upadarsitah. tasmad yathokta anupalabdhir eva
pratisedha-sadhika iti sthitam. evam kvacit kala-visese7

agrahe api yathokta anupalabdhir eva pratisedha-sadhika
bhavati iti ucyate. //23//

idanim ukta-kala-visesena siddhi-nirdesartham aha—

amudha-smrtisamskarasya atltasya varta- v '
manasya cap>atipattr-pratyaksasya nivrttir 5 ^
abhava-vyavahara-sadhatn iti. 1/24// V;

6. p. 66.19 : Omit the suffix gis (which expresses the instrumental) after
bskal-pa-dag {=viprakrstahy

7. p. 67.14: -bye-brag-la (= -vi'sese), instead of -bye-brag (=visesah)
seems better.
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smrti-janakah samskarah [smrti-samskarah]. smrti-vijam iti
sesah. amudhah smrti-samskaro yasmin ghatadau sa tathoktah.
atitasya vartamanasya ca pratipattr-pratyaksasya nivrttir iti.
atlta-vartamana-kalayor yah sunya-rpradesadir upalabdhas
tatpradesadi-sarnanayogyo yo ghatadih sa eva atita-vartama-
natvena ucyate. anyatha pradesadau ghatadyabhave [ca]
atitatvam vartamanatvam va kutah syat ?

pratipatta ca devadattadih. tasya pratyaksena paricchedya-
tvat ghatadih pratyaksah. atra api pratyaksa-parichhedyapra-
desadi-samanayogyampatvad ghatadih pratyaksa iti ucyate.
paramarthatas tatra ghatadyabhave katham pratyaksatvam
syat ? evam ukta-prakarena pratipattr-pratyaksasya atitasya
vartamanasya ca nivrttir abhavasritatvad apara-vastu-laksana,
ghatadisunya-desavisesa-svarupa bhavati iti sesah.

abhava-vyavaharas tu iha ghato na asti iti evamakaram
vijnanam, tadabhidhanam, nihsamkam pradesadau garhanala-
ksana pravrttis ca. jnanabhidhana-pravrtti-laksanah-vyavaharah
sadhyate anaya iti abhavavyavahara-sadhani. tad evam atita-
vartamanotpanna-visaya anupalabdhir eva abhava-vyavahara-
sadhaDi, bhavi-visaya tu na iti uktam bhavati. tathahi
bhavikalasya pradesadir dharmi na pratyaksah. sunya-pradeso-
palabdhilaksana anupalabdhir8 api na sidhyati. atitakalasya
tu dharmi pratyaksah, ghatasunya-pradesas ca smaryate.
tadubhaya-hetor amudha-smrtisamskara iti uktam. tasmad
vigatadi-divasiya-ghatadi-sunya-pradesadi-smarane abhava-
vyavahara-siddhir bhavati. vartamanakalasya ca dharmi
ghatadi-sunya-pradesadir api pratyaksa-siddhah. tasmat tatra
abhava-vyavahara-sambandhah sulabhah.

amudha-smrtisamskara iti uktva 'hetvasiddhir nirasta.
anyatha sunya-pradesadyasmarane anupalabdhir eva na
sidhyati. atita-vartamana iti anena uktah kalaviseso
nirdistah. pratipattr-pratyaksa iti uktva ca nikhila-prati-
pattr-pratyaksam nirastam. nikhila-pratipattr-pratyaksoktau
hi hetur asiddha eva syat. sakala-pratipattr-pratyaksa-nivrttis
tu prativadyasiddha iti. //24//

8 p. 69.11: read mi-dmigs-par (=anupalabdhi) instead of dmigs-par
(=upalabdhi).
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anantarokta anupalabdhir eva abhava-vyavahara-sadhani
iti etad eva kasmad iti ced aha—

taya eva abhava-niscayad iti. 1125//

anupahata-smrtivijasya pratipattr-pratyaksasya atita-vartama-
notpanna-visayavastuno ya nivrttis taya eva abhava-niscayah
sakyate, anyaya bhavi-visayaya tu Da. //25//

tad evam purvokta-hetuna anupalabdhi-svarupam kalavi-
sesas ca abhihitah. tasyah ^ prayogabheda-pradarsanartham
aha—

sa ca prayoga-bhedad ekadasa-prakara
iti. II26H

prayoga iti trilaksana-sadhanasya sabdena abhidbanam.
tadbhedad anupalabdhir ekadasa-prakaja bbavati. //26//

prakara-bheda-nirdesartham aha—

svabhavanupalabdhir iti. //27/I

svabhavasya vastu-svarupasya anupalabdhir [iti arthah]. //27//

drstanta-pradarsanartham aha—

yatha na atra dhuma iti. \\28j\

yatha iti drstanta-sabdah. iha sarvatra [tatha] drastavyam.
atra iti anena dharml uktah. dhumo na iti ahena sadhya-
dharma uktah. // 28 // "•

upalabdhi-laksana-praptasya anupalab-
dhir iti. If 29 II

upalabdhi-pratyayantarasattve api yogyasvabhava-dhumanu-
palabdher iti sesah. // 29 //

karyanupalabdhir yatha na atra aprati-
baddha-samarthyani dhumakaranani santi
dhumabhavad iti. II 30 II

karyanupalabdhir iti. karyasya anupalabdhir iti vigrahah.
drstantam aha yatha na atra apratibaddha-samarthyani
dhuma-karanani santi iti. apratibaddha-samarthyani yani

V.4
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dhuma-karanani analendhanadini tani tathoktani. atra iti
anena dharmi uktah. apratibaddha-samarthyani dhuma-
karanani na santi iti anena sadhyadharma uktah. dhumabha-
vad iti. yasmad atra dhumasya eva abhavas tasmad iti sesah.
yadi atra apratibaddha-samarthyani dhuma-karanani syus
tarhi dhuamah api utpadyamanah syad eva. // 30 //

. vyapakanupalabdhir yatha na atra simsa-
pa vrksabhavad iti. II 31 II

vyapakanupalabdhir iti. vyapnoti iti vyapakam. tasya aim-
palabdhir iti arthah. yatha na atra simsapa vrksabhavad iti.
anena drstanta uktah. vrksas tu simsapaya vyapakah. tasya
nivrttau sa api nivartita bhavati. atra iti anena dharmi uktah.
vrksabhavad iti anena hetur uktah. simsapa na iti anena
sadhyadharma uktah. // 31 //

svabhava-viruddhopalabdhir yatha na atra
sitasparsah anger iti. II 32 II

svabhava-viruddhopalabdhir iti. svabhavena viruddhah sva-
bhava-viruddhah. tasya upalabdhir iti arthah. drstantam aha
yatha na atra sitasparsah agner iti. atra iti anena dharmi
uktah. agner iti anena hetur uktah. na sitasparsa iti anena
sadhyadharma uktah. tathahi agneh sltasparsenax virodhat
tatsattve sitasparso nivartyate. // 32 //

viruddha-karyopalabdhir yatha na atra
sitasparso dhumad iti. Ij3311

viruddha-karyopalabdhir iti. viruddhasya karyam' viruddha-
karyam. tasya upalabdhir iti arthah. yatha na atra sita-
sparso dhumad iti anena sa abhidhlyate. atra iti dharmi.
dhumad iti hetuh. na sitasparsa iti sadhyadharmah. sita-
sparsa-viruddhah agnih, tasya karyam dhumah. tasmad yatra
dhumas tatra agnir api. yatra agnis tatra ca kutah sita-
sparsah? //33//

. ;, viruddha-vyaptqpalabdhir yatha na dhru-
vabhavl bhutasya api bhavasya vinaso
hetvantarapeksanad iti. //34//
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viruddha-vyaptopalabdhir iti. viruddhena vyaptam viruddha-
vyaptam. tasya upalabdhir iti arthah. drstantam aha yatha
na dhruyabhavl bhutasya a pi bhavasya vinasa iti. dhruva-
bhavi iti niscita-bhavana-dharma iti sesah. bhutasya api
bhavasya iti. jatasya bhavasya iti sesahi bhutasya api

. bhavasya vinasa iti anena dharmi uktah. na dhruvabhavi iti
anena sadhayadharma uktah. tena jatasya eva bhavasya vinaso
na nitya iti ayam arthah paryavasitah. katham etad iti ced aha
hctvantarapeksanad iti.

evam hi hetvantarapeksa angikriyate. yesam hetvantara-
peksa te na avasyarabhavinah. yatha karpase raktata. iha api
dhruvab,havitvam adhruvabhavitvena viruddham. tena hetvan-
tarapeksanam vyaptam. tasmad. yatra betvantarapeksa tatra
adhruvabhavitvam. yatra adhruvabhavitvam tatra dhruvabhS-
vitvam ca kutah ? //34//

karya-viruddhopalabdhir yatha na iha
apratibaddha-samarthyani sitakaranani
santi agner iti. 113511

karya-viruddhopalabdhir iti. karyena viruddham karya-viru-
ddham. tasya upalabdhir iti arthah. drstantam aha yatha na
iha apratibaddha-samarthyani sita-karanani santi agner iti.
iha iti dharmi. agner iti hetur uktah. na apratibaddha-
samarthyani sita-karanani santi iti sadhyadharma uktah.

atra sita-karananam karyarn snarn. sitam ca agnina
viruddham. yatra agnis tatra kutah sitasparsah ? yatra na
sitasparsas tatra apratibaddha-samarthyani sita-karanani ca
katham api na, yadi syus tadrsani tarhi avasyam sitasparsah
api syat ? // 35 // .

vyapaka-viruddhopalabdhir yatha na atra
tusarasparsah agner iti 1/36//

vyapaka-viruddhopalabdhir iti. vyapakena viruddham vyapaka-
viruddham. tasya upalabdhir iti arthah. drstantam aha
yatha na atra tusarasparsah agner itk atra iti anena dharmi
uktah. agner iti anena hetur uktah. na tusarasparsa iti anena '
sadhyadharma uktah.
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tusarasparsah himasparsah. tasya vyapakah sitasparsah.
tadviruddhah agnih. tasmad yatra agnis tatra sitasparsah
kutah ? yatra ca na sitasparsah tatra tusarasparsah api katham
api na. //36// '

karananupalabdhir yatha na atra dhumah
agnyabhavad iti. 11371j

karananupalabdhir iti. karanasya anupalabdhih karananu-
palabdhir iti vigrahah. drstantam aha yatha na atra
dhumah agnyabhavad iti. atra iti anena dharmi uktah.
agnyabhavad iti anena ca nirdusto hetuh kirtitah. na dhurtva
iti anena sadhyadharma uktah. iha ca agneh karyam dhuma
iti yatra agnyabhavas tatra dhumah api katham api na. 1/3111

karana-viruddhopalabdhir yatha na asya
' . romaharsadi-visesah sannihita-dahana-

visesatvad iti. /138/1

karana-viruddhopalabdhir iti. karanena viruddharn karana-
viruddham. tasya upalabdhir iti arthah. drstantam aha yatha na
asya romaharsadi-visesa iti. asya iti anena dharmi uktah. na
romaharsadi-visesa iti anena sadhyadharma uktah. romaharsas
tu romnam udbhedah. sa adir yesarp te romaharsadayah.
adisabdena dantasamgharsana-sarirakampadlnam parigrahah.
te ca romaharsadaya eva visesa iti romaharsadivisesah. bhaya-
prityadibhir api romaharsadir jayate. tasya vyavachhedartharn
visesa iti uktam. iha ca sitavayu-piditasya ye [romaharsah]
te eva bodhyah.

sannihita-dahanavisesatvad iti atra dahana-visesas tu agni-
visesah. sannihita iti samipavarti. sannihito dahana-viseso
yasya sa sannihita-dahanavisesah. tasya bhavas tattvara.
tasmat sannihita-dahanavisesatvat. yadrsah agni-visesah sita-
nirakarana-samarthas tadrsasya siddhyartham visesa iti uktam.
tathahi atra romaharsadi-visesasya - hetuh sitasparsah, tadvi-
ruddhah agnih. agnitapah sita-nivarakah. sitanivrttau

r romaharsadi-visesah katham api na syuh. //38//
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karana-viruddha-karyopa/abdhir yatha na ' -
romaharsadi-visesa-yukta-purusavanayam
pradeso dhumad iti. 1139/1

karanaviruddha-karyopalabdhir iti. karanena viruddham
karana-viruddham. tasya karyam karanaviruddha-karyam.
tasya upalabdhih karanaviruddha-karyopalabdhih. drstantam
aha yatha na roamaharsadivisesa-yukta-purusavarrayampradeso
dhumad iti. ayam pradesa iti anena dharml uktah. dhumad
iti anena hetur uktah. na romaharsadivisesa-yukta-purusavan
iti anena sadhyadharma uktah. romaharsadi-visesena yukto
romaharsadivisesa-yuktah. romaharsadivisesayuktas ca asau
purusas ca iti romaharsadivisesa-yukta-purusah. sa vidyate
yasmin pradese sa romaharsadivisesa-yukta-purusavan.

iha romaharsadi-visesasya karanam sitasparsah, tadviruddhah
agnih, agnikaryain dhumah. tasmad yatra dhumas tatra agnih.
yatra agnis tatra na sitasparsah. yatra na sitasparsah tatra
sltakaryani romaharsadi-visesah katham syuh? //39//

piirvam upalabdhilaksana-praptasya anupalabdhir ekah
pratisedha-hetur uktah.9 atha katham karyanupalabdhyadibhih
svabhavaviruddhopalabdhyadibhis ca pratisedba iti cet ? tatra
aha—

ime sarve karyanupalabdhyadayo da'sa
anupalabdhi-prayogah svabhdvanupalabdhau
samgraham upayanti iti. H40H

ime iti avyavahitoktah. sarve iti nikhila dasa-samkhya-
paricchinnah. anupalabdhi-prayogas ca svabhavanupalabdhau
antarbhavanti. //40//

svabhavanupalabdhi-prayogas ca anyah, karyanupalab-
dhyadir api anyah. tathahi karyanupalabdhyadisu arthantara-
paratisedhah, svabhava-viruddhopalabdhyadisu ca arthantara-
vidhih. katham tarhi tasyam antarbhava iti cet ? tatra aha—

arthantara-vidhi-pratisedhabhyamprayoga- /
bhede api paramparyena iti. 1/411/

9. p. 78.10 ; 79.4 : read yin*nam instead of ma-yin-nam in both places.
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yadyapi arthantara-vidhi-pratisedhabhyam prayoga-bheda eva
tathapi paramparaya tasyam antarbhavah abhipretah, na tu
vastutah. tathahi kvacit karyanupalabdhau dhurnabhavena
dhumahetor apratibaddhasamarthyasya abhave [siddhe]
abhava-pratitir bhavati. yatra dhumabhavas tatra upalabdhi-
laksana-praptasya eva taddhetor anupalabdhir iti svabha-
vanupalabdhau antarbhavati.

pratipattrnam cintabhedat [bhedah]—kasyacit karyabhava-
dvarena hetvabhava-pratltih, kasyacit tu svabhavabhava-
dvarena. tatha eva vyapakanupalabdheh10 karananupalabdhes
ca paramparaya [antarbhavah] avagantavyah. svabbava-
viruddhopalabdhau ca agnina sitabhavapratitih. yatra agnis
tatra upalabdhilaksana-praptasya sitaspaisasya eva anupa-
labdhir iti svabhavanupalabdhau antarbhavah.

viruddhavyaptopalabdhau api hetvantarapeksaya sarva-
varnesu prakasa-svabhavah api [svabhava]-anupalabdhivad
eva. tatha karanaviruddha-karyopalabdhau api dhumena
agnisiddhih. sitanivrttau ca tatra tadviparitasya romaharsa-
divisesa-yukta-purusasya abhava-siddliih. sa ca tatra upa-
labdhi-laksana-prapta-tadrsa-purusasya anupalabdhir iti svabha-
vanupalabdhau eva antarbhavati. //4I//

•[ye ca karya-karana-dvaya-vyapti-abhedaih bhedabhavena
upacarat svabhavanupalabdhau antarbhavanti iti ahus tesam
tat upacarena antarbhavah, paramarthas tu na. pratijiiai-
kadesasya api hetutve sati parampararthah api na ramyah].11

svabhava-viruddhopalabdhyadisu ca vijatiyapramanena

10. p. 79.16 : transfer khoh-du i—ava-) to the next line immediately before
chud-par-bya-o (=gentavya).

11. p. 80.11-16: The implication of these lines seems to be obscure and
hence put in brackets. I have given above only a literal reconstruc-
tion as exact as possible. The original Tibetan runs as follows :
gah-dag 'bras-bu dan rgyu gliis khyab-pa dan tha-mi-dad-pa-dag-gh
bye-brag-med-par ne-bar-btags-nas, rah-bshin mi-dmigs-pa'i nah-du-du-o
shes brjod-pa de-dag-gi de-ni btags-pas 'du-ba-yin-gyi don-dam-par-ni
ma-yin-no, dam-bcas-pa'i phyogs-gcig kyah gtan-tshigs-su 'gyur-la,
brgyud-pa'i-don yah mi-tliad-do. The reading in Tibetan Tripitaka
(Tokyo-Kyoto ed., vol. 137, p. 154-2-lff) is exactly the same.
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nivrttyabhidhanam iti kim kena samanam syad. svarthSnu-
mane prayogo na sambhavati. tatra anupalabdhiprayoga-
prakaravisesa ekadasa iti kuta iti cet"? tasraad aha—

prayogadarsanabhyasat svayam api eyam
vyavaccheda-pratltir bhavati iti svarthanu-
mane api visesa-nirdesa iti. 1/42//

prayoganam darsanam pratitih. tasyah paunahpunyena
avartanam abhyasah. tasmat prayogesu abhyasatisayat
svayam api yada kasyacid vyavachheda-pratitir bhavati tada
prayogarupena eva pratitir bhavati. ataeva svarthanumane
api anupalabdhiprayogasya visesa-nirdesah. vyavachheda1*-
pratitih pratisedha-pratyayanam iti sesah. yadva vyavachheda-
pratitir visesa-pratipattir iti sesah. //42//

svabhavanupalabdher visesa uktah. karyanupalabdhyadau
tadabhavat katham tesam avyabhicaritvam iti cet ? tatra aha—

sarvatra ca asyatn abhava-vyavahara-
sadhanyam anupa labdhau yesam svabhava-
viruddhadinam upalabdhya karanadinam
anupalabdhya ca pratisedha uktas tesam
uplabdhilaksana-praptanam eva upalab-
dhir anupalabdhis ca veditavya iti. II 43 II

abhava-vyavahara-sadhanyo vahuprakara ya anupalabdhayah
abhihitas tah sarvas tadvisesa eva drastavyah. yadi karaTiader
upalabdhilaksana-praptasya anupalabdhih syat tada karyadeh
pratisedha-siddhih sambhavati, na anyatra. // 43 //

svabhava-viruddhadir api yadi upalabdhilaksana-prapta
eva syat tada viparita-pratisedhe samarthah, na anyatha.
katham iti cet ? tatra aha—

anyesamvirodha-karyakaranabhava-'bhava-
siddher iti. II 44 II

12. p. 81.9, 11 : read bcad-pa (=cheda) instead of dpyad-pa (=iksana) in
both places. -
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virodhas ca karya-karana-bhavas ca abhavas ca virodha-karya-
karana-bhava-'bhavah. tesam asiddhir iti uktam. tad evam ye
na upalabdhi-laksana-praptas tesam virodhah asiddhah, virodha-
bhavah api asiddhah, karya-karana-bhavah asiddhah, karya-
karanabhavabhavah api asiddha iti etat pradarsitam bhavati.13

tathahi upalabdhilaksana-praptasya niyatanusangino ye
drstas tatsannidhane kasyacit tirobhave tena saha virodhasya
pratyayanam sakyam, yat ca sannihitam tad api tatha eva
[viruddham]. tadupalabdhau tu virodhabhava iti nisciyate.

evam upalabdhilaksana-praptasya yasya sattve upalabdhi-
laksana-praptam adrstapurvam yad upalabhyate, tadabhave
na upalabhyate, tat tasmad utpadyate iti taddvayoh karya-
karanabhavo nisciyate. yadabhave api yadupalabdhis taddva-
yoh karyakaranabhavabliavo nisciyate. evam api abhava-
vyavahara-siddhir upalabdhilaksana-praptasya" anupalabdhi-
samasrita iti uktam bhavati. //44//

nanu tadanyena api kvacit siddhir iti cet ? ucyate—

viprakrsta-visayanupalabdhih pratya-
ksanumana-nivrtti-laksana samsayahetur
iti. 1/45/1

viprakrsto yo visayah pratyaksanumana-nivrtti-svabhavah sa
samsayasya hetuh, na tu abhava-vyavahara-hetuh. //45//

tad eva kasmad iti aha—

pramana-nivrttau api arthabhavasiddher iti. l\46lj

pramana-nivrtti-laksana viprakrsta-visayanupalabdhih. prama-
nanivrttir api, arthabhavam na sadhayati. pramanarn tu
arthakaryam iti pramana-nivrttya karanamatra-nivrttir na
sidhyati. //46//

Nyayabindu-vistara-tikayam sisyahitayam
dvitiyah paricchedah. '

13. cf. BL ii, p. 104, n 2.



Pararthanumana-pariccbedah

samyagjnana-nirupana-prasangena svartba-parartha-bhedena
anumanam dvividham angikrtam. tatra svartham saprapa-
Scam nirupitam. pararthanumanabhjdhanartham evam
anujanite^

trirupa-lingakhyanam pararthanumanam. //I//

akhyayate anena iti akhyanam vacanam iti. trini rupani santi
yasya tat trirupam. trirupam ca tat lingam ca iti trirupa-
lingam. tasya akhyanam iti arthah. //I//

anumanam ca samyagjnanam iti uktam. katham anumanam
vacanam iti cet ? tatra aha—

karane karyopacarat. Il2jj

karanam hi vacanam karyam ca anumanam iti vacane tasmin
anumanaropat tad vacanam eva anumanam iti abhidhiyate.
anumana-karanatvad anumanam iti ucyate iti sesah. II2II

tad dvividham prayogabhedat. 113/1

tad dvividham iti atra tad iti pararthanumanam.1 trirupa-
lingakhyanam tat katham dvividham iti ced aha prayoga-
bhedad iti. prayogas tu sabdata upasthapanam. tasya bhedena
dvaividhyam iti. //3//

kim tat prakaradvayam iti aha—

sadharmyavad vaidharmyavac ca. 114//

samano dharmo yasya sa sadharma. sadharmano bhavah
sadharmyam. tad yasya asti tat sadharmyavat. visadrso
dharmo yasya sa vidharma. vidharmano bhavo vaidharmyam.
tad yasya asti tad vaidharmyavat. anvayavad vyatirekavac ca
iti sesah. 11 All

1. p. 85. 2 omit dah-sbyor-ro (=prayoga which seems superfluous.

V. 5 • x->
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yadi sadharmya-prayogah anvayavan vaidharmya-prayogas
ca vyatirekavan tarhi arthatah api bhedah syat. tat kasmat
prayoga-bhedena dvividham iti ucyate iti cet ? tatra aha—

na anayor arthatah kascid bhedah anyatra
prayoga-bhedat. 115/1

sadharmyavan api trirupapeksah, vaidharmyavan api trirupa-
peksah. tasmat sarvatra trirupasattvad arthato bhedalesah api
na asti. anyatra prayoga-bhedad iti. iha prayogasya eva
bhedah na tu sarvatha api. tathahi prathame vastutah
anvayabhidhane api vyatirekah samarthyad avagamyate. dvi-
tiye ca vastuto vyatirekabhidhane api anvayah arthat
jnayate. //5//

tatra sadharmyavad, yad upalabdhi-laksana-
praptam san na upalabhyate sah asad-vyava-
harasya visayah siddhah. yatha drstah
kascit sasavisanadih. \\6l\

tatra sadharmyavatah prathamam upanyasah. yad upalabdhi-
laksana-praptam san na upalabhyate sah asad-vyavaharasya
visayah siddha iti. atra anupalabdher anvaya uktah. yatha
drstah kascid sasavisanadir iti. asadvyavaharasya visayo
drstah, tasya udaharanam sasavisanadih. drsta iti siddhah,
pariksita iti sesah. tena drstanta-kathanam. //6//

na upalabhyate ca kvacit pradesa-visese

upalabdhi-Iaksana-prapto ghata iti. 1/7/1

anena paksadharma uktah. //7//

. svabhava-hetoh prayogah. yat sat tat sarvam
..' ..,•'•, anityam yatha ghatadir iti suddhasya
" „ svabhava-hetoh prayogah. yadutpattimat iad

; , anityam iti svabhavabhuta-dharmabhedena
: :, svabhavasya prayogah. yat krtakam tad

• anityam iti upadhibhedena. apcksita-para-
i ' vyaparo hi bhavah svabhava-nispattau

krtaka iti. 1/8/1

svabhava-hetoh prayoga iti. dvitlyasya hetoh sadharmyavan
prayoga upadarsyate. yat sat tat sarvam anityam yatha
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ghatadir iti. yad iti yogyam vastumatram sat, tat sarvam
akhilam anityam. anena anvaya eva uktah.

suddbasya svabhava-hetoh prayoga iti. nirvisesanasya
svabhava-hetoh prayoga iti sesah. yad utpattimat tad anityam
iti vacanam svabhava-hetor dvitiyasya anvayah.

svabhavabhuta-dharmabhedena svabhavasya prayoga iti.
atmabhuta-dharmasya eva bhedam krtva svabhava-hetoh
prayogah krtah. tathahi utpattir vastuno janmalabhah, abheda
eva. tathapi utpattir yasya asti tad utpattimad iti bhedena
uktah.

yat krtakam tad anityam iti anena svabhava-hetos trtiyasya
anvaya uktah. upadhi-bhedena iti atra upadhir visesanam.
anabhivyakta-visesanah2 svabhavahetu-prayoga iti sesah.

katham anabhivyakta-visesana iti cet ? tatra aha apeksita-
paravyaparo hi bhavah svabhava-nispattau krtaka iti. apeksi-
tah parasya vyaparo yena iti vigrahah. yas ca bhavah
svabhava-nispattaye hetunam vyaparam apeksate [iti]. yatah
krtakam iti uktam tasmad anabhivyakta-visesanam svabhava-
hetvantaram [etat]. / /8 / /

evam prayatnantarlyaka-pratyayabheda-
bheditvadayo drastavyah. 11911

ete api upadhibhedapeksitah svabliava-hetava eva drastavyah.
tathahi prayatne hetuvyapare sati yasya siddbih sa prayatnan-
tariyaka iti. tena anityam prayatnantariyakatvad iti ayam api
anabhivyakta-visesanah svabhavahetur eva. pratyayasya
bhedah pratyayabhedah. pratyayabhedena bhettum silam
yasya sa pratyayabheda-bhedi. tasya bhavah pratyayabheda-
bheditvam. karanabhedanukularupavattvam3 iti sesah.

tathahi svalpa-kardamapindad ghatah ksudro bhavati,
mahatas tu mahan bhavati. nipunakumbhakara-vyapare sati
sobhano bhavati, anipuna-[kumbhakara]-vyapare asobhano
bhavati. tasmad anityam pratyayabheda-bheditvad iti ayam
api aDabhivyakta-visesanah svabhava-hetur eva. //9// .' ,

2. p. 88. If: —bye-brag-mi-mhon-pa
3. p. 89. If: =rgyu'i-bye-brag-gis rjes-su-mthun-pa-can-nid. •".•!•
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sqn utpattiman krtako va sabda iti
paksadharmopadarsanam. \\10\\

purvam trayanam svabhavahetunam anvayamatram uktam.
idanim tena kramena paksadharma ucyante. san sabdah,
utpattiman sabdah, krtakah sabda iti prayogabheda-darsanar-
tham va iti. //10//

sarve ete sadhanadharma yathasvam
pramanaih* sidfiha-sadhana-dharma-matra-
nubandha eva Sadhyadharme avagan-
tavyah. 1/11/1

tanmatranubandhini sadhyadharme svabhavo hetur iti purvam
svabhavahetu-laksanam yad abhihitam tatprayogartham aha
sarva ete sadhanadharma iti. purvam yesam trividhanam
svabhavahetunam paksadharma uktas te. yathasvam prama-
nair iti. yasya yad atmiyam pramanam taih svapramanaih.

siddha-sadhanadharmamatranubandhe eva sadhyadharme
avagantavya iti. sadhanadharma-svarupam eva sadhana-
dhramamatram. sadhanadharmamatrena anubandhah sadhana-
dharmamatranubandhah. anubandhah sambandhah. anvaya
iti sesah. siddhah sadhanadharmamatranubandho yasya
sadhyadharmasya tasmin.

yathasvam sadhyadharme sadhanadharmamatranubandhe
sadhite eva te paksadharma hetutvena abhidheya iti. / / l l / /

kasmat ca sadhyadharmah sadhanadharmamatranubandhi
iti cet ? tatra aha—

vastutas tat-svabhavatvat. 1/12/1

tathahi paramarthatah anityasvabhava eva krtakah. anyas ca
krtakah, anyas ca anitya iti tu na. katham iti cet ? hetu-
pratyayair yat kriyate tad vinasyat-svabhavam eva iti. //12//

svabhavasya ca hetutvat. 1/13/1

atra sadhyasya svabhava eva hetur uktah. katham sadhya-
nanubandhi syat ? tathahi tanmatranubandhi-svabhava eva
iti. /mii

4. p. 90. 2 ; read tshad-ma (=pramana) instead of bsgrub-pa (=siddha).
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tac ca kasmat iti cet ? tatra aha—

tannispattau anispannasya tatsvabhava-
tvabhavat. 1/14//

yadi sadhanadharmasya krtakatvadeh siddhau sadhyah ani-
tyatvadir na siddhyati tada krtakatvanityatve paramarthata
ekasvabhave na syatam. //14//

vyabhicara-sambhavac ca. 1/15//

yadi krtakatva-parinispattau uttarakale dandadi-karanantarena
anityatvam kriyeta tada vyabhicarah syat, dandader api
svapratyaya-sapeksataya utpannatvat. tad avasyam eva
anutpannasya kasya api vinasasya api na sambhava iti. //15//

karyahetoh prayogah. yatra dhumas tatra
agnih. yatha mahanasadau. asti ca iha
dhuma iti. 1/16/1

karyahetoh prayoga iti sadharmyavad-anumanasya karyahetoh
prayoga upadarsyate. yatra dhumas tatra agnir iti. yatra iti
yasmin pradese dhumas tatra sarvatra agnir iti anvaya iti.
yatha mahanasadau iti anena drstanto darsitah. asti ca iha
dhuma iti. abhimatadese ca dhumo drsyate iti paksadharmo
darsitah. HUH

iha api karya-karanabhave siddhe eva karane
sadhye karyahetur vaktavyah. 1117/1

karyahetau api purvam karya-karanabhavah sadhaniyah.
anantaram ca karana-sadhanartham karyahetur vaktavyah.
tathahi svarupena niscitam eva lingam jneyam, na tu aniscitam
iti. Illlll

vaidharmyavatah prayogah. II18II

yani ca vaidharmyavad-anumanani tani vaktavyani. //18// f ,• <

yat sad upalabdhilaksana-praptam tad ;
upalabhyate eva. yatha riiladi-visesah. na "
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ca evam iha upalabdhilaksana-praptasya
upalabdhir ghatasya iti amipalabdhi-
prayogah. 1/1911

yat sad upalabdhilaksana-praptam tad upalabhyate eva iti. sat
ca vastu kirn api upalabdhilaksana-praptam yadi syat tada
avasyam upalabhyeta. etena vyatireka uktah. yatha niladi-
visesa iti vaidharmya-drstantah.

na ca evam iha upalabdhilaksana-praptasya ghatasya upa-
labdhir iti upalabdhilaksana-prapto yadrso niladi-visesa upa-
labhyate tadrso ghata iha na asti. iha iti anena abhimatah
pradesa ukt,ah. anupalabdhi-prayoga iti. ayam anupalabdher
vaidharmyavan prayoga iti. // 19 //

asati anityatve na asti sattvam utpatti-
mattvam krtakatvam va. san ca sabda
utpattiman krtakas ca iti svabhavahetoh
prayogah. II 20 II

asati anityatve na asti sattvam utpattimattvam krtakatvam va
iti anena trayanam svabhavahetunam vyatireka upadarsitah.
san ca sabda utpattiman krtako va iti paksadharma uktah.
svabhavahetoh prayoga iti. ete ca svabhavahetor vaidharmya-
vantah prayoga iti. // 20 //

asati agnau na bhavati evti dhumoh. atra
ca asti iti karyahetoh prayogah. II 21 II

asati agnau na bhavati eva dhuma iti anena vyatireka uktah.
atra ca asti iti anena paksadharma uktah. karyahetoh prayoga
iti. karyahetor vaidharmyavan prayoga upadarsita iti. // 21 //

sadharmyavad-anumane ca anvayah paksadharmo vyati-
rekas ca iti trlni rupani na abhivyaktani. katham pararthanu-
manam trimpalingakhyanam iti cet ? tatra aha—

sadharmyena api hi prayoge arthad vai-
dharmyagatir iti. II 22 II

yasmat samarthyadvarena sadharmyavat-prayoge api vaidhar-
myasya pratitis tasmat yathoktadosa-prasango na asti iti. //22//

samarthyam ca kidrsam iti ced aha—
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asati tasmin sadhye hetor anvayabhavat. 1/23//

yadi vyatireko na syat tada sadhyena hetor anvayah api
asiddha eva syad iti. f/23/l

tatha vaidharmyena api anvayagatir iti. 112411

vaidharmyavat-prayoge api samarthyena anvayapratitir bhavati
iti. 1/241/

atha tac ca sadharmyam kidrsam iti ced aha—

asati tasmin sadhyabhave hetvabhavasya
asiddheh. II25H

yadi sadhyena hetor anvayo na syat tada sadhyabhave api
[hetoh] abhavah katham syat ? //25//

anvayabhave vyatirekah asiddha iti etat kasmad iti cet?
tatra aha—

asati svabhava-pratibandhe ekanivrttau apa-
rasya nivrttir niyamena na iti. 1/261/

yadi svabhavapratibandha atmanah svarupena pratibandho na
syat tada ekanivrttau api aparasya nivrttir niyamena na syat.
yatha kvacid asvabhave gavam api abhavo na iti. //26//

sa ca sarvasya dviprakarah. tadatmyalaksa-
nas tadutpattilaksanas ca iti uktam. 1/27//

sa ca sarvasya dviprakara iti. sarvasya eva padarthasya yah
kah api pratibandho yogyah samupalabhyate sa sarvah praka-
radvaye eva antarbhavati. tadatmya-[laksanah] tadutpatti-
[laksanah] ca iti uktam iti.

tasya atma tadatma. tadatmano bhavas tadatmyam.
tadatmyam laksanam yasya sa tadatmyalaksanah. tasmad
utpattis tadutpattih. tadutpattir laksanam yasya sa tadutpatti-
laksana iti vigrahah. etac ca purvam uktam eva. //27// •* ., .

tena hi nivrttim kathayata pratibandho
darsamyah. 1128/1 " x
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yasmat pratibandhe sati ekanivrttya aparanivrttir. bhavati,
abhave na, tena hetuna kasyacid ekasya nivrttya aparanivrttir
abhidhiyate. etena nivartya-nivartakayoh pratibandha ukta
iti. //28//

tasmad nivrttivacanam aksipta-pratibandho-
padarsanam eva bhavati. 1/291/

nivrttivacanena eva pratibandha aksipyate iti. 1/29/1

yadi evam syad eva tatas ca kim ayatam iti ced aha—

yac ca pratibandhopadarsanam tad eva
anvaya iti. 1/30/1

yad eva pratibandhopadarsanam tad eva anvaya iti. //30//

tasmad ekena api vakyena anvayamukhena
"• vyatirekamukhena va prayuktena sapaksasa-

paksayor lihgasya sadasattva-khyapanam
krtam bhavati iti na avasya-vakyadvaya-
prayogah. II31II

tasmad ekena api vakyena anvayamukhena vyatirekamukhena
va prayuktena sapaksasapaksayor lingasya sadasattvakhya-
panam krtam bhavati iti. yadyapi anvayamukhena prayogah
kriyate ced vyatirekamukhena kar^nam api yuktam eva tathapi
uktaprakarena sapaksasapaksayoh sattvasattvayor abhidhanam
eva sattvasattva-pradarsanam bhavati [iti] ubhayena api
lingena pratyekam kriyate.

iti na avasyavakyadvaya-prayoga iti. tasmad ekasmin eva
prayoge sadharmyavato vaidharmyavatas ca vakyadvayasya
prayogo na avasyakaryah. 1/31/1

evam karya-svabbavahetvor anvaya-vyatirekayoh paras-
paraksepah6 abhihitah. trtiyahetu-nirdesartham aha—

anupalabdhau api. l/32/l

karya-svabhavahetubhyam anadhigatasya iti sesah. 1/32//

5. p. 97. 2 : gcig-gis-gcig-(r=paraspara).
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yat sad upalabdhilaksana-praptam tad
upalabhyate eva iti ukte anupalabhyama-
nam tadrsam asad iti praliter anvayasiddhir
iti. II33II

yada upalabdhilaksana-praptam yadi syad avasyam upalabh-
yeta iti vyatireka ucyate tada upalabdhilaksana-praptasya
anupalambhe satnarthyad na asti iti pratltir jayate. tasmad
anvayasiddhir aksipyate eva. evam anvayaksepa uktah.
anupalabdhau vyatirekaksepas tu svayam drastavya iti. //33//

sadharmyavati vaidharmyavati ca anumane ubhayatra api
paksanirdeso6 na asti. evam ca paksanirdesabhava eva
kalpyate iti cet ? tatra aha—

dvayor api anayoh prayoge avasyam
paksanirdeso na. 113411

avasyam eva pakso nirdesya iti yo niyamah sa tu na asti. //34//

evam sadharmyavat-prayoge api yad upalab-
dhilaksana-praptam na upalabhyate sah
asadvyavahara-visayah. II35II

upalabdhilaksana-prapto yavan na upalabbhyate sa sarvah
asadvyavahara-visaya iti nikhilapadarthopasamharena' anvayah
karya iti. //35//

atra api upalabdhilaksana-prapto ghato na
upalabhyate iti paksadharma-nirdese samar-
thyad atra ghato na asti iti bhavati
iti. H36II

nikhilapadarthopasamharena anvayo yatra ca paksadharmah
[iti etayoh] nirdese tac ca sadhyam tatra samarthyena sidhyati
iti paksanirdesasya kim prayojanam ? II36II

6. p. 97. 16: omit ma (=na) and add phyogs(=paksa) before bstan-pa
(=nirdesa).

7. p. 98. 6f: =dhos-po-ma-lus-pa-bsdu-bas. ; .;
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tatha vaidharmyavat-prayoge api yah sadvya-
vahara-visaya upalabdhilaksana-praptah sa
upalabhyate eva. 1/37/1

sadvyavahara-visayo yavan bhavah sa sarva upalabdhilaksana-
praptah avasyam upalabhyate iti vyatireka uktah. //37//

na tatha atra tadrso ghata upalabhyate iti
paksadharma-nirdese samarthyad atra sad-
vyavahara-visayo na iti bhavati iti. 1/38//

nikhilapadarthopasamharena yo vyatireka-nirdesah paksadhar-
mas ca iti tadubhaya-samarthyena pratijna-pratlter na pratijna-
nirdesah. anyatha yad na pratiyate tan nirdisyeta. yada
samarthyena pratijnartha-pratitir jayate tada pratijna-vacana-
sravane uparodhena api ka agrahi syat8 ? evam ca yada
samarthyena vitarka-visayartha9-viniscayah paksadharma-
vyapti-nirdesavalac ca pratijnarthavagamas tatra paksanirde-
sena kim ?

etac ca viniscaya-vacanabhidhane drastavyam. prapanca-
bhidhanartham paksanirdese ca dosah kah api na asti. ataeva
niyamo na iti uktam. yadi punas sarvatha paksanirdesa-
pratisedha eva abhipretah syat tarhi vacanam etad avasyam
na upadisyeta iti uktam bhavati iti. //38//

yadi viniscaya-vacanabhidhane na paksanirdesa [iti] ucyate,
yatra prapancabhidhanam tatra nirdesah, [tarhi]—

kidrsah punah paksa iti nirdesyah. /139/1

kidrsa-laksana-visistah paksatvena abhidheya iti ced aha—

svarupena eva svayam istah anirakrtah
nirdesyah paksa iti abhidheya iti. 1/40//

yas ca artho vadyabhimatena visayikrtah sadhyarupena eva
nirdisyate tatha pratyaksadina ca na nirakriyate tadrsah arthah
paksa iti abhidheyah. esa samasarthah. //40//

8. p. 99. 9 : dam-bcas-pa'i-tshig-la ho-mi-chod-pa ci yod. The reconstruc-
tion is not exactly literal.

9. p. 99.10 : log-par-rtogpa'i-yul-gyi-don = vitarka-visayartha.
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avayavarthas til-*-

svarupena iti sadhyatvena ista iti. 1/41(1

sadhyarupena vina anyarupena na yujyate iti atah svarupena
uktam eva sadhyatvena avagantavyam iti. / / 41 / /

svarupena eva iti sadhyatvena istah, na
sadhanatvena api. 114211

anaya uktya kevalasadhyaiupena nirdcsyasya eva paksatvena
abhidhanam, anyarupena [nirdesyasya] tu na iti. //42//

sadhyarupanya-[rupa]-visistasya nirdesah kidrsa iti ced
aha—

yatha sabdasya anityatve sadhye hetus
caksusatvam sabde asiddhatvat sadhyam
bhavatiiti. H43II

yah sabdah sah anitya iti ucyamane tac ca caksusatvam sabde
asiddham iti sadhyam bhavati. tasmat [svarupena eva iti]
nirdesabhave caksusatva-nirdesasya api paksatva-prasangah.

yadi tasmin sadhyarupam asti eva, kasman na paksa iti
ced aha—

atra sadhanatvena api abhidhanat sadhya-
tvam eva na iti. 114411

caksusatve sadhyarupata asti eva. tathapi hetutvena nirdesad
na kevalam sadhyasvarupatvam eva, sadhanarupata api
asti. tasmat sadhyatve api atirikta-sadhanarupa-sattvad
adhikavacanasya paksatvam nirastam. II44II

svayam iti vadina yas tada sadhanam aha
[tena] iti. 114511

sadhanam kathayata svayam uirdesyo yah arthah sa eva
paksah, sastrakarena nirdesyah arthas tu na iti sesah. tena iti.
vadina nirdesya eva paksa ucyate. II4SII

yadyapi kvacit sastre sthitah sadhanam alia ca iti. 1146/1

kascit kvacit sastre sthitah pakse krtaniscaya eva, astu tadrso
niscayah, tathapi yadi sastrad uddhrtya pramanikriyate iti
sesah. II46II
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tacchastrakarena tasmin dharmini10 aneka-
dharmabhyupagame api iti. 1/47/1

vadi yasmin sastre sthitah sadhanam kathayati tacchastrakarena
vitarkavisaya-dharmini yadi vahavo dharma angikriyante
tathapi ca—

tada tena vadina yo dharmah svayam sadha-
yitum istah sa eva sadhyo na itara iti uktam
bhavati iti. 114811

vadina eva yo dharmah sadhayitum istah sa eva sadhyah,
sastrakarena istas tu na. yasmad vadina nirdesyasya paksatvam
angikriyate tasmad vadina sastrangikaradvarena upakarako11

yo dharmah pariskartum isyate sa eva sadhyah, sastrakarena
angikrtas tu na iti anena vacanena uktam bhavati. //48//

ista iti yatra arthe vivadena sadhanam upa-
nyastam tasya siddhim icchata iti. 1/49/1

[ista]-sabdartha akhyayate. yasmin vastuni vivada utpannah,
vivadadhikaranarn tad vastu sadhayitum icchata sadhyatvena
upanyastah artha eva ista iti. //49//

sahanuktah api vacanena sadhyo bhavati
iti. 1150/1

yadi vitarka-visyarthah asau vacanena na abhidhiyate tathapi
sa eva sadhyo bhavati. //50//

tac ca kasmad iti ced aha—

tad-adhikaranatvad vivadasya iti. //57//

tata eva yasmad vivadah katham asau vivada eva sadhyo na
syat? //51//

yac ca vivadadhikaranam tad vacanena anuktam api
sadhyam eva isyate iti katham iti cet ? tatra aha—

yatha parartha's caksuradayah samghata-
tvat sayanasanadyangavad iti. 1152/1

10. p. 102. 10 : chos-can de-la {—tasmin dharmini) seems better than bstan-
cos de-la {—tasmin sastre).

11. p. 103. 3 : =sman-dah-'dag-nid-'dod-pa.
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yatha sayanasanadini angani samghatarupatvat pararthani
drstani tatha caksuradayah api samghatarupatvat parartha
eva iti prayogarthah. 1/52//

atra atmartha iti anukte api atmarthata
eva sadhyam bhavati iti. I/53H

asmin prayoge yadyapi caksuradaya atmartha iti na uktam
tathapi atmarthata eva sadhyate. anyatha pararthatvamatre
[sadhye] siddhasadhanam syat. atmani [atmarthatayam]
vipratipattya sadhyatvena upasthapyate. tasmat tad eva
sadhyam bhavati. //53//

tena uktamatram eva sadhyam na iti uktam
bhavati iti. 1/54/1

yasmad evam anuktam api istatvena visayikaranat sadhyatvena
eva istam tasmat kevalam uktam eva na sadhyam bhvavati.
katham iti cet ? [yasmat] istatvena visaylkrtam api sadhyam
eva. I/54H

anirakrta iti etat-laksana-yoge api yah
sadhayitum istah api art hah pratyaksa-
anumana-prasiddhi-svavacanair nirakriyate
na sa paksa iti pradar'sanartham iti. 115511

yathokta-Iaksana-yuktah api artho yadi sadhanadasayam
pratyaksa-anumana-prasiddhi-svavacanair nirakriyate tada sari
arthah pakso na bhavati iti pradarsanartham anirakrta iti
uktam. //55//

tatra pratyaksa-nirakrto yatha asravanah
sabdaiti. 115611

atra sravanam akarnanam. karnavijnanam iti sesah. sravana-
pratitir va. sravanena grahyah sravanah. na sravanah asra-
vanah. karnavijnanena apratita iti sesah. tathaca atra sabdo
dharmi. asravanatvam sadhyadharmah. asravanah sabda iti
pratijna tu pratyaksena nirakriyate. tathahi karnavijnanasya
sabda-prakasakatvam pranibhih sarvaih svayam avagamyate.
tena [sabde] sravanatvasya svakiyajnanena pratiter asravana-
tvam n'irakriyate. //56//
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anumana-nirakrto yatha ghato nitya iti. \\57\\

atra ghatasya nityatvam pratijnatam krtakadyanumanena
nirakriyate. tathahi krtakam anityam drstam. ghatah api
krtaka iti. tena kuto nityatvam ? //57//

prasiddhi-nirakrto yatha acandrah sasi
id. 1158/1

yadi kenacid sasi na candrasabdabhidheya iti pratijna kriyate,
sa tu sasi candra-sabdabhidheya12 eva iti prasiddhya nirakri-
yate. apica, sarvesu arthesu sarvasya sabdasya vacyataya api
nirakriyate. sabdartha-sambandhasya safiketa13-sucitatvat.
yatha ghatasya api candra-sabdabhidhana-yogyata. //58//

svavacana~nirakrto yatha na anumanam
pramanam iti. II59U

kenacid anumanam pramanam na bhavati iti ucyamane tat
svavacanena viruddham. anumanam pramanam eva yadi na
syat etad vacanam api na vaktavyam. tathahi vakyam api
anumanantarbhutam eva. anumanam ca yadi pramanam na
syat vakyam tavat kutah pramanam ? tad vakyam apramanam
cet kasmad ucyate iti svavacanena viruddham. //59//

[iti] catvarah paksabhasa nirakrta bhavanti
iti. 1160/1

atra agama-viruddhah svavacanaviruddhe antarbhuta iti sarve
paksabhasas catvara iti uktam. kirnca agaroasya vastuvalapra-
vrtte anumane anasrayaniyataya avirodhad api catvara iti
uktam. iti iti. uktaprakarena. //60//

siddhasya asiddhasya api sadhanatvena
abhimatasya tada vadina svayam sadhayitum
anistasya uktamatrasya nirakrtasya ca
viparyayena sadhya iti. \\61\\

12. p. 106. 3f: omit gnag-rdsi-mo-tshad which does not seem to make
any sense.

13. p. 106. 6: brda'Mags-pa=sahketa.
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atra viparitam iti pratyekam yojanlyam. etena siddhasya
viparitam, asiddhasya api [viparitam], sadhanatvena abbima-
tasya viparitam, tada vadina svayam sadhayitutn anistasya
viparitam, uktamatrasya viparitam, nirakrtamatrasya ca vipari-
tam paksatvena drastavyam iti ayam artha ukto bhavati.
tathaca vaiparityamukhena paksalaksana-kathanam etat. //61//

tena eva rftpena vadina istah anirakrtah
paksa iti paksalaksanam anavadyam
darsitam bhavati iti. 116211

tena eva rupena iti. sadhyatvena eva iti sesah. vadina ista iti
sastrakarasya isto nirastah ista iti uktamatram eva na
[iti pradarsanartham]. anirakrta iti. apariharayaniya iti sesah.
palcsa iti. sadhya iti sesah. iti paksa-Iaksanam anavadyam
darsitam bhavati iti. evam paksasya laksanam dosarahitam
abhihitam [iti]. tad evam yatharthalaksanakam anumanam
krtavyakhyanam. //62//

anumanabhasabhidhananujnartham aha—

trirupalingakhyanam pararthanumanam iti
uktam iti. //63//

uktam iti uktva hetvabhasasya sambandha ucyate. //63//

tatra trayanam tupanam yadi ekam api
anuktam. 116411

tada nyunam14 iti sadhanadoso bhavati. //64//

uktam api pratipadya-pratipadakayor asid-
dhau sandehe va iti. II65II

trayanam rupanam yogyam ekam api yadi uktam api vadi-
prativadinor asiddham sandigdham va syat tada api sadhana-
bhasah syat. tad evam sadhanabhasa-yogo darsitah. II65II

14. p. 108. 12f: =ma-tshah-ba.
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visesakathanartham aba—

ekasya rupasya dharmisambandhasya asid-
dhau sandehe ca asiddho hetvabhasa iti. 11661 j

dharmina sambandho dharmisambandhah. paksadharma iti
arthah. tasya asiddhau sandehe ca asiddho nama hetvabhaso
bhavati. 1/66/1

drstanta-nirdesartham aha—

yatha anityah sabdah [iti] sadhye caksusa-
tvam ubhayasiddham iti. 1/67//

sabdasya caksusatvam hi vadi-prativadinor ubhayor api
ananumatam. 1/61/1

cetanas taravah [iti] sadhye sarvatvag-
apaharane maranam prativadyasiddham
iti. 1/68/1

yadi digamvarair uktam cetana vrksah sarvatvag-apaharane
maranad iti bauddhaih pramiyate tarhi vrksanSm sarvatvag-
apaharane maranam bauddhanam asiddham. //68//

kasmad asiddham iti ced aha—

vijnanendriyayur-nirodha-laksanasya mara-
nasya anena abhyupagamad iti. 1/69/1

vijnanam ca indriyani ca ayus ca iti v igrahah. t esam n i rodho

vijnanendriyayur-nirodhah. sa eva laksanam yasya maranasya

tad vi jnanendriyayurnirodha-laksanam maranam. b a u d d h a n a m

tu ta thav idham maranam anumatam, n a tu sosamatram. 1 5

116911 '

tasya ca tarusu asambhavad iti. 1/7011

t ad r sam hi marnam vrksesu na sambhavat i . illQll

15. p. 110. 1 : =skam-pa-tsam.
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acetanah sukhadayah [iti] sadhye utpatti-
mattvam anityatvam va samkhyasya svayam
vadinah asiddham iti. 117III

yada samkhyair uktam sukhadayah acetana utpattimattvad
anityatvad iti bauddhaih pramlyate, tada sukhadisu utpattir
anityatvam va samkhyanam svayam eva asiddham. tasya hi
kim api na utpadyate, kiru api va na vinasyati. //71//

tatha tasya svayam tadasrayanasya va san-
' dehe asiddha iti. 117211

yada hetor atmanas tadadhikaranasya va sandehas tada asi-
ddha-hetvabhaso bhavati. //72//

tatra drstantah—

yatha agnisiddhau vaspadi-bhavena sandi-
hyamano bhutasamghata iti. II73H

vaspa adir yasya sa vaspadih. tesam bhavo vaspadi-bhavah,
vaspadi-svarupam iti sesah. bhutanam saipghato bhuta-sam-
ghatah. agnisiddhau hetuh kriyate ced asau vaspo va dhulir
va dhumo va kuhedika16 va iti vaspadibhavena sandihyamanah
asiddha-hetvabhaso bhavati. //73//

tadasraya-sandeha-nirdesartham aha—

yatha iha nikunje mayurah kekayitad iti.
II74II

mayuradhvani-pravahah kekayitam. nikunjah parvata-pradesa-
visesah. yadi kenacid iha nikunje mayurah asti kekayitad iti

16. p. 111. 2 : =khug-na.
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prarmyate, tada mayuradhvanis tatra tadabhimata-nikunje
sandigdha eva. //74//

katham sandigdha iti ced aha—

tadapatadesa-vibhrame iti. 111511

mayuradhvanyapata-desah sandigdha eva. sa hi mayura-
dhvanih kasman nikunjan nihsarati iti atra samsaya eva. //75//

dharmyasiddhan api asiddho yatha sarvagata .
atma iti sadhye sarvatra upalabhamana-guna-
tvam iti. /J76//

:f sarvagato nikhilavyapi. vibhur17 iti sesah. sarvatra upala-
bhamana guna yasya iti vigrahah. tasya bhavah sarvatropala-
bhamana-gunatvam. kascit sarvatropalabhamana-gunatvena
sarvagatatvam atmanah sadhayati. tatra asrayasiddho hetuh.
tathahi sarvatropalabhamana-gunatvam yasya dharma uktah

• sa atma eva na asti.
ayam tu parasamvadah. sukhadaya atmaguna iti pra-

siddham. te ca sarvadesasthe eva devadatte upalabhyante.
kriyabhavad atmani gamanagamane na stah. yasmat tasya
gunah sarvatra upalabhyante, tasmad nunam atma sarvatra
sthita iti. //76//

tatha ekasya rupasya asapakse asattvasya
asiddhau anaikantiko hetvabhasa iti. //77//

vyatirekasiddbau anaikantiko hetvabhaso drastavyah. //77//

drstanta-nirdesartham aha—

yatha sabdasya nityatvadike dharme sadhye
prameyatvadiko dharmah sapaksa-vipa-
ksayoh sarvatra ekadese va vartamana
iti. II78H '

17. p. 111. 18 : thams-cad-na-yod(=lit. sarvatra sari) . .
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nityatvam adir yasya dharmasya sa nityatvadikah; tatha
prameyatvam adir yasya sa prameyatvadikah. sabdo nityah
prameyatvad iti sadhye prameyatvam sapaksa-vipaksayoh
sarvatra asti. sabdo na prayatnantariyakah anityatvad iti
sadhye, anityatvam sapaksasya ekadese vipaksasya ca sarvatra
eva asti. sabdah prayatnantariyakah anityatvad iti sadbye,
anityatvam sapaksasya sarvatra vipaksasya ca ekadese asti.
sabdo nityah asparsad iti sadhye, sparsabhavah sapaksa-vipa-
ksayor ubhayor ekadese asti. etena sadharananaikantikas
caturvidha uktah. //78//

tatha asya eva rupasya sandehe apianaikan-
tika eva iti. 117911

vipakse asattvam eva yada sandigdhas tada api anaikantika
eva. 7/79//

drstanta-nirdesartham aha—

yatha asarvajnah kascid vivaksitahpuruso
ragadiman va iti sadhye vaktrtvadiko
dharma iti. //80//

kenacid vivaksitah kascit puruso na sarvajno vaktrtvat tatha
ragadiman [va] vaktrtvad eva iti ucyamane tasya vaktrtvadi-
dharmah anaikantika eva. //80//

sa ca anaikantikah kim-naniaka iti ced aha—

sandigdha-vipaksa-vyavrttika iti. 1/81//

vipaksad vyavrttih sandigdha asya iti sa sandigdha-vipaksa-
vyavrttikah. sandigdha-vyatireka iti sesah. sarvajnah kascid
vakta na drsyate iti adarsane api vyatireka-siddhir na bhavati.
V81//
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katham ayam anaikantika iti cet ? tatra aha—

evamprakarasya anupalabhyasya adrsya-
tmavisayatvena sandehe hetutvad iti. //82//

sarvajnasya vaktur adarsane api adrsyatmavisaya iyam anu-
palabdhir iti adrsyatmavisayatvat sandehahetur eva bhavati,
vyatireka-siddhim na abhidhatte. //82//

tasmad asarvajna-viparyayad vaktrtvader
vyavrttih sandigdha ifi. //83//

adrsya-visayanupalambhah samsayasya eva hetur iti asarvajna-
viparyayat sarvajSad vaktrtva-laksana-hetor nivrttih sardigdha
eva.

anupalabdhir adrsyatmavisayatvad vyatirekam ma sadhaya-
tu. svabhava-virodhopalabdhya siddhih syad iti cet ? tatra
aha—

vaktrtva-sarvajnatvayor virodhabhavad iti.

1/84/1

vaktrtva-sarvajnatvayos tu virodho na asti. //84//

tasmat—

yah sarvajnah sa vakta na bhavati iti
adarsane api vyatireko na sidhyati, sandehad
iti. H85II

sarvajnasya vaktur adarsane api vaktrtva-sarvajnatvayor
virodhabhavad vaktrtvasya sarvajnatvad vyavrttir na sidhyati,
sandebasattvat. //85//

katham tayor virodhabhava iti cet ? tatra aha—

dvividho hi padarthanam virodha iti. 1/86//
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yatra yah kah api virodha upalabhyate sa sarva eva prakara-
dvaye antarbhavati. eko vastava-virodhah. dvitiyo laksanika-
virodhah. //86// .

vastava-virodha-kathanartham aha—

avikalakaranasya bhavatah anyabhave sati
abhavad virodhah. sltosna-sparsavad iti.
11871 I

yada bhavasya karanasamuhanam avaikalye karana-nivar-
tyasya avirbhavah, anyabhava-parinispattau ca nivrttih, tada
virodhapratitih. yatha sitosna-sparsayoh sitasya avikala-
karanasya sato yada usnatva-parinispattis tada^sxtanivrttih.
tayos ca loke virodhapratitih. //87//

paraspara-parihara-sthita-laksanataya va
bhavabhdivavad iti. //88//

paraspara-pariharena sthitam laksanam yesam tani paraspara-
parihara-sthita-laksanani. tesam bhavah paraspara-parihara-
sthita-laksanata. taya virodhah. yatha bhavabhavayor bhavah
abhava-pariharena vyavasthitah, abhavas ca bhava-pariharena
vyavasthitah. //88// •'

sa ca dvividhah api virodho vaktrtva-sarva-
jnatvayor na sambhavati iti. 118911

sa ca ubhayavidhah api virodho vaktr-sarvajnayor na
sambhavati. vaktrtvasya hi avikala-karanasya satah sarva-
jnatva-parinispattau api nivrttir na drsta. vaktrtva-pariharena
api saravajnatvasya na vyavasthitih. na api va sarvajnatva-
pariharena vaktrtvasya vyavasthitih. //89/

virodhabhave ca aviruddhavad vaktrtvam sarvajnatvaviparya-
yena18 upalabhyeta iti cet ? tatra aha—

18. p. 117. 12 : add ma (=na) before zlog-pa-po (=viparyaya).
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anupalabdhau api na abhavagatih, avirud-
dhavidher iti. IJ90H

yatra viruddhatvena na abhidhanam tatra vastunor anupalab-
dhau api na abhava-niscayah sambhavati. asarvajnatve sadhye
vaktrtvasya vyatirekas tatha eva sandigdhah. //9C//

ragadimattvena nirdese api vyatireka-sandeha-kathanar-
tham aha—

ragadinam vacanades ca karya-karanabha-
vasiddher iti. 119111

ragadir vacanasya hetur iti etad asiddham. //91//

astu ragadi-vacanayoh karya-karana-bhavah s asiddhah.
tatah kim iti ced aha—

arthantarasya akaranasya nivrttau na
vacanader nivrttir iti. \\92>\

arthantaram ragadikam. akaranasya tasya nivrttau katham
vacanader nivrttih syat ? //92//

evam vacanadih sandigdha-vyatirekch anai-
kantika iti. 11931 j

tathahi yasmad vaktrtva-sarvajnatvayoh kah api virodho na
asti, ragadivacanayor va na karya-karana-bhavah, tasmat
asarvajnatva-nivrttya ragadi-nivrttya va vacana-nivrttih saudig-
dha. tasmat sandigdha-vyatireko nama anaikantikah. //93//

dvayoh ru'payor viparyaya-siddhau viruddha
iti. II 94 II

yadi dvayoh rupayor viparyaya-siddhis tada viruddha-hetvja-
bhasah syat. // 94 //
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kayor dvayoriti. II95H.

kayor dvayoh rupayor viparyaya-pratitau viruddha-hetvabhasa
ucyate ? // 95 // •'

sapakse ca sattvam vipakse ca asattvam
iti. a 96 II

anvaya-vyatireka,u iti sesah. evam viruddhasya samanyam
laksanam uktam. // 96 //

visesena kathanartham aha—

krtakatvam prayatnantarlyakatvam ca
nityatve sadhye viruddho hetvabhasa
iti. a 97 ll

yadi krtakatveria prayatnantariyakatvena va nityatvam
sadhyate tarhi viruddho hetvabhasah syat. // 97 //

katham iha viparyaya-siddhir iti ced aha—

anayoh sapakse asattvam asapakse ca
sattvam iti viparyaya-siddhir iti. 119811

nityatve sadhye sapaksa akasadih. tatra krtakatva-prayatnan-
tariyakatvayor ubhay'or eva asambhavah. vipaksas ca anityo
ghatadih. tatra tayor ubhayor eva sattvam. tathaca tayor
viparyaya-siddhih. //98//

etau ca sadhya-viparyaya-sadhanad virud-
dhau iti. //99//

yasmad dvayoh rupayor viparyaya-siddhis tasmat sadhyavi-
paryaya-siddhih, sadhyaviparyaya-sadhanac ca viruddho
hetvabhasah. //99//
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trtiyah api istavighStakrd viruddho na

in. //wo/1
istasya vighatah kriyate anena iti istavighatakrt. trtiyo hi
viruddhah sastrakarair uktah. //100//

drstanta-kathanam—

yatha pararthas caksuradayah samghata-
tvat, sayanasanadyangavad iti. //101//

tasya arthas tu vyakhyata eva. //101 //

viruddhas ca ayam katham iti ced aha—

sa tadistasamhata-pararthya- viparyaya-sadha-
nad viruddha iti. 1/102//

parebhyah ayam iti pararthah. tasya bhSvah pararthyam.
asamhatasya pararthyam iti asamhata-pararthyam.. istam ca
tasya tad asamhatapararthyam ca iti vigrahah. tad-vipar-
yayah asamhatapararthya-viparyayah. tasya sadhana iti
arthah. tastnat tadistasamhatapararthya-viparyaya-sadhanad
asau viruddha eva drastavyah. // 102 //

sa kasman na ukta iti ced iti. 1/103//

sastrakarena anumatas tatha viruddha-laksana-yuktah api iti
bhavah. //103//

anayor eva antarbhavad iti. 1/104//

yac ca viruddhadvayam uktam tayor eva antarbhavena prthag
na abhidhanam. //104//

antarbhavasya eva pradarsanartham aha—

ayam hi sadhya-viparyaya-sadhanad abhyam
na bhidyate iti. 1/105//
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krtakatva-prayatnantarlyakatva-laksanann hetur nityatve sadhye
sadhya-viparyaya-sadhanad viruddha iti uktam. ayam api
sadhya-viparyaya-sadhanat tabhyam samana eva viruddhah.
//105//

purvam sabdena uktasya eva sadhyasya viparyaya-siddhih.
tatra ca na istartha-viparyaya-siddhih. tasmat katham ayam
tabhyam samana iti cet ? tatra aha—

na hi istoktayoh sadhyatvena kascid visesa
iti. II106H

yac ca istam yac ca uktam tad-dvayoh sadhyatve visesah kah
api na asti iti etad uktam eva. // 106 //

dvayoh rupayor ekasya asiddhau aparasya
ca sandehe ariaikantika iti. J/107'//

anvaya-vyatirekayor eva ekasya asiddhau aparasya ca sandehe
hetor anaikantikatvam. //107//

drstanta-kathanam—

yatha vitaragah sarvajno va kascid vaktrtvad
iti. //108//

tasya artha ukta eva. //108//

atra vyatirekah asiddhah, anvayas {u
sandigdha iti. 1/109/1

asmin prayoge vyatireko na asti. anvayas tu sandigdhah.
tathahi sarvajnatve sadhye asarvajno vipaksah. asarvajne-
bhyas ca vacanam na vyavrttam. //109//

V. 8
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anvaya-sandeha-kathanartham aha—

sarvajna-vitaragayor viprakarsad vacanades
tatra sattvam asattvam va sandigdham iti.
1/110/1

yasmat sarvajnatvam vitaragatvam ca indriyasya avisaya eva
tasmat tayoh kutra api vacanam asti na asti va iti sandigdham
eva. tathahi drstantatvena yah purusa uktah sa kim sarvajnah
san vakta kim uta asarvajnah san vakta iti atra niscayo na
asti. 7/110//

dvayor eva r&payoh sandeke anaikantika
iti. //Ill//

yadi anvayo vyatirekas ca dvau eva sandigdhau tada api
anaikantika-hetvabhasah. / / I l l / /

drstanta-kathanartham aha—

satmakam jivacchanram pranadimattvad iti
iti. 1/112/1

prana adir yasya sa pranadih. prana-sabdena unmesa-nimesa-
prasarana-samkocadinam parigrahah. satmakam iti atmano
bhogayatana-bhutam.19 jivaccharlram iti anena mrtasarirasya
nirasah. //112//

.tatra ca vyatireka-sandeha-kathanartham aha—

na hi satmaka-niratmakabhyam anyo rasir
asti yatra pranadir vartate iti. 1/113/1

dvividho hi rasih, satmako niratmakas ca. tatra anantarbhutah
aparo na asti. pranadimattvasya vastudharmatve tac ca
satmaka-niratmakabhyam nivrttam. //113//

19. p. 123. 16f: =bdag-lohs-spyoct-kyi-nid-dugnas-pa-'o.
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tisthatu anyatra kutra api. katham trtiya-rasyasambhava
iti ced aha—

i

atma-vrtti-vyavacchedabhyam sarya-samgra-
haditi. 1111411

vrttis ca vyavacchedas ca vrtti-vyavachhedau. vrttih sadbhavah.
vyavacchedah abhavah. atmano vrtli-v>avacchedau atma-
vrtti-vyavacchedau. tabhyam hi sakala-vastu-samgrahah.
tathahi yasrain atmano vrttis tat satmakam. tatra anantar-
bhuthm anyat sarvam niratmakam. tasmat kutas trtiyara-
sisambhavah ? evam hi pranadimattvasya satmaka-niratma-
kab'hyam vyatirekah asiddhah. //114//

yadyapi tabhyam vyatirekah asiddhas tathapi tatra anvaya
eva astu iti cet ? tatra aha—

na anayor ekatra api vrtti-niscaya iti. 111151j

pranadimattvasya satmake niratmake va Sattvam iti niscayo
na sakyate kartum. //115//

tac ca kasmad iti ced aha —

satmakatvena niratmakatvena va prasiddhe
pranader asiddher iti. j 111611

satmakatvena niscite vastuni niratmakatvena va niscite vastuni
pranadimattvam adrstam. tasmat kuto vrttiniscayah T //116//

tasmat jlvaccharirasambandhi pranadir
iti. II117H

upasamhare paksadharmo nirdisyate. jivaccharirena sam-
bandha iti vigrahah. sa yasya asti sa jivaccharira-sambandhi.
paksadharma iti sesah. 11117//
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satmakad anatmakac ca sarvasmad vya-
vrttatvena asiddhes tabhyam na vyatiricyate
iti. II 118 a

anena upasamharena vyatirekabhavo darsitah. // 118// .

ekatmani api asiddhes tatra na anveti
iti. II 119 a

anena upasamharena anvayabhavo darsitah. evam ca anvaya-
vyatirekayor dvayoh sattvam asiddham. // 119//

nanu tayos tatra abhava-niscaya eva syad iti cet ? tatra
aha^-

na api satmakad niratmakac ca tasya
anvaya-vyatirekayor abhavaniscaya iti.
II120 H

yatha satmake anvaya-vyatirekayoh sattvam aniscitam tatha
eva asattvam api aniscitam. evam eva niratmakasya api
vaktavyam. // 120 //

sattva-niscayabhave api asattva-niscayah katham na syad iti
cet ? tatra aha—

anvaya-vyatirekayor anyonya-vyavaccheda-
rupatvaditi. H121I/

anvaya-vyatirekau hi parasparabhava-rupena avasthitau.
tathahi yatra anvayabbavas tatra vyatirekasattvam. yatra va
vyatirekabbavas tatra anvayasattvam. //121 //

anyonya-vyavacchedarupena tau sthitau iti ucyate. tatas ca
kim iti ced aha—

ekabhava-niscaye aparabhavavasyambhavad
iti. 1/122//
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yadi tayoh parasparabhavarupena sthitis tada yatra anvaya-
bhava-niscayas tatra vyatirekasattva-niscayah avasyambhavl.
tatha vyatirekabhava-niscaye api anvayasattva-niscayah
avasyambhavi. evam yatra pranadimattvasya sattvam na iti
niscayas tatra abhavanisc'ayah. yatra ca tadasattvam na iti
niscayas tatra bhavaniscayah. yasmad evam anvaya-
vyatirekayor ekasya abhavaniscaye eva aparasya sattva-
niscayah avasyambhavl tasmat satmaka-niratmakayoh prana-
dimattvabhava-niscayah api na asti eva. //122//

ataeva anvaya-vyatirekayoh. sandehad
anaikantika iti. II123/'/

tasmad anvaya-vyatirekayoh sandehad asau anaikantika
eva. //123//

anvaya-vyatirekayoh sandehe sati api kasmad anaikanti-
katvam eva syad iti cet ? tatra aha—

sadhyetarayor niscayabhavad iti. 1112411

yasmat sadhya-sadhyavipaksayoh pranadimattva-niscayo na
asti tasmad anaikantikah. //124//

evam trayanam rupanam ekaikasya dvayor
dvayor va rupayor asiddhau sandehe ca
yathayogam asiddha-riruddha-anaikantikas
trayo hetvabhasa iti. 1112511

evam iti ukta-prakarena. trayanam rupanam iti. paksa-
dharmah anvayo vyatirekas ca iti. ekaikasya dvayor dvayor
va rupayor asiddhau sandehe ca iti. kvacid ekasya rupasya
asiddhih sandeho va, kvacit tu dvayoh rupayoh. yathayogam
iti. prayoganurupam. asiddha-viruddha-anaikantikas trayo
hetvabhasa iti. asiddhas ca viruddhas ca anaikantikas ca iti
vigrahah. //125//
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viruddhavyabhicaryapi samsaya-hetur ukta
iti. 11126! I

viruddhena avyabhicaro viruddhavyabhicarah. sah atra asti
iti viruddhavyabhicari. yadva viruddhas ca asau na vyabhi-
caritum silam ca asya iti viruddhavyabhicari. sa ca sastra-
karena anaikantika uktah. //126// v

sa iha na ukta iti. 1112711

svayam na nirdistah [iti arthah]. //127//

tac ca kasmad iti ced aha—

anumana-visaye asambhavad iti. 111281 j

tathahi vastuvala-pravrtte anumane tasya asambhavah. //128//

Jcatham asambhava iti ced aha—

ukta- laksana-karya-svabhavanupalambhesu
viruddhasambhava iti. f/129//

karanasattve karyasattvam eva karyahetor laksanam. tanma-
tranubandhi-hetutvam eva svabhavahetor laksanam. upalabdhi-
laksana-praptasya anupalabdhir auupalabdher laksanam. viru-
ddhas ca ukta-laksana-visistesu na sambhavati. tathahi sim-
sapaya vrksa-samsiddhau vijaiiyavrksa-sadhanam yathokta-
laksanasya dvitiyasya asambhavah. //129//

yadi ukta-laksanesu trisu asambhavah, astu tarhi aparatra
sambhava iti cet ? tatra aha—

na anyah avyabhicarl iti. /1130/j

trisu hetusu anantarbhutam avyabhicari-hetvantaram na asti
yasinin viruddhavyabhicari-sambhavah. //130//
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kasmat trisu asambhavah [iti ced aha]—

tasmad avastudarsanavala-pravrttam agama-
srayam anumanam asritya tadartha-vicaresu
viruddhavyabhicari sadhanadosa ukta iti. 1/1311/

yatra pratibaddhena pramanena na nirnayas tad avastudar-
sanavala-pravrttam iti. agamasrayam anumanam asritya iti.
agama asrayah asya iti agamasrayam. yatra agamadvarena
dharmi-paksadharmadikam upasthapyate tad agamasrayam
anumanam iti. tadartha-vicaresu iti agamarthavicaresu.
viruddhavyabhicari sadhanadosa ukta iti. sugamam. //131 //

yadi ayam ayogya eva tarhi agamasrayanumane apî  tasya
kathanTsambriava iti ced aha—

sastrakaranam arthesu bhrantya svabhava- '
viparitopasamhara-sambhavad iti. 1/132/1

sarvais ca sastrakarais taddaisananutpanna api kecana arthah
svabhava-viparyayena abhihita bhavanti. tatas tada viruddha-
vyabliicaii bhavati. //132//

yadi tasya agama-pratibaddhanumane sattvam eva isyate
tarhi vastuvalena pravrttir api kasman na isyate iti cet ? tatra
aha—

na hi asya sambhavo yathavasthia-vastu-
sthitisu atma-karyanupalambhe su iti.
11133//

yatha vastunah avasthitis tatha eva sthitir yesam te yathavas-
thitavastu-sthitayah. sthitir vyavastha. atma ca karyam ca
anupalambhas ca iti vigrahah. atma svabhavo nama. yatha
sadarthe vastuvyavastha tatha svabhava-karya-anupalam-
bhahetavas tevyavasthitas, tesu viruddhavyabhicarinah kutah
sambhavah? //133//
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tatra udaharanam. yat sarvadesavasthitaih
svasambandhibhir yugapad abhisambadhyate
tat sarvagatam. yatha akasam. samanyam
api sarva-desavasthita-svasambandhibhir
yugapad abhisambadhyate iti. 11 134 II

tatra udaharanam iti. agamasrita-pramanopadarsanam. yat
sarvadesavasthitaih savasambandhibhir yugapad abhisam-
badhyte tat sarvagatam iti. sarvasmin dese avasthitah
sarvadesavasthitah. te eva svasya ca sambandhinah svasam-
bandhinah. yad api vastu sarvadesavasthita-svasambandhi-
bhir yugapad abhisambadhyate tat sarvagatam eva drstam.
yatha akasam iti. akasam hi sarvadesavasthita-svasamban-
dhibhih [yugapad] abhisambadhyate. tac ca sarvagatam eva
istam. etad-vacanena anvayo darsitah. samanyam api
sarvadesavasthita-svasambandhibhir yugapad abhisambadhyate
iti. samanyasya sambandhino hi vyakti-visesah sarvesu
desesu vidyamanah, tais ca samanyam yugapad abhisam-
badhyate. anena paksadharma uktah. // 134//

svabhavahetu-laksanatvam prayogasya darsayitum aha—

tatsambandhi-svabhavama.tranubandhirii tad-
desa-sannihita-svabhavata iti. //135//

tasya sambandhinas tat-sambandhinah. tatsambandhinam
svabhavamatram anubaddhum silam yasyah sa tatsambandhi-
svabhavamatranubandhini. tesam sambandhinam desas tad-
desah. taddese sannihitas" tsddesa-sannihitah. taddesa-sanni-
hitah svabhavo yasya sa taddesa-sannihita-svabhavah. tasya
bhavas taddesa-sannihita-svabhavata. sambandhi-dese upas-
thitir iti sesah. //135//

sarvagatena eva hi sambandhino vyapyante iti etac ca
kasmad iti ced aha—

yo yatra na asti sa hi taddesam atmana na
vyapnoti iti svabhavahetu-prayoga iti. 1/136//
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yas ca yatra na asti tasya taddesa-vyapanam katham sakyam ?
taddesa iti. sa deso yasya sa taddesah. yasmin dese sa na
asti taddesa-sambandhinam sa na saknoti vyapayitum iti sesah.
svabhava-hetu-prayoga iti. sugamam.20 //136//

atha kanadaih kaiscit samanyasya sarva-sarvagatatvam
uktam. aparais ca kanadaih samanyasya kevalasraya-sarva-
gatatvam eva angikrtam. tannaya-pradarsanartham aha—

dvitlyah api prayoga iti. II13711

tac ca sugamam. //137//

yad upalabdhilaksana-praptam yatra na
upalabhyate tat tatra na asti. yatha kvacid
avidyamano ghata iti. //138//

atra anupalabdher anvayah kathitah. //138//

na upalabhyate ca upalabdhilaksana-praptam
samanyam vyaktyantaralesu iti. //139//

vyakter antaralani vyaktyantaralani, vyaktyantarani. tesu
upalabdhilaksana-praptam samanyam na upalabhyate. anena
paksadharina uktah. tadvadina ca kevalasraya-sarvagatatvam
uktam. //139//

ayam anupalabdhiprayogah svabhdvas ca
paraspara-viruddhartha-sadhanad ekatra
samsayam janayata iti. IJ140fl

avyavahitoktaya anupalabdhya samanyasya kevalSsraya-sarva- •
gatatvam sadhyate. prak ca svabhavahetuna sarva-sarva-
gatatvam sadhitam iti dvabhyam paraspara-viruddhar-

20. p. 133. 5 : =go-sla'o.
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tha-sadhanatkim vyaktyantaralesu samanayanupalabdheh keva-
lasraya-sarvagatatvam eva, sarvadesavasthita-svasambandhisu
anubaddhatvat sarva-sarvagatatvam eva va iti anubhavad
ekasmin eva samanye sandeho jayate. evam iyata parar-
thanumanam tatsampair darsitam. //140//

nanu drstanta-laksanam kasman na uktam iti cet ? tatra
aha—

trirupo hetur uktah. tavata eva arthapratitir
iti na prthag drstanto nama sadhanavayavah
kascit. tena na asya laksanam prthagucyate
iti. 1/1411/

purvam hetor laksanatrayam yad uktam tena eva rupatrayena
sadhyartha-siddhir bhavati. tena drstanto nama prthak
sadhanavayavo na asti. tatas ca tallaksanam prthaii na
Uktam. //141//

gatarthatvad iti. 1/142//

hetvarthena eva drstantarthasya avagamad. //142//

katham iti ced aha—

hetoh sapakse eva sattvam asapaksac ca
sarvato vyavrttih rupam uktam avisesena
iti. 1/1431/

prayogamatre etad eva hetulaksanam—sapakse eva sattvam
iti evamrupam, tatha sarvasmad vipaksad vyavrltir iti evam-
rupamca. //143//

punar visesena karya-svabhavayor janma-
tanmatranubandhau darsariiyau uktau
iti. 1/144/1

visesena ca hetor laksanam—karyahetor janma pradarsaniyam
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iti .uktam, svabhavabetos tanmatranubandhah kathaniya iti
uktam. //144//

tac ca darsayata iti. //145JI

samanya-laksanam visesa-laksanam ca darsayata iti
sesah. //145//

yatra dhumas tatra agnih, asati agnau na
kvacid .dhumah. yatha mahanasetarayor
iti. 11146U

karyahetor hi svakiya-laksanam [=visesa-laksanam] tatha
samanya-laksanam ca yogyam. evam ca darsayata visesena
kathayata iti [arthah]. tathahi atra sapaksa-sattvam pradar-
sayata avasyam yatha mahanasa iti abhidheyam. anyatha
sapaksa-sattvam eva kathayitum na sakyate. tatha eva
vyavrttim kathayata api avasyam yatha jalam iti abhidheyam.
anyatha vyavrttir eva na ukta syat. //146//

yatra krtakatvam tatra anityatvam, anitya-
tvabhave krtakatvasambhavah. yatha ghata-
kasayor iti darsamyam iti. II141H

anena svabhavahetoh samanyalaksanam visesalaksanam ca
yatha vaktavyam tatha darsyate. iha yadi yatha ghata iti na
ucyate tada sapaksa-sattvam eva kathayitum na sakyate. yadi
yatha akasam iti na ucyate tada vyavrttir api kathayitum na
sakyate. tanmatranubandhah api tatha eva darsayitum
sakyam. tathahi yadi yatra yatra krtakatvam • tatra tatra
avasyam anityatvam yatha ghate iti nirdisyate, tada tanmatra-
nubandha eva ukto bhavati. //147//

na hi anyatha sapaksa-vipaksayoh sada-
sattVe yathokta-prakare sakye darsayitum
iti. U148II
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sapaksa-sattvam darsayata yadi yatha mahanasah, yatha ghata
iti va na ucyate, tada sapaksa-sattvam eva uktam na syat. yadi
ca vipaksasattvam darsayata yatha jalam, yatha akasam iti va
na ucyate, tada vyavrttir eva na ukta syat. //148//

evam samanya-laksanam uktva asakyatvam uktam. visesa-
laksanena asakyatva'-kathanartham aha—

tatkaryata-niyamah karya-lingasya iti. H149II

tasya karyam tat-karyam. tasya bhavas tatkaryata. tasya
niyamas tatkaryata-niyamah. karana-sattve karyasya api
sattvam iti esa niyama eva tatkaryata-niyamah. //149//

svabhava-lihgasya ca svabhavena vyaptir
iti. //ISO//

svampena vyaptir eva svabhavena vyaptih. tanmatranubandha
iti sesah. tad ubhayam api drstantam anuktva vaktum na
sakyate. yada yathokta-nyayena kvacid dharmini hetuh
samanyalaksanato visesalaksanatas ca ucyate tada drstantah
api ukta eva. //150//

tac ca kasmad iti ced aha—

etavanmatra-rUpatvat tasya iti. 11151/1

tathahi tasya rupam etavanmatram eva. yatra sadhyena hetor
anvayo darsyate sa sadharmya-drstantah. yatra ca sadhya-
bhave hetvabhavo nirdisyate sa vaidharmya-drstantah. //151 //

etena eva drstantabhasU api nirasta
bhavanti iti. 1/152//

yasmad yada hetoh samanyavisesa-laksanayor nirdesah kriyate
sa nirdusta-drstanta iti ucyate tasmad yatra tallaksanayor
nirdeso na sambhavati sa drstantabhaso bhavati iti uktam
bhavati. //152//
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udaharanani aha— ' ! :

yatha nityah sabdah amurtatvai, karmavat
paramanuvad ghatavad iti. 1115311

sadhya-sadhana-dharmobhaya-vikala iti. sabdo nityah ainur-
tatvat, karmavad iti sadhyadharma-vikalah, paramanuvad iti
sadhanadharma-vikalah, ghatavad iti ubhaya-vikalah. //153//

tatha sandigdha-sadhyadharmadayas ca
iti. //154//

sandigdhah sadhyadharmah asmin iti vigrahah. sadhyadharma
adir yesam te tathoktah. //154//

udaharanani aha—

ragadiman ayam vaktrtvad rathya-purusa-
vaditi. /1155/1'

ayarp sandigdha-sadbyadharmah. //155//

maranadharma ayam puruso ragadimattvad
rathya-purusavad iti. 1/156/1

ayam sandigdha-sadhanadharmah. //156//

asarvajnah ayam ragadimattvad rathya-
purusavad iti. 11157//

ayam sandigdhobhaya-dharmah. //157//

ananvayah apradarsitanvayas ca iti. 1/158/1

ananvaya iti yatra anvayo na asti eva. apradarsitanvaya iti
yatra anvayo vidyamanah api na pradarsitah. //158//

udaharanam aha—

yatha yo vakta sa ragadiman ista-purusavad
iti. 1/1591/
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tatra anvayo na asti. tena tatra vacana-ragadyor vyapya-
vyapaka-bhavah karya-karana-bhavo va na eva vidyate. //I59//

anityah sabdah krtakatvad ghatavad iti.

1/1601/ • " '

iha anvayo vidyamanah api na pradarsitah. //160//

tqtha viparltanvaya iti. // 161 II

anvayo viparito yasmin drstante iti vigrahah. // 161 //

udaharanam aha—

yad anityam tat krtakam iti. 1116211

iha. yat krtakam tad anityam iti abhidheye yad anityam tat
krtakam iti vipaiitabhidhanam. //162//

sadharmyena iti 116311

ete sarve sadharmya-drstantabhasah. //163//

vaidharmyena api iti. 1116411

vaidharmya-drstantabhasa ucyante. //164//

paramanuvat karmavad akasavad iti sadhya-
dyavyatirekina iti. II 165 II

sadhyam adir yesam tani sadhyadini. tesam avyatirekah
sadhyadyavyatirekah. te ca yatra santi te sadhyadyavyatire-
kinah. tatra paramanuvad iti sadhyavyatireki. nityatvat
paramanunam sadhyavyatirekah. karmavad iti sadhanavya-
tireki. amurtatvat karmanam sadhanavyatirekah. akasavad
iti ubhayavyatireki. akasasya ca ubhayavyatirekah. II 165 II

tatha sandigdha-sadhyavyatirekadaya iti.
II 166 II
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sadhyasya vyatirekah sandigdho yasmin iti vigrahah. sandigdha-
sadhya-vyatireka adir yesam iti samasah. //166 //

udaharanani aha—

yatha asarvajna anapta va kapiladaya .
iti. II 167 II

pratijna-dvayam upanyastam. // 167 //

avidyamana-sarvajnatva-vitaragatva-lihga-
bhuta-pramanatisaya-sasanatvad iti. //168//

sarvajnatvam ca vitaragatvam ca sarvajnatva-vltaragatve.
sarvajnatva-vitaragatvayor lingabhutam pramanatisaya-sasa-
namavidyamanam yesu te avidyamana-sarvajnatva-vitaragatva-
lingabhuta-pramanatisaya-sasanah. tesam bhavas tattvam.
tasmad avidyamana-sarvajnatva-vltaragatva-lingabhuta-prama-
natisaya-sasanatvat. //168//

atra vaidharmya-drstanta iti. f/169//

pariksyate [iti] upari sambandhah. //169//

yah sarvajno vitarago va sa jyotirjnanadi-
kam upadistavan. yatha rsabha-vardha-
manadir iti iti. 111701 j

jyotirjnanam naksatra-viparlksanam iti hetuh. [bu-lbu-ka-
ma-sa]-adi21 iti. tac ca sarvajnatva-vitaragatva-lingabbutam
rsabha-vardhamanadibhir anusistam. tasmat te sarvajna
vitaraga va iti niscetum sakyate iti. //170//

vaidharmya-drstante asarvajnatvav~itara~
gatvayoh sadhyadhar mayor vyatirekah
sandigdha iti. II 171 II

21. p. 142.16: The expression put within brackets occurs in the text as
transliterated in Tibetan. Its meaning however seems obscure.
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atra rsabha-mahaviradir vaidharmya-drstanta uktah. tesu ca
asarvajnatvavitaragatvayor vyatireka-niscayo na asti., // 171 //

sandigdha-sadhanavyatireka iti. 1117211

tadarthas tu gata eva. //172//

udaharanam—

yatha na traylvida brahmanena vivaksito
grahyavacanah kascit puruso ragadimattvad
iti. 1/1731/

rgvedo yajurvedah samavedas ca iti trayo vedah. te eva
trayi-sabdena ucyante. traylm vetti iti trayivit. grahyam
vacanam asya iti grahya-vacanah. pramanya-vacana iti sesah.
tena etad uktam bhavati trayivid yo brahmanas tadabhimata-
purusavacanam nitya-pramanam na asti iti. //173//

atra vaidharmya-drstanta iti. 11174//

tadarthas tu gata eva. ye hi grahya-vacana na te ragadi-

mantah. //174//

yatha gautamadayo dharmasastranam
pranetara iti. J/J75//

gautama-vyasa-muni-prabhrtibhir yani dharmasastrani prani-
tani tani hi trayividam pramanya-vacanani. 1/115//

gautamadibhyah sadhanadharmasya ragadi-
mattvasya vyavrttih sandigdha iti. 1/17611

tebhyo hi ragadimattvasya vyavrtter niscayo na asti. //176//

sandigdhobhaya-vyatireka iti. 11177//

sandigdha ubhayor vyatireko yasmin iti samasah. //177//

udaharanam—

yatha avitaragah kapiladayah parigraha-
graha-yogad iti. 11178//
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parigraho dravasya svikaranam. agrahah svikarad urdhvam
asaktih. parigrahas ca agrahas ca iti prigrahagrahau, tabhyam
yoga iti arthah. //178//

atra vaidharmya-drstantah. yo vitarago na
tasya parigrahagrahau. yatha rsabhadaya
iti iti. H179U

rsabhadayo hi svalpamatram vyanjanam api na parigrhnanti.
tasmat tesam parigraho na asti. parigrahabhavena ca agra-

Jiabhavah. te ca vltaragah... 1111911

rsabhader avitaragatva-parigrahagraha-
yogayoh sadhya-sadhana-dharmayoh san-
digdho vyatireka iti. 1118011

avitarago ragadiman iti arthah. parigrahas ca manasa svikara-
nam. agrahas ca trsna. te ca sarve manasatvad indriya-
gocara na bhavanti. tasmad rsabhadibhyo vyavrttir eva iti
niscetum na sakyate. //180//

avyatireka iti. /J181//

avidyamano vyatirekah asmin iti vigrahah. //181//

yatha avitarago vaktrtvad iti. /'/'182/'/

tadarthas tu gata eva. //182//

yatra avitaragatvam na asti na sa vakta.
yatha upalakhanda iti. /j'183/1

vaidharmya-drstantah ayam. //183//

yadyapi upalakhandad ubhayam vyavrttam
eva tathapi sarvo vitarago na vakta iti
vyaptya vyatirekasiddher avyatireka iti.
1/184//

V. 10
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yadyapi upalakhandasya acetanatvad ragadimattvam vak-
trtvam va na eva, tathapi sarvo vitarago na vakta iti vyaptir
asiddha. ragavattva-vaktrtvayoh sambandhabhavad raga-
vattva-vyavrttau vaktrtva-vinivrttir na bhavati. tasmad atra
vastuto vyatireko na asti. //184//

apradarsita-vyatireka iti. //J85//

yatra vyatireko vidyamanah api na ucyate. //185//

udaharanam aha—

vaidharmya-drstantah, yatha sabdah anityah
krtakatvad akasavad iti iti. Ij 18611

kenacid vaidharmya-drstantatvena sabdah anityah krtakatvad
akasavad iti ukte, tatra vyatireko vidyamanah api anukta eva
bhavati. tathahi yadi ye ye ca padartha nityas te sarve eva
akrtaka iti ucyate, tada vyatireko darsito bhavati, na tu
drstantamatrena. //186//

viparita-vyatireka iti. //187J/

viparito vyatirekah asmin iti vigrahah. //187//

udaharanam aha—

yatha yad akrtakam tad nityam bhavati
iti. 1118811 " ' '

iha yad nityam tad akrtakam iti abhidheye tadviparitam
uktam. //188//'

na'hi ebhir drstantabhasair hetoh samanya-
laksanam sapakse eva sattvam vipakse ca

. sarvatra asattvam eva niscayena sakyam
darsayitum, vi'sesa-laksanam va iti. I[18911
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tais ca drstantabhasair hetor yac ca samanya-laksanam yad
api visesa-laksanam tac ca na sakyate darsayitum. tata eva te
drstantabhasa iti. drstantavad abhasate iti drstantabbasah.
Ill 89//

tasmad arthapattya esam niraso veditavya
iti. H19011

yasmad dvividham api hetor laksanam darsayitum na sakyate
tasmad arthapattya tesam niraso drastavyah. iyata sam-
yagjnanam tat-sarupair vyakhyatam. //190// .

idauim tat-sahayakabhidhanam anujnatum aha—

nyunatadyuktir dusana iti. 1119111

nyunata adir yesam te nyunatadayah. tesam uktir nyuna-

tadyuktih. tai ca pratyekam dusanah. //191 //

ye purvam nyunatadayah sadhanadosa uktas
tesam udbhavanam dusanam iti. II 192 II

atra 'adi' iti ulcter asiddha-viruddhanaikantika-dosanam
parigrahah. ucyate anena iti uktir vacanam. yena vacanena
dosa uddhriyante tad dusanam iti. // 192 //

tac ca kasmad iti cet ? tatra aha—

tena parestartha-siddhi-pratibandhad iti.
1119311

yasmat tena vacanena purvapaksina sadhayitum istasya
arthasya siddhih pratibadhyate tasmat tad dusanam. tad etani
anudbhuta-dusanani. //193//

dusanabhasas tujataya iti. 1/1941j

jataya eva dusanabhasa veditavyah. //194// .
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kas ca punas ta jataya iti ced aha—

abhuta-dosodbhavanani jataya iti. //195/I

na bhutah abhutah. abhuta. dosa abhuta-dosah. tesam
udbhavanani abhuta-dosodbhavanani. yais ca vacanaih
sadhanadosa avidyamana api udbhavyante tani jatayo
veditavyah.

samyagjnana-nirupanavasare katham dusana-tadabhasanam
upadarsanam iti cet ? ucyate. dusananam tatha diisana-
bhasanam ca nimpane samyagjnanam api sasahayam22

nirupitam bhavati iti. tathaca eta hi atra dusana iti tasam
pariharo vidheyah, yada va ete diisanabhasa etebhyah samka-
bhava eva veditavya iti abhidhlyate, tada samyagjnanam eva
sarvatha nirupitam bhavati. tasmad yathokta-[dosa]-prasango
naasti. //195//

prthu yaccarjitam punyarp nyayabindoh padam padam /
vyakhyanena mayadyaiva tato labdhvamrtamdhruvam /
pranikulam asesam hi yatu bhavapariksayam /
yathocitena margena nirdesena nrpasya ca /
iyam vinltadevena sisyakalyanasiddhaye /
vistaro nama tika hi nyayabindor vinirmita //

Nyayabindu-vistara-tikayam sisyahitayam
trtiyah paricchedah.

sahasram ekam slokanam trimsacchlokas tathaiva ca /
granthe vistaratikayam ihoktam paripinditam //

acarya-viriitadevakrtir nyayabiridu-vistara-tika
sisyahita nama samapta.

22. p. 149.16 : =gnen-po-dah-bcas-par.



ENGLISH TRANSLATION

[The text of Dharmaklrti is indented and
Vinitadeva's commentary given in full measure.] ,





Herein is contained Nyayabindu-tlka/ a work by acarya
Vinitadeva. In Indian language [the work is called] Nyaya'
bindu-tika. In Tibetan language [the work is called] Rigs-pa'i-
thigs-pa-rgya-cher-'grel-pa (Nyayabindu-vistara-tika).

Salutation to Manjusrikumatabhuta

CHAPTER ONE

ON PERCEPTION

I bow to the Muni1, the most excellent speaker, by-the grace
of whose lineage2, as is said, highest success is attained in the
pure and rightful3 path. Now follows the explanation of
Nyayabindu, sentence by sentence.

The attainment of all 'human ends' (puru-
sarthaY is 'preceded by' (purvika) right
knowledge and therefore (id), it is expoun-
ded. / 1 /

1. This offering of salutation at the very beginning of a treatise is one of
the most widely observed practices for the authors of any sastra. In
the long run, this rite of salutation assumed so great an importance
that it itself often formed the subject-matter of a heated logical
discussion appended to the introductory part of the actual work. Even
Gangesa in his Tattvacintamani has a separate section on
mahgalavada.
The result to be attained by the act of salutation is supposed to be
either completion (samapti) of the work started or removal of the
adverse conditions hindering its progress (bighna-dhvamsa). cf. SM
on verse 1.

2. Lineage or kula may be due to either birth in one's family or adherence
to one's doctrine. The latter is intended here. cf. Kasika on
Panini 2. 1. 19.

3. The word nyaya admits of a double sense. It may mean'rightful'as
well as 'logic'. Hence the expression visuddha-nyaya-vartmani may
also mean 'in the path of pure logic'.

4. The word purusartha is used in the primary sense of any human end.
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In this prefatory sentence, viz. 'the attainment of all humau
ends is preceded by right knowledge and therefore it is
expounded', the author [i.e. Dharmaklrti] states the relation
(sambandha), the purpose (prayojana), the subject-matter
(abhidheya) and also the purpose of the purpose of this treatise
(prakarana). Because, in the absence of any purpose, relation or
subject-matter, this 'scholarly treatise' iprakarana-sastra) would
,not be acceptable to the people who are guided by crititcal
judgment [i.e. to the scholars].5

Contrary to general practice, Dharmaklrti here mentions right know-
ledge as the cause of human activity in general and not specifically as
the means for attaining liberation. It may remind one of the logical
dictum 'if the fruit of an action can be represented by something
common or ordinary, it is improper to represent it by something extra-
oidina.Ty\sambhavati drsta-phalakatve ' dr sta-phala-kalpanaya anya-
yyalvat. ci. SMon verse I).

5. There are certain preliminary conditions—accepted by the authors of
sastra-s—which must be stated at the outset in order to show that the
study of the treatise would be worthwhile. Dharmaklrti states them
in this very first statement. These conditions are generally accepted
to be three in number. But Vinitadeva here interprets Dharmaklrti
as showing four such conditions in all—adding an unusual fourth to
the usual three. They are : i) subject-matter (viz. right knowledge),
ii) purpose (viz. proper comprehension of the nature of right know-
ledge), iii) relation (viz. the relation of being the means to an end)
and iv) purpose of the purpose (viz. involvement of right knowledge
in all human activities). The subject-matter and the purpose are stated
directly and the relation indirectly.

The implication of a reference to the fourth condition may be under-
stood as follows. The purpose of the treatise is said to be the proper

..,-'. comprehension of the nature of right knowledge. In other words.it
, . -follows that one desirous of comprehending the nature of right know-
, ledge should engage oneself in the study of this treatise. But every

purposive action presupposes 'a knowledge in the form that such an
action would be conducive to one's own well-being' (ista-sadhanata-
jnana). One's effort for comprehending right knowleage would also
presuppose such a knowledge and the purpose of the purpose is stated
here to indicate the presence of such ista-sadhanata-jnana.
Dharmottara (NBT pp. 2f) however takes exception to the last condi-.

. tion and explains the above statement as containing an indication of
the usual three.
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Thus, the subject-matter is stated to dispel the doubt,
namely, 'What is going to be explained here ?' The purpose is
stated to remove the apprehension (samka) of there being no
fruit (phala). The relation is stated to dismiss the apprehen-
sion of there being no possible means (upaya). Therefore,
[it is to be concluded that] the relation and all these are stated
to create the interest of the listener [i.e. one who would like
to study the work].

In the above assertion, the expression 'it is expounded'
(tad vyutpadyate) states the subject-matter and the purpose
directly (saksat). The relation, however, is conveyed through
implication-(samarthya). The implication here is as follows.
The treatise is going to be composed for the purpose of
expounding right knowledge and this shows, by implication,
that the treatise is nothing but the means [for a correct under-
standing of the nature of right knowledge]. Otherwise—if it
were not the means—why should it. at all be started? Hence
[it is to be concluded that] the relation is conveyed through
implication.

Here the subject-matter is right knowledge itself. The
purpose is 'a thorough comprehension' (vyutpatti) of [the
nature of] right knowledge. Such an exposition of right
knowledge as results in its thorough comprehension can be
accomplished by it [i.e. this treatise] and thus the treatise
becomes the means [to that end]. Therefore, the relation
between the treatise and the purpose is that of 'being the means
to an end' (sadhya-sadhana-laksana). To explain, the nature
of right knowledge is comprehended quite properly by listening
to [i.e. studying] this treatise. As such, it ultimately follows
that the treatise is the means and the comprehension of right
knowledge is the end to be attained by this means.

This relation of being the means to an end is nothing but
[the relation of] being the cause for an effect. Thus, the
treatise is the means (sadhana) and the result is the 'attainable
end' (sadhya); again, the treatise is the cause (karana) and the

V. 11
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result is the effect (karya). . It is finally concluded, therefore,
that this treatise is going to be composed to facilitate the
comprehension of right knowledge.

Now, even if it be actually so, someone may argue, 'What
is the use of the comprehension of right knowledge ? It [i.e.
such comprehension itself] is without any purpose and as
such, it is [as useless as] a discourse on the nature of a crow's
teeth. Let there be no instruction [regarding the nature of
right knowledge]. What is the use of such labour ?' Hence,
[in answer to such an objection], the author says, "The attain-
ment of all human ends is preceded by right knowledge". It
states the purpose of the purpose. The full implication of
the statement is as follows. Since right knowledge is necessary
Tor the attainment of every human end, it is invariably
connected [with the attainment of the various human ends].
It is, therefore, to be comprehended. Such comprehension
results from [the study of] this treatise. Hence [the conclusion
that] this treatise is going to be composed for the purpose of
comprehending right knowledge which is indispensable.

This is the 'significance [of the prefatory sentence] taken as
a whole' (samasartha). The 'significance of each of the
component members' {avciyavartha) [will now be stated]. In the
expression 'preceded by right knowledge', right knowledge means
knowledge 'which is not contradicted' (avisamvadaka) 6 Know-
ledge which is not contradicted by 'an action in respect of an

6. This is the general definition of pramana given by Dharmakirti himself
in the Pramanavartika. Right knownledge is uncontradicted in the
sense that it does not mislead one, i.e. an object as indicated by right
knowledge or pramana in a particular place and a particular time
can actually be attained by one. In common discourse also, a man
is said to be a 'dependable guide' (samvadaka) when the information
given by him is corroborated by the actual order of things. Similar
is the case with pramana. Pramana does not create an object. Nor
does it accompany one to the spot where an object may be present.
It only reveals the nature of an object as it is and this indication
correctly leads one to the attainment of the desired objects or the
avoidance of the undesirable ones. On the contrary, false knowledge
which is not pramana is contradicted by experience. One, for
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object' (arihakriya) is non-erroneous (abhranta) and it [i.e.
such non-erroneous knowledge] is nothing but right knowledge.
Otherwise [i.e. if right knowledge is not defined in the above
way], the treatise would lead to the repudiation of the
Yogacara view. But the treatise is [actually] going to be
composed with the intention of explaining the views of both
the Sautrantika and the Yogacara. As such, right knowledge
here is to be understood [specifically] as knowledge which is
not contradicted, because it covers the views of both.

instance, may have the perception of water in a mirage. But when
one reaches the actual spot one finds nothing but sand. (cf. NBT
pp. 5ff for a detailed discussion).

This definition thus also tacitly contains an answer to the objection
that pramana itself being without any validity cannot be the subject
of a fruitful discussion. The argument may be put as follows :
validity of pramana cannot be doubted, since the nature of an object
as revealed by it is in conformity with the actual order of things.

It is similar to the view expressed in the very opening state-
ment of Vatsyayana (NBh p. 1) defending the validity of pramana :
pramana is valid, because if gives rise to successful activity.

In this connection, the views of the Buddhists on some problems
of knowledge in genaral may briefly be noted.

a) On the problem of cognition being self-revelatory (svaprakasa)
or not-self-revehitory {parapraka'sd), Buddhists belonging to the
Vijnanavada school maintain that it is self-revelatory. Knowledge
may be likened to a lamp. It can reveal an object as well as its own
self. (See text 9 below. Also BL ii, p. 29, n 4).

b) On the problem of cognition being valid intrinsically (svatah)
- or extrinsically (paratah), the Buddhists, according to Madhavacarya

(SDS p. 104, verse), hold that invalidity (apramanya) is determined
intrinsically and validity (pramanya) extrinsically. Santaraksita
(TSP, verse 3123) however gives a different account. He says that in
this regard the Buddhists do not like to adhere specifically to any
single principle. The validity and the invalidity of a piece of cognition
may well be intrinsic in one case and extrinsic in another. In the case
of repeated acquaintance, for instance, the validity as well as the
invalidity of the cognition should be treated as intrinsic, while in the
case of first acquaintance, both of them should be treated as extrinsic.

c) The Buddhists deny the validity of recollection (smaranatmaka-
jnana) on the usual ground that it reveals what is already apprehended
{TSP, verse 1298 ; NBT p. 6).
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The expression 'preceded by right knowledge' means 'that
which has right knowledge for its antecedent (pfirva)'. The
word 'antecedent' here stands for the 'cause' (karana). Since
the cause [always] precedes the effect, it is [also] called the
antecedent. Finally, [the expression 'preceded by right know-
ledge'] is equivalent in meaning to 'that which has right
knowledge for its cause'.

[The expression] 'the attainment of all human ends' [will
now be explained]. 'Human end' means an end relating to a
human being. The word 'end' (artha) refers here to 'an
object that induces [one] to a purposive action' (prayojana).
Finally, [the expression 'human end'] is equivalent in meaning
to an object that induces a human being to a purposive action.
'All human ends' means the human ends taken in their entirety.
The word 'all? {sarva) [refers to each of the various types of
objects, namely], the proximate (sannikrsta), the remote
(viprakrsta), the extra-ordinary (lokottara), those to be
avoided Iheya), those to be desired (upadeya) and those to be
treated with indifference (upeksantyd).

Of these, a proximate object is an object placed near at
hand. A remote object is an object placed at a distance. An
ordinary (laukika) object is an object which one comes across
in course of the [cycle of] 'worldly existence' {samsara). An
extraordinary object is what is beyond all sufferings. An

d) Though Dharmottara makes no express mention of 'continuous
cognition' (dharavahika-jnana), his remark characterising pramana as
knowledge having an object 'not already cognised' (anadhigatd)
suggests that such cognition should not be regarded as pramana.
Arcata (HBT p. 37) however maintains that the continuous cognition
of a yogin only is pramana, because it can distinctly apprehend each
of the very minute divisions of time. But the continuous cognition
of an ordinary person which does not involve such awareness is not
pramana.

e) Re-cognition (pratyabhijna) itself is unproved in the Buddhist
view, for it goes against the very basic principle of momentariness
(ksanikatva). All permanence being illusory, there is nothing to
constitute a real object of re-cognition.
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object to be avoided is an object that one does not intend to
have, namely, a snake, a thorn, poison, a spear and the like.
An object to be desired is an object that one strives to acquire,
namely, a garland, a piece of sandalwood, clothes, food,
drinks, beds, seats and the like. Any object which is opposite
to both these—those to be desired and those to be avoided—
is an object to be treated with indifference.7

Right knowledge is the cause [of every successful action]
in respect of all these various human ends. Thus, after rightly
determining [the nature of an object] through perceptual
knowledge etc, one avoids [the objects like] spears, poison,
thorns etc ; takes up [the objects like] flowers, garlands etc
and remains indifferent to objects other than these.

The expression 'the attainment of all human ends' is
equivalent to 'that which causes the attainment of all human
ends.' The word 'attainment' (siddhi) is here used in the

7. As against the three types of objects—viz. heya, upadeya and
upeksaniya—mentioned by Vinitadeva, Dharmottara here speaks of
the first two types only. He further contends that no third type is
logically admissible, because the two types of heya and upadeya are
mutually exclusive and cover up all existing objects. An object to be
treated with indifference {upeksaniya) being something other than what
is to be desired can be easily included in the first type.

Jayanta (NM i, pp. 22f) however in his criticism of the general defi-
nition of fight knowledge given by Dharmakirti refutes a view similar
to that of Dharmottara and defends the above threefold classification
of objects. He argues that the existence of upeksaniya objects cannot be
denied, because such objects are proved on the basis of experience.
When one comes across an object to be desired (e.g. a garland), one
has a feeling of attraction. Again, when one comes across an object
to be avoided (e.g. a snake), one has a feeling of repulsion. Further,
when one comes across an object to be treated with indifference (e.g. a
blade of grass on the road) one is moved by the feelings of neither
attraction nor repulsion. The three types are thus to be admitted as
corresponding to the three forms of reactions. Besides, an upeksaniya
object cannot be said to be heya simply on the ground that it is some-
thing other than upadeya. It can never be argued that a word in the
neuter gender is to be considered as one in the masculine gender simply
because it is other than a word in the feminine gender.
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sense of'that which causes the attainment' (sadhaka). It is
shown thereby that right knowledge is necessarily the cause
of the attainment of all human ends.

The word iti is used in the sense of 'therefore'. The two
words yat and tat are invariably corelated. Thus, it is finally
asserte_d that, since right knowledge invariably precedes the
attainment of human end, it is here expounded.

In the expression 'it is expounded', the word 'it' is to be
understood as referring to right knowledge,8 because it is
mentioned in the neuter gender. [The word 'it' should not be
understood as referring to] the attainment of all human ends,
though it is in 'immediate proximity' (avya\ahita), because of
its [relative] non-importance {apradhanya). / 1 /

Right knowledge is of two kinds—percep-
tion and inference. / 2 /

This right knowledge can be properly comprehended only
when the four types af'contradictory notions' (vipratipatti) re-
garding its nature are removed.9 The four types of contradictory

8. A pronoun would naturally stand for a noun which is mentioned in
closer proximity to it. The word tat would then stand for siddhi or
attainment and 'it is expounded' would be equivalent to 'attainment is
expounded'. But such a meaning is obviously not intended here. To
remove the difficulty, Vinltadeva remarks that the word tat being in
the neuter gender refers to the noun which also is in the netuer gender.
Viz. samyag-jiiana, and not to the noun which is in the feminine gender,
viz. siddiii. A further ground for such an explanation is that 'right
knowledge' is here undoubtedly more important than 'attainment'.

The difficulty can however be avoided more easily by saying that
tat here should refer to right knowledge, because in that case alone the
intention of the author is adequately explained. The implication of a
word is to be determined, not simply by its position or formal aspect,
but in accordance with the intention of the speaker as well (cf. H&T
p. 3 : vaktur abhiprayanuvidhayitaya sabdavrtteh . . . . and the well-
known verse : arthat prakaranal lihgad aucityad de'sakalatah / sabdar-
thas tu vibhajyante na rupad eva kevalat 11).

9. The word vipratipatti literally means 'contradictory knowledge'
{yiruddha pratipattih). It is used here in the sense of the causes of
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notions are the contradictory notions relating to its number
(samkhya), nature (svaffipa), object {visaya) and effect (phala).

Of these, the contradictory notions relating to its number
are [the following]. Some logicians, namely, the followers
of the Carvaka school, maintain that [right knowledge] is of
only one kind. Some others, namely, the followers of the
Samkhya school, maintain that it is of three kinds. According
to the followers of the Nyaya school, it is of four kinds, while,
the followers of the Mimamsa school admit six kinds [of right
knowledge].

The contradictory notions relating to its nature are [the
following]. According to some, perception is determinate
(savikalpaka). But according to others perception is only
indeterminate (nirvikalpaka).

The contradictory notions relating to its object are [the
following]. Some say that the 'unique particular' (svalaksana)
alone is the object of perception and the universal (samanya-
laksana) alone is the object of inference. Other logicians speak
of other kinds of objects [as the objects of perception and
inference].

The contradictory notions relating to its effect are [the
following]. Some logicians maintain that the effect of
[employing] an instrument of knowledge is someting different,
while others argue that there is no difference [between the
instrument of knowledge and its effect].

contradictory notions, i.e. the views upheld by the philosophers
belonging to other systems. One's own position becomes unassailable
and quite properly established only when the views of others opposing
it stand refuted. ,

There may also be a further logical justification for referring to the
divergent views of other philosophers. According to Nyaya methodo-
logy, doubt is the very pre-condition for any critical discussion. As
Vatsyayana (NBh p. 35. cf. also NS 1. 1 41) puts it, "An argument
(nyaya, lit. an inference for others) is to be advanced in respect of only
what is not known for certain (satn'sayita) and not in respect of either
what is completely unknown (anupalabdha) or what is already known
for certain (nirnita)". Thus, the statements concerning the conflicting
views of different philosophers would lead to a doubt and this doubt
in its turn would justify a logical discussion.
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Thus, [the nature of] right knowledge is comprehended,
quite free from any error, only when these four types of
contradictory notions are removed.

To remove, at the outset, the contradictory notions relating
to its number, the author says, "Right knowledge is of two
kinds". The expression 'is of two kinds' means that it has two
different varieties. The word denoting the number is
mentioned to express clearly the significance that [right
knowledge] has only two kinds [and not more]. This
excludes'[the possibility of its being] of three kinds, of four
kinds and so on.

[The word denoting] the number merely refers to its two-
foldness. But what actually are the two kinds ? Why should
knowledge be not regarded as of four kinds ? [In answer] to
these queries, the author specifically mentions [the name of the
two kinds], "Perception and inference."

The term pratyaksa (perception) means etymologically
'dependent upon the senses'. This 'indeclinable particle'
(nipata) merely suggests that the object of knowledge
also is a factor in the production of perception. [This,
however, does not mean that the term pratyaksa or
perception is to be applied to that kind of perception only
which is always dependent upon the senses.] For example,
[a particular animal is called] go [i. e. a cow] because of its
movement (gamana). But in this case movement is only an
[accidental] indicator of cowness (gotva). Hence it is found
that any particular 'lump of flesh' (pinda), which is a locus
of cowness, is to be denoted by the term go [irrespective of
whether it moves or not].

Here also the fact of its [i. e. of perception] being dependent
upon the senses merely suggests that the object of knowledge
too is a factor in the production of perception and as such,
all the four types of perception [including those which are not
dependent upon the senses, e.g. mental perception etc] are
denoted by the term 'perception'.10

. 10. The term pratyaksa is a compounded word formed by the combination
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The word mana [in the term anumana] etymolbgically
means'that by which an object is measured [i.e. cognised].'
That is to say, [mana means] an instrument which rightly
specifies [the nature of an object]. The particle anu means
'subsequently' (anantarya). Thus the term anumana is equi-
valent in meaning to 'subsequent cognition'. That is, inference
[is a form of knowledge] which appears subsequent to 'the
perception of the reason as belonging to the subject' (paksa-
dharma-graha) as well as the 'recollection of the invariable
concomitance [between the reason and the inferable property]'
(pratibandha-smarana).11

The two terms pratyaksa and anumana have been mentioned
separately with different case-suffixes (vibhakti). That there

of the particle prati and the word aksa. The particle prati here is
equivalent to pratigata or dependent upon and the word aksa signifies
the five (external) senses. Thus, the term pratyaksa would etymologi-
cally mean knowledge which is dependent upon the senses. But then
the second form of perception (viz. manovijnana) cannot be denoted
by this term inasmuch as it is not produced by any of the senses and
mind is not accepted to be a sense in the Buddhist view. To obviate
this difficulty, Vinitadeva says that the term pratyaksa only draws
attention to the fact that the object cognised is one of the factors
required for the production of perceptual knowledge. It does not
specify that the characteristic of being dependent upon the senses is
necessarily a pre-condition for being denoted by the term pratyaksa.
The word go, for instance, etymologically means an animal which is
moving. But the word is applied to mean a cow even when it sits down
or stands still. Dharmottara (NBT p. 11) too argues in the same way,
though he puts the answer in a more pointed and better form : 'Being
dependent upon the senses' is only an 'indication of the etymology of
the term' (vyutpatti-nimitta) and not an 'essential mark for its appli-
cation' (pravrtti-nimitta).

11. This account of inference should be taken only as an etymological
analysis of the term anumana and not as a definition too, for both
Vinitadeva (under text 1, ch. 2) and Dharmottara (NBTp. 29) point
out that a single definition covering both svarthanumana and parar-
thanumana is not possible. See however note 3, ch. 2.

V. 12
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is difference also in the nature of the objects12 revealed by
them follows by implication. That is, just as they are different

12. The tenet that each of the two sources of valid knowledge reveal quite
specific type of objects is the very basis of the Buddhist objection to
the Nyaya theory of pramana-samplava. An object of knowledge must
be either a svalaksana or a samanyalaksana, for there is no other third
type. If it is a svalaksana it would be an object of perception and if it
is a samanyalaksana it would be an object of inference. Just as percep-

1 tion cannot cognise a samanyalaksana, so also inference cannot cognise
a svalaksana.

Following the account of Vacaspati (NVTTp. 13) and Jayanta
(NMi, p. 28) the Buddhist view of pramana-vyavastha may briefly be

\ described as follows. Perception is capable of revealing an object
(artha) only because it is produced through the efficiency (samarthya)
of an object. And such a thing alone can be an object of perception
as is able to attribute its own form (pratibhasa=akard) to the piece of
cognition. But a universal which is totally incapable of producing an
'action in respect of an object' (artha-kriya) can never do so. It can
be done only by the unique particular which is essentially real, for a
thing is essentially real only when it is characterised by the capability
of producing an action in respect of an object. It is to be admitted
therefore that the unique particular alone is cognised by perception.
On the other hand, the unique particular can never be cognised by
inference. Inference results from the ascertainment of an invariable
relation between two entities, which is established through either
identity or causation. Such a relation however can never be established
between two unique particulars and as such it is to be accepted as
Subsisting between two universals only. But a universal which is one
and resides in different individuals at different times and under differ-

, ent conditions can never be a reality. Hence a universal is nothing but

. -'an object of mental construction' (vikalpZidhisthana^ originating from
. -,,a beginningless stream of ideation (vasana). In other words, perception

.,(Cognises a unique particular or what is essentially real and inference
cognises a universal or what is illusory. Since there is neither any

.-. other source of valid knowledge nor any other object to be cognised,
one has got to admit the theory of pramana-vyavastha.

Again, it is claimed by the Naiyayikas that the same thing may be
(- -an object of differentpramlma-s. As for instance, fire in the mountain

is inferred by one at a distance, but the same is perceived by one after
reaching the actual spot. To this, the Buddhist argues : Do both of
the pramana-s reveal the object exactly in the same way or in vdiffer-

••'• ent ways ? If they reveal the object exactly in the same way, one of
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as regards the case-suffix added to them, so also they are
different as regards the nature of the objects revealed by -
them.13

-The conjunction 'and' {ca) is used in the sense of aggregation
(samuccaya). It gathers [the additional significance] that
perception and inference have 'equal capability' (samavalatva).1*
Just as perception, being produced [directly] by ar̂  object,

them would be redundant. If they reveal the object in different ways,
the cognition produced by the former would be contradicted by the
cognition produced by the latter.

Besides, if perception and inference are admitted to have one and the
same thing for their object, the cognition produced therefrom should
also be of the same nature. But that is simply absurd. The sensations of
burning as apprehended by the tactual sense and as apprehended
through words are quite different. (For an annotated translation of
the complete passage in NVTT, see BL ii, pp. 301-8).

13. The author of the tippanl (p. 16) quotes these lines almost verbatim
and informs that Santabhadra too held the same view. He however
rejects it with the remark that the two terms had to be shown sepa-
rately because otherwise the particle ca cannot be added to bring
out the implication that perception and inference have equal efficiency.

14. It appears from these remarks of Vinltadeva (which are very similar to
those of Dharmottara) that the equal capability of- perception and
inference consists in their being equally non-erroneous and having
thereby equal status as a source of valid knowledge. Santaraksita and
Kamalasila (TS verse 460) also share the same view. These remarks
are probably added also with a view to emphasising the point that
inference, in spite of having for its object something which is only a
mental construction and not real, must be considered a real source of
valid knowledge.

Though Vinitadeva establishes the equal capability of perception
and inference, and also refutes, in the same breath, the primariness of
perception on the ground that both are equally non-erroneous, it does
not seem quite convincing. Those who advocate the primariness of
perception justify it by an altogether different argument, namely, that
inference can never proceed except on the basis of a specific form of
perception (cf. Tattvacintamani p. 5 ; Upayahrdaya p. 13) and this
cannot be denied even by the Buddhists.

[Besides, the two words samavalatva and mukhyatva usually have
quite different implications and the use of both in the same context'
seems somewhat confusing.]
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becomes non-erroneous and is a real instrument of knowledge,
similarly inference also, having invariable con-nection with the
object through identity (tadatmya) and causation (tadutpatti),
becomes non-erroneous and is a real instrument of knowledge.
This repudiates the view, as held by some logicians, that, of
all the instruments of knowledge, perception is the primary
(mukhya) one. [Because], both of them are equally non-

. erroneous. There are, indeed, logicians who have tried to
show the primariness of perception. / 2 /

Of these {tatra), perception is [knowledge]
which is 'free from construction' (kalpana-
podha) and is 'not illusory' (abhranta).lb

n'i
To remove the contradictors notions relating to its

Arcata (HBT p. 40) mentions no less than three grounds for
.,,; establishing the'extreme importance' {pradhanyd) of inference. First,
. • the ascertainment of the four noble truths (aryasatya) which leads to

the 'highest'goal of human existence' {pradhana-purusartha) is possible
only through inference. Secondly, if there arises any dispute regarding

• , , the nature of an object perceived, there is no other means except infer-
ence which can lead to a final ascertainment. Thirdly, inference alone
is the cause of human activity (pravrtti) in general. When one wishes

• to acquire or avoid an object, one must first determine it as a cause of
either pleasure (sukha) or pain (duhkha). But the presence of any such
capability in an object which is yet to produce an effect in the foim of
a feeling of either pleasure or pain cannot be proved beforehand by
perception. It is to be admitted therefore that the specific determina-

,;j.$ion.of an object as a (future) cause of either pleasure or pain can be
made only through inference and as such, inference is the underlying

•j. :- cause of human activity in general.

., As one of the instances in which inference is to be considered
. more authoritative than perception, Srldhara (NKp. 375) mentions
,' the case of one having a'mistaken notion regarding the directions'

(dihmoha) and quotes in support the words of the 'older people'
iyrddhd).

-/I IS.'This is the most celebrated Buddhist definition of perception. It has
been quoted and discussed in almost every later work on logic or philo-
sophy of all the systems.
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nature, the author [gives the correct definition of perception,
namely], "Of these, perception is [knowledge] which is free from
construction and is not illusory". The word tatra is used in
the sense of selection (nirdharana). Thus perception is here
singled out from the two kinds of right knowledge with the
help of its definition just mentioned. The term perception
stands for 'what is to be defined' (laksya) and the expression
'free from construction and not illusory' stands for the defini-
tion (laksana). Thus the meaning conveyed is : whatsoever
is free from construction and is not illusory is to be viewed
as perception.

The meaning as expressed by the component members [of
the expression] taken individually [will now be stated]. The
expression kaJpanapodha means that which is free 'from all
kinds of construction' {kalpanabhyah), i.e. [pure knowledge]
as separated from construction. Or, the expression kalpana-
podha means that which is not connected 'with any kind of
construction' (kalpanaya), i.e. [pure knowledge] as not mixed
up with construction.16 The word abhranta means 'not
illusory', i.e. which is not contradictory17 in respect of [the
knowledge] 'that makes one reach the object' (prapaka).

Perception is generally of two kinds, indeterminate (nirvikalpaka)
and determinate (savikalpaka). Indeterminate perception is the percep-
tion of an object as such, without any qualification. Determinate
perception is the perception of an object as qualified by name, class or
the like.

Here^perception is defined as knowledge free from construction
(kalpana), i.e. as a kind of pure sensation—a piece of cognition by
which the object is revealed only in its simple and pure nature, bare of
all attributes and associations. Like the sensation of a young child or
of the dumb, such a piece of cognition can never be verbally communi-
cated inasmuch as any connection with a 'verbal expression' (abhilapa)
would necessarily involve an element of construction. This definition
of Dharmaldrti thus applies only to the indeterminate form of percep-
tion. (See also under supplementary notes).

16. Haribhadrasuri (NPVp. 35) dissolves the compound in kalpanapodha
in no less than three ways. In this connection also note the use of the
word alpa'sah in Panini ii. 1. 38.

17. Dharmottara (NBTp. 12, 13) criticises Vinitadeva for his interpretation
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What is the purpose of mentioning these two expressions
qualifying [knowledge] ? The answer is as follows. The
expression 'not illusory' is mentioned to exclude the illusory
knowledge of a person afflicted with 'morbid vision'
(timira).18 The expression 'free from construction' is added
to exclude inference.

However, the expression 'not illusory' is to be understood
'in respect of [the knowledge] that makes one reach the object,
(prapaka-visaya) and not 'in respect of the object supporting a
cognition' (alambana-vlsaya). If the expression 'not illusory'
is admitted to be in respect of the object supporting a cognition,

of abhranta as identical with avisamvadaka, which is the view of
Kamalasila (TSP verse 1312) also. Vinltadeva and Kamalasila were
led to such an interpretation because of their conviction that this
definition of perception is intended to be acceptable to both the
Yogacara and the Sautrantika. Dharmottara's interpretation of
abhranta (viz. arthakriya-ksame xasturupe 'viparyastam) is in contra-
diction with the Yogacara view, for it involves the admission of the
reality of alambana. The author of the tippani (p. 19) therefore solves
the difficulty simply by stating that the definition given here is intended
to conform to the Sautrantika view only. (For a discussion on the
absence of the word abhranta in Dignaga's definition of perception,
s e e B i i , pp. 155 ff.)-

18. Santaraksita (TS verse 1312) too holds the same view. According to
Dharmottara however {NBT p. 12) the word abhranta has been added
to exclude such cases of erroneous knowledge as the vision of a moving
tree (by one travelling in a speedy boat) etc. Such knowledge is free
from construction and 'is also consistent knowledge in the sense that
hractually makes one reach something which is nothing but a tree'
( . . . vrksamatram avapyata Hi samvadakatvat samyag-jnanam). It
may be asked, if the knowledge actually makes one reach something
which is a tree, how can it then be considered to be erroneous ?
Dharmottara answers that (in spite of its consistency) it is erroneous,
because the visual cognition reveals a tree as pertaining to different
points of space, while what is actually reached is a tree as fixed to a
particular point of space. Finally, he also offers an alternative explana-
tion, namely, the word abhranta is intended to exclude inference which
is really erroneous and the expression kalpanapodha serves only to
remove misconceptions iyipratipatti) regarding the nature of perception
(cf. NBT p. 13, n 2 and BL ii p. 17. n 4).
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it would lead to the repudiation of the Yogacara view.
Because, in the Yogacara view, all cognitions [so far as they
refer] to any supporting object are false [i.e. no object as
underlying a cognition does actually exist]. And thus, the
composition of the treatise would result in the repudiation of
the above view. But the treatise is going to be composed
with the intention of explaining the views of both the Sautran-
tika and Yogacara. The expression 'not illusory' in the sense
of 'not contradicted in respect of [the knowledge] that makes
One reach the object' is, however, acceptable to both.

In that case, even inference may come under [the category
of] perception, for it is also admitted to be neither contra-
dictory nor erroneous. Therefore, [it is justified] that the
expression 'free from construction' is stated to exclude
inference.

The purpose served by each of the qualifying expressions
is thus explained. / 3 /

Construction19 is the cognition of a 'mental
reflex' (pratibhasa) which is capable of
coalescing with a 'verbal expression' {abhi-
lapa). [Perception is knowledge] free from
such construction. / 4 /

19. Construction or kalpana is generally admitted to be of five forms :
(i) construction of a universal (jati), e.g. it is a cow ; (ii) construction
of a quality (guna), e.g. it is white ; (iii) construction of an action
(kriya), e.g. Devadatta is moving; (iv) construction of a name
(nama), e.g. this is Caitra and (v) construction of a substance (dravya),
e.g. this is a man with a stick.

All these five forms of construction are to be considered false,
because in the cases of the first three there is an attribution of differ-
ence to what are actually identical, and in the cases of the last two
there is an attribution of identity to what are actually different. As for
instance, though 'cowness' (gotva) is never perceived by anyone as a
separate entity and is really identical with the cow itself, one wrongly
constructs a difference between the two by saying 'it is a cow' (i.e. it is
an animal characterised by cowness;. Similar are the cases where we
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~ Construction in its 'well-known sense' (prasiddha) has been
refuted in siddhanta.20 To explain the nature of construction
in the 'ordinary sense' (lankika), the author says, "Construction

have the construction of a quality or of an action. Again, as in the
example of construction of a name given above, we have really two
different things. 'This' stands for the actual object and 'Caitra' is
merely a naming word. But the two are represented as identical with
each other, (cf. NM i, p. 87).

It may be objected that if construction is really false and imputes
' . , identity or difference to what are actually different or identical, there

should subsequently appear some form of knowledge contradicting
such false construction, as for instance, the false apprehension of silver
in a shell is contradicted subsequently by the right knowledge of the
shell. The answer to this objection would be as follows. A false
apprehension is contradicted by a subsequent apprehension only when

. one real thing is represented as another real thing. The above objec-
tion therefore does not arise in the case of construction, for the
universal etc. are themselves unreal in the Buddhist view. (ci. NM i,
p. 88).

Santaraksita {TS verses 1219 ff) however objects to this five-fold
classification of kalpana. He argues that nama-kalpana is the only
form of genuine construction, and the other forms of kalpana cannot
be admitted on the grounds—(i) the universal etc. are themselves
unreal and (ii) the universal etc., even if their reality be admitted, can
never be perceived as distinct from their substrata and there can thus
be no question of their being related (i.e. imputed) to anything, for a
connection can be established only between two such entities as can
exist separately from- each other. As to the charge that this explana-
tion would be in contradiction with the statement of Dignaga (viz.
nama-jatyadyasamyutam), Santaraksita answers that Dignaga here

%actually refers to two classes of kalpana—namely, nama-yojana and
jatyadi-yojana—with a view to explaining that the first one alone which
conforms to his own doctrine is to be admitted (upadeya) and the
second one which conforms to the views of others only is to be rejected
(heya). The charge may also be answered as follows. Even in the
cases of construction concerning a universal or the like the meaning is
always conveyed through a nama and thus all the forms of kalpana
may be included under the only class of nama-kalpana.

20. I t is not clear as to what exactly Vinitadeva refers here by the word
siddhanta. The fact that there existed earlier many divergent views
regarding the nature of kalpana among the Buddhists themselves is
clearly indicated by the remarks of Kamalasila \TSP verse 1214) and
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is the cognition of a mental reflex which is capable of coa-
lescing with a verbal expression".

A verbal expression is that by which [anything] is verbally
expressed, i.e. the denotative (vacaka) words in general.
'Coalescing with a verbal expression' is to become coalesced
with a verbal expression. Coalescing is having connection
(sambandha).21 'Capable of coalescing with a verbal expression'

the author of the tippani (p. 21). The latter illustrates the different views
as follows : 'According to the Vaibhasika, kalpana is a sense-cognition
intimately connected with (samprayukta) such properties of a mental
state (caitasika) as deliberation (vitarka) and discrimination (vicara).
In the Yogacara view, all cognitions—excepting the cognition of
Tathagata which is devoid of duality (advaya)—are constructions, for
they are (falsely) conceived as comprising of two parts, namely, the
cogniser and the cognised. Others maintain that construction means
a mental cognition as mixed up with a universal e tc ' In the context
of perception, Dharmakirti thus, formulates a new definition of
kalpana. "

21. According to the Mlmamsakas and the Vaiyakaranas there exists a
natural connection (svabhavika-sambandha) between a word and the
object denoted by it. The Buddhist and the Naiyayika, though not in
full agreement with each other ultimately, are united in their opposition
to the above thesis.

In the Buddhist view only two types of natural connections are
admitted—one through identity (tadatmya) and the other through
causation {tadutpatti). The first one is illustrated by the relation
between the properties of 'being a tree' (vrksatva) and 'being a sim'sapa"
{sim'sapatva) and the second one by the relation between fire and
smoke. But none of these can hold good between a word and its object.
There can be no identity between the two, for in that case it would have
been enough to admit either the word or the object alone, and not
both together. Besides, if the word were really identical with the
object "denoted, the utterance of the word 'fire' or the word'knife'
would have resulted in a burning sensation or a wound in the mouth.

A causal connection too is impossible. The assumption of such a
connection may imply either that the object is produced from the word
or that the word is produced from the object. The first alternative is
absurd, because in that case there would be no poverty in the world—
gold would be produced from the mere utterance of the word 'gold'.

V. 13
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means that which has the ability to unite with a verbal
expression, i.e. the 'general meaning' (arthasamanya). It [i.e.
the general meaning] alone can be verbally expressed, because
it [alone] is invariably connected with [the denotative words]
through 'agreement in presence' (anvaya) and 'agreement in
absence' (yyatireka). The 'particular meaning' (arthavisesa)
which is nothing but the unique particular (svalaksana) cannot
be verbally expressed, because it has no invariable connection
[with the denotative words in general].

[Thus, a mental reflex capable of coalescing with a verbal
expression is] a mental reflex—pertaining to a cognition—

The acceptance of the second alternative will lead to contradiction
with fact—words (which are only particular forms of sound)
are observed to be produced by the interaction of the various
parts of the organ of speech. Besides, words like 'Rama' or 'Ravana'
can never be used in the present time, for the objects denoted by them
have long ceased to exist. It is therefore better to admit that there is
no natural connection between a word and its object.

What then would be the nature of such a connection? It appears
from the remarks of Vinitadeva here as well as under text 58 (ch. 3)
that the connection between a word and its object consists of an arbi-
trary relation founded on a general convention, that such and such
objects are denoted by such and such words. This relation which is
ascertained through positive and negative concomitances {anvaya-
vyatireka) is quite arbitrary, for, if there is general agreement, even the
word 'moon' may be applied to mean a jar.

Parsvadeva however remarks finally that an object produces a
'desire for conveying' (vivaksa) it and such a desire is followed by (the
application of) an appropriate word. An (indirect) causal relation
may thus be admitted—through this desire for conveying—between the
word and the object denoted by it. Still then, it must be clearly borne
in mind that such a relation does never exist in reality. It is assumed
just for the 'purpose of explaining the general practice of the common
people in everyday life' (samvyavaharartha).

According to Dharmottara (NBTp. 13), again, coalescence with a
verbal expression means here the act of entering into the same piece of
cognition—as an object apprehended (grahyakarataya)—by the
thing to be denoted along with the word denoting it.

The above discussion is mainly based on NPVPpp.T6f. See also
NSii. 1. 55f and NBh thereon ; NVTTp. 177 for Dignaga's view;
NK pp. 315, 516 f; SD ch. 2, verse 4.
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which can be united with a verbal expression, i.e. finally, the
expressive aspect of the general meaning.

Alternatively, [all these may be explained as follows].22 A
verbal expression is that which is verbally expressed, i.e. the
general meaning which is expressible (abhidheya). 'Coalescing
with a verbal expression' is to become coalesced with a verbal
expression. 'Capable of. coalescing with a verbal expression'
means what has the ability to unite with a verbal
expression, i.e. the 'general term' (sabdasamanya). It can
express the meaning on the strength of its [invariable connec-
tion with the general meaning] through 'agreement in presence'
and 'agreement in absence'. A 'particular term' (sabdavise sa),
however, cannot [express the meaning], because it is not
general [in nature].

[Thus, a mental reflex capable of coalescing with a verbal
expression] is a mental reflex—pertaining to a cognition—
which can be united with a verbal expression, i.e. finally, the
mere verbal aspect of the general term. It is shown, by
interpreting the expression in two ways—i.e. through double
meaning—that both these forms of constructive elements are
to be understood [by the expression] 'a mental reflex capable
of coalescing with a verbal expression'.

Cognition (pratlti) means awareness (samvedana), i.e.
knowlegde (buddhi).

The expression 'free from it' (taya rahitam) means free
from construction, i.e. finally, free from the vitiating elements
of construction.

These remarks, therefore, show that perception as an instru-
ment of valid knowledge is the cognition which has no

22. The word abhilapa has been explained by Vinitadeva in two ways. The
suffix forming the above word may be taken in the sense of either the
instrumental (karanavacya) or the accusative (karmavacya). In the
first case, abhilapa would stand for the term denoting an object and
abhilapasamsarga-yogya would refer to the object that can be denoted
by a term. In the second case, abhilapa would stand for the object
denoted by a term and abhilapasamsarga-yogya would refer to the term
that can denote an object. (Also see BL ii, p. 19, n 4 and p. 23, n 2).
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connection with [any of these] aspects of the general term as
well-as the general meaning. / 4 /

Perception is knowledge 'which is not
falsified by' (anahita-vibhrama) morbid
vision {timira), rapid movement (asu-
bhramana), travelling on a boat, physical
disorder (samksobha) and the like.23 / 5 /

In the expression 'not falsified by morbid vision, rapid
movement, travelling on a boat, physical disorder and the
like', morbid vision is a kind of disease that affects the eyes ;
rapid movement is [the movement of] a circling firebrand etc ;
travelling on a boat is moving from one place to another by
a boat and physical disorder is exhaustion caused by the
disturbance of the gaseous (vayu) and the bilious (pitta)
elements [in the body].

The expression timirasubhramana-nauyana-samksobha [is
formed by a dvandva compound which is to be dissolved as]
timira and asubhramana and nauyana and samksobha. 'Morbid
vision, rapid movement, travelling on a boat, physical disorder
and the like' means [the causes] beginning with all these. The
expression 'and the like' covers the cases of those who are
blind, who are afflicted with jaundice and such others. The
word 'falsified' means that in which an 'illusory element'
(vibhrama) is produced (ahita). The expression 'not falsified'
means that in which an illusory element is not produced.

The expression 'not falsified by timira, asubhramana,
nauyana and samksobha' means that form of knowledge in

23. Four causes falsifying knowledge have been explicitly mentioned here.
Dharmottara (NBTp. 16) points out the peculiarity of each as follows :
(i) timira illustrates a cause of illusion located in the sense-organ ;
(ii) asubhramana illustrates a cause of illusion located in the object of
knowledge; (iii) nauyana illustrates a cause of illusion belonging to
the object (where the knower is) situated and (iv) samksobha illustrates
an internal {adhyatmagata) cause of illusion. He however adds that all
these causes finally impair the sense-organ, for there can be no illusory
perception if the sense-organ remains quite normal (avikrta).
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which no illusory element is produced by [any of the causes
like] morbid vision, rapid movement, travelling on a boat
and physical disorder. Thus, for example, due to morbid
vision," two moons are seen at the same time ; due to the
movement of the boat, the trees on the bank of the river are
found to be running ; and, due to the disturbance of the
gaseous and the bilious elements in the body, objects look
fiery.

"Perception is knowledge." The word 'knowledge' (jnana)
is not mentioned in the sutra [i.e. text 3].24 How then is it
available ? [The answer to this query is given as follows].
Construction is always [found to be] related to knowledge only
and illusoriness also is found to be an attribute of knowledge
only. Therefore, what is free from construction and not
illusory must be nothing but knowledge. As, for example,

24. Though Dharmakirti does not add the word jnana to the text of the
actual definition of perception (in text 3>, he explicitly mentions it here.
Dignaga's definition of perception (pratyaksam kalpanapodham
namajatyadyasamyutam) also does not contain any such word. He was
thus strongly criticised by Uddyotakara (on NS i. 1. 4, p. 130) that
there is nothing that can be referred to by the term pratyaksa or per-
ception. This perhaps accounts for the anxiety of Vinitadeva for
proving that the word jnana is definitely understood from the implica-
tion of the definition as already stated and there can be no objection
against its explicit mention in the present sutra. (cf. BL ii, p. 25. n 3).

It may however be noted that in the case of Dharmakirti the
absence of the word jnana in the definition cannot be objected to, for
its presence can easily be understood, eyen without the comments of
Vinitadeva, from the very context and sequence of the statements made
by Dharmakirti himself : 'Right knowledge is here expounded', 'Right
knowledge is of two kinds, perception and inference' and 'Of these,
perception is what is free from construction etc'.

Commenting upon the above objection of Uddyotakara, Vacaspati
(on NS i. 1.4, p. 131) also remarks that Dignaga does not state his
definition of perception in the same way as Kirti (i.e. Dharmakirti)
who gives the definition of perception etc., after including them into
the general class of right knowledge and hence the expression kalpana-
podha (in Dignaga's definition) cannot be said to refer specifically to a
piece of cognition on the strength of such inclusion.
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when it is said, "Bring an animal without its calf", what is
brought is not a mare [without her foal] ; because the cow
only is found to be related to a calf.

Similarly, here also, illusoriness and construction are found
related to knowledge alone and nothing else, and as such,
[when it is said that perception is what is free from cons-
truction and not illusory], perception is regarded as nothing
but knowledge. / 5 /

It [i.e. perception] is of four kinds. / 6 /

"It is of four kinds". Perception that has been defined
above is to be understood as classified under four heads,
namely, produced by the sense (indriyajnana), mental (manasa),
self-cognised (atmasamvedana) and the knowledge of the yogin
(yogijnana). This specific division is explicitly stated here to
remove contradictory notions.

According to some, the sense itself is to be viewed as the
agent ikartr) of perception. The first variety [is mentioned]
to discard such a view. Perception [as the instrument of valid
cognition also] is knowledge that is produced by the sense,
and not the sense itself.

Others find fault with the mental perception. The second
variety [is mentioned] to refute such objections. There are others
who do not admit that consciousness (citta) and mental
phenomena (caitta) are self-cognised. The third variety [is
mentioned] to discard such a view. Some others do not admit
[the possibility of] the knowledge of the yogin. The fourth
variety of perception is mentioned to discard such a
view. / 6 /

[The first variety of perception] is know-
ledge produced by the sense. / 7 /

"Knowledge produced by the sense". Only the five organs
of knowledge, like the eye etc., are to be accepted as the senses.
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The mind is not [to be considered] as a sense,85 because mental
perception is shown separately [as a form of perception].

Therefore, perception as knowledge produced by the senses
means knowledge which is dependent upon the senses, namely,
the eye and others. / 7 /

25. In the Buddhist view mind is not considered as a separate sense-organ.
As Vinitadeva points out, it follows from the mention of mental cogni-
tion as a special form of perception over and above sense-cognition.

Dignaga also takes exception to the Nyaya thesis that mind is a
separate sense-organ. It has thus been urged against the Naiyayikas
that Gautama in his list of objects of knowledge (NS i. 1.9) mentions
'sense-organ' and 'mind' separately and again, in the enumeration of
sense-organs (NS i. 1. 12) refers only to the external ones and leaves
out mind.

The Naiyayikas may try to meet the objection by pointing out that
Gautama's tacit admission of mind as a sense-organ is proved by the
fact that he questions nowhere the validity of such a view which has
been upheld by many other thinkers. As against this, Dignaga contends
that Gautama's admission of the other sense-organs (besides mind)
may also be understood in the same way and his statement enlisting
the five external sense-organs would be quite redundant.

It may further be argued from the Nyaya point of view that mind
is not mentioned along with the other sense-organs in the same list
(NS i. 1. 12 : ghrana-rasana-caksus-tvak-'srotrani indriyani bhutebhyah),
because in contrast with the other sense-organs it is not composed of
material elements. In refuting, the Buddhist would ask: what
exactly is sought to be established by the above sutra (NS i. I. 12) of
Gautama ? It cannot be claimed that it is intended to be a mere
enumeration of the sense-organs, because then manas should have been
included therein. Moreover, there would be no justification for the
use of the word bhutebhyah. Nor can it be claimed that it is intended
to point out simply that the five sense-organs like ghrana and the rest
are composed of material elements, because then the word indriyani in
the sutra would become useless. The intended implication would be
very well conveyed by a simpler expression : ghranadini bhutebhyah.
Lastly, it would also be quite illogical to contend that the sutra is
intended to convey a twofold implication, namely, that ghrana and the
rest are both sense-organs and composed of matter, because, as has
been already pointed out, the fact that all these are sense-organs
can be established even without any specific sutra, as in the case of
mind.
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Mental perception is [the knowledge]
produced by sense-cognition—as being
the 'immediate and homogeneous cause'

".>..••, (samanantara-pratyaya)—which has for its
accessory (sahakSrin) the object which is

\ the immediately following [prototype] of
its own object [i.e. the object of the first
sense-cognition].26 / 8 /

-26. This special form of perception peculiar to the Buddhist view is first
mentioned by Dignaga who, however, does not offer any further
indication as to its exact nature or a full-fledged definition. The long
definition given here has been framed very carefully to meet the
objections raised against maiwvijiiana in later times.

The author of the tippani (p. 26) who associates the objections with
the name of Kumarila explains them in the following words: "If the
piece of mental perception pertains to the same object as is revealed
by the sense-cognition, it would not be a source of valid knowledge at
all, for it would cognise what has been already cognised. Again, if it is
supposed to be a perception of what is intervened (vyavahita, i.e. a
prototype of the object of the sense-cognition—a prototype belonging
to the second moment of the object's existence and thereby intervened
by the prototype belonging to the first moment of the object's existence),
(the opponent would put forward the following two alternatives) :
'Does mental perception require the assistance of the sense-organ for
its production ? Or is it produced independently of such assistance ?'
(Neither of the alternatives is admissible). If it depends on the

, assistance of the sense-organ, it should better be called a sense-cogni-

.' . , tion. If, again, it does not require such assistance, we shall have to
admit a cognition in the form of mental perception even for one whose
sense-organ is damaged (because one's mind lemains unimpaired at
that time). This would finally lead to the absurdity of a total absence
of the blind, the deaf or the like (because in spite of having no sense-
cognition they can easily be assumed to have the mental perception of
such objects as colour, sound and ihe like)".

It follows from the above definition that manovijnana i) must be
preceded by a sense-cognition and ii) the object it reveals must be an
exact reproduction appearing in the second moment. The first condition

. , ;refutes the objection of a total absence of the blind or the deaf, for
such persons can never have the respective previous sense-cognitions.
The second condition refutes the objection of cognising what is already
cognised, for the object pertaining to the piece of mental perception
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"Mental perception is [the knowledge] produced by sense-
cognition—as being the immediate and homogeneous cause—
which has for its accessory the object which is the immediately
following [prototype] of its own object".

[The compounded word] svavisaya [literally, own-object]
is to be expounded as svasya visayah [literally, the 'underlying
object' (alambana) of its own]. [That is, the term svavisaya
here stands for the underlying object of the first sense-
cognition].

is not identical with the object of preceding sense-cognition—it is an
exact reproduction that appears immediately in the next moment.
According to Vinltadeva, this also refutes the further objection that
mental perception apprehends an object which is quite dissimilar
to the one apprehended by sense-cognition, because the object of
sense-cognition and the object of mental perception would be the exact
reproductions of each other.

As Dharmottara points out, it would be a genuine case of mental
perception only when the sense after cognising an object in the first
moment ceases, from the very next moment, to function in respect
of the same object; if the sense continues to function in respect of the
same object even in the following moments, the subsequent cognitions
would be nothing but sense-cognitions, for they cannot be regarded
as depending on mind alone.

Two further points to be noted in this connection are i) in relation
to the mental perception, the sense-cognition is to be regarded only as
samanantara-pmtyaya and ii) both the mental perception and the
sense-cognition producing it must belong to the same stream {santana)
of consciousness. The definition would not then unduly apply to the
perception of a yogin who, through his extraordinary powers, may
have the direct knowledge of the sense-cognition of even another
person, for in such a case the sense-cognition would be alambana-
pratyaya and moreover, the two cognitions would belong to two
different streams.

This mental perception is admitted by the Buddhists only on the
basis of siddhanta and there is no independent ground to establish it
(cf. NBT p. 19 ; BL ii, p. 28, n 3 and p. 315). Kamalasila, though
adhering to this general opinion, identifies manasa-pratyaksa, at least
on one occasion {TSP verse 1330), with yogi-pratyaksa.

See also PVBh (p. 305) for a somewhat different account.

V. 14
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The expression 'the immediate prototype of its own object'
(svavisayanantara) means the one immediately following its
own object. The term immediate (anantara) refers to [the
object] which is produced immediately in the second moment
and is also a complete prototype {sarupa)- The expression
'the object which is the immediately following prototype of
its own object' (svavisayanantara-visaya) means that which
immediately follows its [i.e. of the first sense-cognition] own
object and is also itself an object of knowledge.

'A sense-cognition which has for its accessory the object
which is the immediately following prototype of its own
object' {svavisayanantaravisaya-sahakari-indriyajnana) refers to
that piece -of sense-cognition which is assisted by such know-
ledge. And mental perception is nothing but the knowledge
which is produced by such a sense-cognition—which sense-
cognition, again, acts as the immediate and homogeneous
cause ; because it [i.e. the perception] is dependent on the
mind alone.

Here the expression 'the object which is the immediately
following prototype of its own object' is added' to refute the
[two] charges [against mental perception], namely, that [mental
perception] does not impart real knowledge, because it reveals
what is already revealed, and that [mental perception] reveals
an object which is dissimilar in kind. Thus, mental perception
is regarded as having for its object the object which originates
in the second moment and is the immediately following
prototype of the object of the sense-cognition. How can,
therefore, there be the revealing of what is already revealed ?
The term immediate (anantara) refers to an object which is of
a similar kind. As such, how can there be the objection of
revealing an object which is dissimilar in kind ?

The objection that there will be the absurdity of the absence
of the blind, the deaf and the like is refuted by stating that
[mental perception] is produced by sense-cognition as being
the immediate and homogeneous cause. In the mental per-
ception of the blind or the deaf there is no immediate and
homogeneous cause in the form of sense-cognition. Therefore,
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the contention of some—namely the perception of external object
is admitted to be produced through mental perception and thus
there will be the absurdity of the absence of the blind, the deaf
and the like—is refuted hereby. / 8 /

Every consciousness
mental
cognised.

phenomenon

191

(citta)
(caitta)

and
are

every
self-

"Every consciousness and every mental phenomenon are
self-cognised". [The compounded expression] sarva-citta-
caitta is to be explained as signifying the states of consciousness
as well as the mental phenomena taken in their entirety. By
mentioning the word 'all' the cases of false knowledge also are
taken into consideration. [Perception in the form of] the
self-cognised is nothing but the revealing of the nature of all
these. All these forms of consciousness and mental pheno-
mena reveal their own nature, because they are themselves of
the nature of cognition (pmtlti).

Just as a lamp, because of being of the nature of the
luminous, reveals its own self also and does not stand in need
of any other lamp to reveal its own qualities, so also the states
of consciousness and mental phenomena do not require any
further piece of cognition to reveal their nature. Therefore,
all these, proving, as they do, their own nature, themselves
become perception as an instrument of valid knowledge. / 9 /

The knowledge of the yogin [which consti-
tutes the fourth type of perception] results
from the 'culmination of the excellences'
(prakarsa-paryanta) of deep meditation on
the 'objects as they are in reality'
tha).n / 10 /

27. See under supplementary notes.
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- "The knowledge of the yogin results from the culmination
of the excellences of deep meditation on the objects as they
are in reality." [The expression bhutartha means literally],
objects as they are in reality, i.e. 'not opposite to what is
their actual nature' (avipanta)—[in other words], the four
'noble truths' (aryasatya). [The compounded expression]
bhutartha-bhavana means deep meditation on these. 'Deep
meditation' (bhavana), again, means the repeated performance
of the above act.

[The compounded expression] bhfttartha-bhavana-prakarsa
means the states of excellence of this [deep meditation], i.e. the
stages of smrtyupasthana, usmagata, mfirdhan and ksanti.28

[The compounded expression] bhutartha-bhavana-prakarsa-
paryanta means the culminational points reached in these
[stages]. The 'culminational points' (paryanta) are the stages
of agradharma. [The compounded expression] bhutartha-
bhavana-prakarsa-paryantaja means that which results from it
[i. e. the culmination of the excellences of deep meditation on
the real nature of objects].

The word yoga means absorption (samadhi). A yogin is a
person who has [the capacity for] absorption. The knowledge
of the yogin is the knowledge of such persons. Thus, there is
born [in such persons] an infallible light [i.e. knowledge]
which is produced through the power of absorption and reveals
quite correctly [the nature of] all the objects—past, present
and future.

Just as due to the influence of the descent (adhisthana) of a
deity etc., there is produced, in the states of dream, knowledge
about the various past and future objects, which is true and
non-contradictory ; so also, there is produced, through the
power of yoga, knowledge in the form of light which reveals
all kinds of objects meditated upon—past, future, distant,
obstructed (santara) and of an atomic magnitude. And that is
why, it is regarded as an instrument of valid perception.

Here is the inferential form [of the argument] : the

28. See BL ii, p. 31. n 2 and MVp. 101.
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knowledge of the great yogin-s having their minds fixed, which
relates to the past and the future objects is an instrument of
valid cognition, because it is the cause of rightly indicating the
nature of the innumerable past and future objects, as for ins-
tance, the knowledge of one possessed by a demon or a spirit.
Whatever knowledge is not a real instrument of valid cognition
is not the cause of rightly indicating the nature of innumerable
past and future objects, as for instance, the knowledge of an
insane person.29

If, even [a piece of knowledge] which does not actually lead
to [the object] is regarded as the cause of rightly indicating the
innumerable past and future objects, then [a piece of know-
ledge] which is improper (ayogya) and 'leads to harm' (apa-
karaka) would also become an instrument of valid cognition.

It may further be explained thus. Just as, in the case of
one possessed by a spirit, [we get from one] correct instruc-
tions regarding the past and the future objects, so also, in the
case of the yogin-s, [we get from them] correct instructions [in
the form of prophecies] regarding the past and the future
objects. As, for example, we get the instruction from the
saints {muni) like Paka and others that haritaki etc. are capable
of preventing future diseases. Or, for example, in the instruc-
tions of Lord Buddha, we find various prophecies—which are
not contradicted—regarding the ten future signs (bhavidasani-
mitta), the attainment of truth {satyopalabdhi), Matrceta,
Kalaksaya, King Asoka and countries like Asavana, Kashmir
etc. / 10 /

Its [i.e. of perception] object is the 'unique
particular' (svalaksana).30 I 11 I

. » •

29. The inference along with the statements of the positive and the
negative concomitances may be put in a simpler form : the knowledge
of a yogin is pramana, because it rightly indicates the objects. What-
ever rightly indicates an object is pramana, e.g. the knowledge of one
possessed by a spirit, and whatever is not pramana does not rightly
indicate an object, e.g. the knowledge of an insane person.

30. Dharmottara {NBT p. 22) explains that the term svalaksana etymolo-
gically means: a characteristic, i.e. an essential property which belongs
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To remove the contradictory notions regarding the object,
[the author] says, "Its object is the unique particular". Thus,
it is to be noted that the object of perception as an instrument
of valid cognition, [the nature of] which perception has just
been explained, is the unique particular alone and not the
universal (samanyalaksana). This is because the universal does
not constitute the real nature of an object, while perception
reveals the real nature of an object. / 11 /

What, again, is to be understood as the unique particular ?
To this, the author says—

The unique particular is an object the
proximity (sannidhana) and the non-proxi-
mity (asannidhana) of which produces
difference in the reflex relating to the
knowledge. / 12 /

Proximity means presence in the 'proper ken' (yogyadesa).
Non-proximity means presence 'beyond the proper ken'
(ayogyadesa) and 'total absence' (sarvatha abhava) everywhere.
The compounded expression sannidhanasannidhane means
proximity as well as non-proximity. These two produce the
specific qualities of distinctness {visphutatva) and indistinctness
{asphutatva) in a piece of knowledge.

If there is proximity, there is produced a piece of know-
ledge which possesses a distinct reflex. If there is non-proxi-
mity, there is produced a piece of knowledge which possesses

to (an object's) own self alone, i.e. (a property) which is' exclusively
particular (svam asadharanam laksanam tattvam svalaksanam). He
further adds that an object has indeed two sorts of properties—one
extremely particular (asadharana or real) and the other commonly
shared (samanya or imagined). The term has. also been interpreted
in a slightly different way (SDS comm. by A. Sastri, under bauddha-
dar'sand) : svalaksana means what is characterised only by its (i.e.
of an object) own essence, i.e. by a unique property (svena asadhara-
nena rupena laksyate).
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an indistinct [reflex]. [Thus], the unique particular is nothing
but the object which produces difference in the reflex relating
to a piece of knowledge. / 12 /

Let the object of perception be a thing {vastu) which is
'essentially real' (paramartha-sat). But how can the unique
particular be the object [of perception] ? To this, the author
says—

It [i.e. the unique particular] alone is
essentially real. / 13 /

The compounded word paramartha means the element
{artha) [constituting a thing] which is essential (parama). The
word 'essential' means 'not accidental' iakrtrima), i.e. finally,
devoid of any attribution (aropa). The expression 'essentially
real' means that which is real in its essential nature.

The unique particular alone is essentially real and" hence
there is no scope for the objection as previously mentioned.
/ 1 3 /

Why the unique particular alone is essentially real ? To
this, the author says—

Because a real thing is that which is
characterised by the capability of produ-
cing an action in respect of an object.81

114 1

31./ According to the-Buddhists, the only criterion for the reajity (yastutvd)
of an object is its 'capability of fulfilling some purpose' (arthakriya-
samarthyd) and it is proved in the cases of different existing objects by
direct experience {SDS p. 7). It is observed that whatever fulfils some
purpose is real or existent, e.g. a jar or a piece of cloth and, again, that
whatever does not fulfil some purpose is unreal or non-existent, e.g.
horns growing on the head of a hare or a flower blooming in the sky.
Besides, such a view is supported by the practice of the common people
(laukika-vyavahara). As for instance, a person in spite of having a son
is observed to remark 'I have no son', if his son fails to perform the
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The word aftha means here purpose (prayojana). The word
kriya means fulfilment (nispatti). The compounded expression
arthakriya literally means an action in respect of an object,
i.e. finally, the fulfilment of a purpose. The expression artha-
kriya-samarthya means the capability of producing such [fulfil-
ment of a purpose].

The expression arthakriya-samarthya-laksana means a thing
which possesses the characteristic of—i.e. is of the nature of—
being capable of producing the fulfilment of a purpose. The
expression arthakriya-samarthya-laksanatva means the general
property of such a thing. The expression arthakriya-samarthya-
laksanatvat means 'because of such [a property]'.

Thus, by the assertion 'whatever is capable of producing
the fulfilment of a purpose is a real thing', it is shown that an
action in respect of an object is made possible only through the
instrumentality of the unique particular. And, therefore, the
unique particular alone is essentially real. / 14 /

The universal is the other kind [of object].32

It is the object of inference. / 15 /

proper duties, and again, a person though actually childless,is observed
to remark 'I have got a son', if anybody else performs the proper
duties of a son for him. (cf. NMii, p. 17).

32. It has already been stated (in n 12 above) that in the Buddhist view
there are only two types . of objects of knowledge, viz. svalaksana
and samanyalaksana. An objection may be raised against this

• theory. By what pramana is the twofoldness of objects proved ? Is
it proved by the two pramana-s (i.e. perception' and inference)
recognised by the Buddhists or by a pramana different from the two ?
Neither of the alternatives can be logically defended. In the first
alternative, there would be the fallacy of mutual dependence : the
existence of only two pramana-s would be proved after it has been
proved that there are only two kinds of objects and, "again, the
existence of only two kinds of objects would be proved only when
it has been proved that there are only two pramana-s. In the second
alternative, it would be necessary to admit a third form of pramana
and this would go against the position of the Buddhists themselves.
In answer to the above objection, Prajnakara (PVBh pp. 170f) says
that the twofoldness of objects is proved by perception. The awareness
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"The universal is the other kind [of objects]". The objects
of knowledge (prameya) which are different from the objects
possessing the nature of the unique particular which has just
been explained are the universal. [In other words, the universal
is] an object, irrespective of the proximity or non-proximity
of which, the knowledge remains the same.

"It is the object of inference". The universal is the object
of inference alone, because it is always connected through
agreement in presence and agreement in absence.

Though this is not the proper context, still, apprehending
that otherwise too elaborate an explanation would be necessary
later, [the author] here discusses the nature of the universal also.
To make it clear, due to its [i.e. of the discussion of the nature
of universal] introduction here—on the occasion of explaining
the nature of the unique particular—the understanding of
[the nature of the universal] which is opposite in nature to it
[i.e. the unique particular] becomes easier and that is why the
universal is mentioned [in this connection]. It can hence be
stated briefly in a few words, "It is the object of inference".
Otherwise, it would have been later necessary to repeat all
these words once again on the occasion of explaining what is
the object of inference.33 / 15 /

of the similar and the dissimilar is a property of cognition (pratiti)
itself and this property (as present in cognition) is proved by self-
cognition (svasamvedana-pratyaksa). [The idea seems to be : when
perception cognises on object as svalaksana, it also reveals the same
as distinct from samanyalaksana and thus would be established the
two classes].

33. cf. the following verse enumerating the six types of concordance
(sahgati), current among the later Naiyayikas :

saprasahga upodghato hetuta'vasaras tatha /
nirvahakaikyakaryatve sodha sahgatir isyate jj

The concordance in the present case may be included under the first
. one, viz. prasahga.

V. 15
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To remove the contradictory notions relating to the effect,
the author says—

And that perceptual knowledge only is the
effect [produced by] the instrument of valid
cognition, because it is identical with the
ascertainment of the object.34 / 16 /

34. Although there is unanimity on the point that pramana and its effect
(phala) are not distinct from each other, it is clear from the remarks
of Dignaga (PS i, verses 10-12) that in the Buddhist tradition two
different views were current as to the exact nature of the effect of
pramana. According to one, the effect consists in the'cognition of an
object' (visayadhigama) and according to the other, it consists in the
'cognition of the self (svasamvitti). Dharmakirti subscribes to the
former view.

Santaraksita (TS verse 1344) mentions both the views and
. endeavours to bring out the difference between the two in clearer terms.
His commentator Kamalasila who logically justifies each says that if
the object of knowledge (prameya) be admitted to be something

, external, the effect would consist in the cognition of the object and
pramana would consist in its co-ordination with the object. There may
be a cognition of the self in this case also, still it would not be
considered as the effect, because the cognition of the object alone
appears as endowed with the form (akara) of the object cognised. If,
on the other hand, the object of knowledge is regarded as identical
with knowledge itself (i.e. if the reality of an external object is denied),
the effect would consist in the cognition of the self &nA pramana
would consist in its peculiar capability, namely, that such a piece of
cognition alone and nothing else, like a jar etc., can reveal the self.

In explaining the identity of pramana with its effect, Dignaga
(PS i, verse 11) says that pramana. its object and the effect are npt

. actually three different entities. They can all be represented by a
single piece of cognition. The object would be the cognised aspect
(grahyakard), pramana would be the cognising aspect (grahakakara)
and the cognition itself would constitute the effect.

The above Buddhist view has been assailed on various grounds.
It is thus objected that the term pramana carries also the sense of
being an instrument (karana) and an instrument is always observed
to possess a 'functional intermediary' (vyapara), e.g. an axe which is
the instrument in the act of cutting has the functional intermediary in
the form of a violent conjunction with the wood. But what would
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The connection [i.e. the underlying intention of the oppo-
nent] is here as follows. If it is really intended that perception
is to be regarded as an instrument of valid cognition, there
must also be an effect produced by that instrument of valid
cognition in the form of the ascertainment [of the nature of]
the objects of knowledge, like colour etc.; as, for example, in
the act of cutting down a tree with an axe, the effect is found
to be the division [of the trunk] into two pieces.

constitute the functional intermediary in the case of. a piece of cog-
nition which itself is supposed to be an instrument of valid knowledge ?
The answer is that the very act of revealing may be accepted as
representing the functional intermediary.

A further objection against the Buddhists is that their view is in
contradiction with the practice of the common people. Does anybody
ever claim that the axe which is an instrument is identical with the
effect it produces (viz. the division into pieces) ? The answer to this
lies in the fact that in the Buddhist view the relation subsisting between
pramana and its effect is one of 'the determined and the determinant'
(vyavasthapya-vyavasthapaka) and not one of 'the instrument and the
effect', because, all the entities being momentary (ksanika), there can
be no real (paramarthika) connections in the form of being an agent
(kartrbhava) or being an instrument (karanabhava) or the like. A
piece of cognition appears as endowed with the specific form of the
object cognised and this co-ordination alone specifically establishes it
as the cognition of the same and nothing else. Besides, there is really
no contradiction with the practice of the common people, for it is
observed that the same thing is often designated in different ways.
As for instance, the same bow may be represented as possessing quite
different characteristics (like kartrtva, karanatva etc.) by such assertions
as 'The bow strikes', 'One strikes with a bow', 'Coming out of the bow,
the arrow strikes' and so on. The charge of contradiction may be
avoided in a still different way. In the act of cutting down a tree
with an axe, the effect in the form of division into parts also implies
penetration (anupravesa) into the object divided and this penetration
teing a property of the axe itself, there is actually no contradiction
in maintaining that the effect (viz. division into parts) is identical with
the instrument (viz. the axe).

In this context, S.inkarasvamin (according to Kamalasila) opposes
the Buddhist view by offering the following inference : pramana must
perform an action (kriya) different from its own self, because it is
the 'means for an action' (karaka), as for instance, an axe.
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As against this, the author says, "And that perceptual
knowledge only is the effect produced by the instrument of
valid cognition". [It means] that the piece of perceptual
knowledge alone is the effect produced by the instrument of
valid cognition and there is no other effect over and above that
piece of perceptual knowledge.

How is it that perceptual knowledge alone constitutes the
effect ? To remove such an apprehension, the author says,
"Because it is identical with the ascertainment of the object".
Ascertainment (pratiti) means definite cognition (niscaya).
'Identical with' (rupa) means 'of the nature of (svabhava).
The expression arthapratiti-rupa means perception as having
this characteristic [i.e. perception which is identical with the
ascertainment of the object]. The expression arthapratiti-
rupatva means the general property of such perception. The
expression arthapratlti-riipatvat means because of such a pro-

, perty.
And thus, when there is an 'imaginary reference' (aropa) by

using the terms pramana and prameya, the effect that follows
is in the form of 'an ascertainment of an object', (arthavinis-
cayana). Knowledge is of the nature of an ascertainment pf
an object. Perception also is intended to be of the nature of
knowledge.

Therefore, as the author finally intends to put it, it is to be

Santaraksita points out that the inference is faulty in many respects.
Thus, the instance of the axe does not corroborate the intended thesis,
because it has already been shown above that there is no contradiction
in assuming an identity between the axe and the effect produced by it.
Besides, what exactly is the implication of the expression 'means for
an action' ? If it implies having a cause-effect relation, there would
be the fallacy of the unproved (asiddha), for in the Buddhist view,
the relation between pramana and its effect is admitted to be a
different one. If, on the other hand, it implies the relation of
determined-determinant, there would be the fallacy of the irregular
{anaikantikd), for, in that case, there would be no contradiction, (cf.
reverses 1344ff). See also MV (ch ii, n 102) for the controversy
'among the second generation of the Vijnanavadins'.
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noted, that since perception is of the nature of the ascertain-
ment of an object, perception alone would constitute the efiFect.
7 1 6 /

If perception alone is to constitute the efiFect, what then is
actually to be regarded as the instrument of valid cognition?
To remove such an apprehension, the author says—

Its [i.e. of perception] instrumentality con-
sists in the co-ordination (sarupya) with
the object, because the ascertainment of an
object is accomplished by force of it [i.e. .
co-ordination]. / 17 /

'Co-ordination' is having identical form (sadrsya). 'Its'
means 'of perception'. It thus follows that the instrument of
valid perceptual cognition is constituted by the perception
'that represents the form of the object' (arthakara).

Why should only co-ordination with the object be regarded
as the instrument of valid cognition ? Apprehending such
[an objection], the author says, "Because the ascertainment of
an object is accomplished by force of it". [The meaning is] :
the ascertainment is accomplished on the strength of the co-
ordination with the object, and that is why the co-ordination
alone would constitute the instrument of valid cognition.

And thus, it can be 'specifically indicated' (vyavasthapyate)
that it [i.e. a certain piece of cognition] is a cognition of the
blue, and not of the yellow. That [particular factor] which is
the cause thereof [i.e. in the act of specification] is intended to
be the instrument of valid cognition. The sense-organ is not
capable of making such specific indication.

To explain, a sense-organ is the common cause of all the
cognitions [produced by it] and hence how can it be capable
of specifically indicating each particular ascertainment ? If
any sense-organ would have been the cause of the knowledge
of the blue alone and would have never produced the know-
ledge of the yellow and the like, then only it [i.e. the
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sense-organ] would have been capable of specific indication.
Proximity, too, cannot be the cause of specific indication,
because, just like the sense-organ, it also is a common cause.

But co-ordination, since it is never common, can be the
cause of the specific indication of each particular ascertain-
ment. To make it clear, [in that case], there would be specific
indication, because the blue-form (nilakara) which belongs to
the knowledge of the blue does not belong to the knowledge
of the yellow and the like. A cognition of the blue is expressed
as 'it is blue' and the cognition is never expressed as 'it is
yellow', because the cognition is of the form of the blue and
that is why [it must be admitted] that co-ordination alone is
the instrument of valid cognition. / 17 /

Here ends the first chapter of the 'elucidatory comments'
(vistara-tika) on the Nyayabindti, 'composed for the benefit of
the pupils' (sisyahita).
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CHAPTER TWO , _(

ON INFERENCE FOR ONESELF

Inference is twofold—for one's own sake '
(svartha) and for the sake of others
(par art ha), j 1 /

Right knowledge has been explained to be of two kinds,
namely, perception and inference. Of these, perception has
already been explained in details. To begin the explanation of
inference, the author says, "Inference is twofold1'. It is to be
noted that there are only two types of inference..

There can be no general definition1 covering both svartha-
numana and pararthanumana which are respectively of the
nature of 'cognition' (jnana) and 'verbal communication'
(abhidhana) .2 [This shows that the two are different by nature].

1. This contention however does not seem to be convincing. A general
definition of inference may be given as 'a cognition produced by the
apprehension of a mark having the three characteristics or a mark
having invariable concomitance with the inferable property' (cf.
Vinitadeva under ch. i, text 2 ; NP p. 7 ; NV pp. 161, 163). The
objection that it would not apply to pararthanumana as consisting of
only a group of propositions would be simply out of the place, because
the definition is not at all intended to cover it. The group of propo-
sitions does not really constitute the essence of an inference which
is admitted only as a form of right cognition. Dharmakirti himself
points out at the beginning of the third chapter that the term parar-
thanumana is applied to a proposition conveying a valid mark only
in a secondary sense (upacara) on the ground that 'through an indirect
chain of causal connections' (paramparaya), it also helps to produce
a cognition in somebody else (which actually constitutes pararthanu-
mana and to which the above definition applies), cf. also VD p. 375.

2. This peculiar Buddhist tenet of an essential distinction between
svarthanumana and pararthanumana—as a process of thought and as
a mode of communicating it—was first set forth by Dignaga himself.
See BL ii, p. 47, n 2 and also Fragments, p. 82.
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How can, therefore, a general definition be stated first ? On
the other hand, it would be easier to state the definitions per-
taining to each class when they have been classified. That is
why the classification has been mentioned first.3

The terms svartha and parartha are added to show specifi-
cally that inference is of two kinds only. The word artha here
means purpose (prayojana). Finally, [the terms svartha and
parartha therefore respectively] mean 'what serves one's own
purpose' and 'what serves the purpose of somebody else'.

Thus, it is to be noted that a svarthanumana is what is the
cause of one's own cognition, and a pararthanumana is what is v

the cause of the cognition of somebody else. / 1 /

' Of these, a svarthanumana is knowledge
which is produced through a mark (linga)
having three characteristics (tririipa) and
pertains to an 'inferable object' (anumeya).

m
The compounded word tririipa means what possesses three

characteristics. The word 'mark' (linga) means that by which
an object is indicated (lihgyate). An inferable object is what
is known through inference.

Thus, a svarthanumana means a cognition which is pro-
duced through a reason (hetu) having three specific characteris-
tics and pertains to the inferable object.

Even a cognition which is produced through a pseudo-
mark (lihgabhasa) would have become inference and hence, to
exclude it [from the purview of proper inference] the expre-
ssion 'having three characteristics' has been added.

The cognition of the mark itself would have become infer-
ence and hence, to exclude it [from the purview of proper

3. The violation of the accepted logical procedure that a general definition
should precede classification is thus justified. Dharraottara (NBT
p. 29) further points out that here the statement of classification
actually becomes a 'precondition for the statement of the definitions'
(laksananirde'sa-ahga) and that is why classification is given first.
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inference] the expression '(which) pertains to an inferable
object' has been added.

The mark itself would have become inference and hence,
to prevent [such a possibility] the word 'cognition' has been
added.* / 2 /

If the cognition of the inferable object itself is admitted to
be the instrument of valid knowledge, what, then, would be
the effect [phala) [produced by it] ? Apprehending such an
objection, the author says— ' .

Here [i.e in the case of inference] also the
arrangement (vyavastha) with regard to the
effect [produced by] an instrument of valid
knowledge and [the instrument itself] is
just the same as in the case of perception.5

4. Vinitadeva here shows the justification for the separate mention of
each of the three terms (pratipadavyavrtti) in the general definition of
svarthanumana, which states that it i) would be produced through a
mark having three characteristics, ii) would pertain to the inferable
object and iii) would be a piece of cognition.

The first clause prevents the definition from being applied to a
piece of (false) cognition produced through a pseudo-reason (lihga-
bhasa), for a pseudo-reason is always deficient in one or several of the
three characteristics.

If the second clause is omitted, svarthanumana, according to the
definition, would be simply a cognition produced through a mark
having three characteristics. It would apply even to the mere percep-
tion of such a mark, for—the object cognised also being one of the
causes producing perceptual knowledge—the perception of the mark
also would be a cognition produced through the mark itself.

The third clause is added to point out specifically that, as against
the claim of some, inference (as an instrument of valid knowledge) is
represented only by the cognition produced through a mark and not
by the mark itself.

5. SeeBL ii, p. 49, n 3.

V. 16
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Just as in the case of perception tjie cognition itself has
been said to be the effect, so also here the inferential cognition
itself would be the effect [produced by] the instrument of valid
knowledge, because it [i.e. the cognition] is of the nature of
the ascertainment of an object.

Just as the instrumentality of perception consists in its co-
ordination with the object, so also the instrumentality of infer-
ence, too, consists in its co-ordination with the object, because
the ascertainment of an object is accomplished by force of it
[i.e. co-ordination]. / 3 /

It has been said that [inference is cognition produced
through] a mark having three characteristics. What, then, are
these three characteristics ? In answer to such a query, the
author says—

The three characteristics6 of a mark are
just (eva) its presence in the inferable
object, its presence only (eva) in a 'similar
case' (sapaksa) and just (eva) its absence in
a 'dissimilar case' (asapaksa). And [all
these must be] properly ascertained. / 4 /

The word trairupya etymologically means the general
property of what possesses three characteristics [i.e. the three
characteristics themselves].

"Just its presence in the inferable object"; The first
characteristic [of a valid mark] is its presence in the inferable
object which will be defined subsequently.

By mentioning the word sattva (presence) there, [the
author] excludes [the pseudo-reasons] like 'because it is

6. Prasastapada (PBh pp. 478, 480) who ascribes the view to Kasyapa
states the same thing in slightly different terms :

yad anumeyena sambaddham prasiddham ca tadanvite /
tadabhave ca nastyeva tal lihgam anumapakam //
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perceived by the visual sense' (caksusatva)7 [in the inference
of non-eternality in sound] and such others.

By mentioning the additional [word eva], [the author]
excludes [the pseudo-reasons] like 'one whose presence is
unproved in some of the cases under the scope of the subject'
(paksa-ekadesa-asiddha)8 and such others.

"Its presence only in a similar case". The second charac-
teristic [of a valid mark] is its presence only in a similar case.

7. i.e. a mark in spite of its presence in a similar case (sapaksa) as well as
its absence in a dissimilar case (vipaksa) would be a pseudo-reason and
not a valid mark, if it is absent in the subject (anumeya=paksa). As
an illustration, Vinitadeva refers to the following false inference cited
by Dharmakirti himself as an example of ubhayasiddha (ch. 3, text 68) :
sound is non-eteinal, because it is visible. Here the reason 'visibility'
is not present in 'sound', which is only audible.

8. i.e. the particle eva has been added to emphasise the point that the
mark must cover by its presence the whole class comprising the subject
and not merely a part of it. The violation of this condition would
lead to the pseudo-reason known as paksaikade'sasiddha. Dharmo-
ttara (NBTp. 31) illustrates it with the following Jaina inference that
seeks to establish the animation of plants : trees are conscious beings,
because they sleep. In the case of trees, 'sleep' which has been offered
here as the mark means the closing of the leaves at night. But such
sleep is proved as related to only a part of the subject, because only
some kinds of trees—and not trees in general—close their leaves at
night.

Prasastapada's enumeration (see note 7 above) does not contain
any such additional word. In its explanation, SrTdhara (NKp 478f)
who uses the term bhagasiddha in place of poksaikadesasiddha and
gives a different illustration shows that even then there is no scope
for the definition being applied to a case involving the above-mentioned
pseudo-reason. According to the line of argument indicated by him,
the objection against the above illustration of Dharmottara would be
that, in the inference cited, the subject actually is 'trees in general'
and not trees as particular members. 'Sleep' is present only in some
kinds of trees and not trees in general. In other words, the reason
'sleep' is not present in the actual subject and as such no objection
is possible.

Dharmottara draws attention also to the position of eva in the
sutra. The particle has been intentionally placed after the word sattva
and not before it. If it were placed before the word sattva, it would
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By mentioning the word sattva (presence) here, [the author]
excludes [the pseudo-reason known as] the 'extra-ordinary
irregular' (asadharana-anaikantika).9

By mentioning the additional [word eva], [the author]
excludes [the pseudo-reason known as] the 'ordinary irregular'
(sadharana-anaikantika).10 By mentioning both of these
together, [the author] excludes [the pseudo-reason known as]
the contradicted (viruddha).11

have syntactical connection with the word anumeya and the meaning
finally would be that a mark is something which belongs exclusively
to the subject and nothing else. In other words, a mark should
always be something which is an 'exclusive property' (asadharana-
dharmd) of the subject. Thus, in the inference of non-eternality in
sound one would have to state as the reason nothing but the property
of audibility (sravanatva). To avoid such an absurdity the particle
eva has been so placed.

The above interpretation of Dharmottara however does not seem
to have much significance, for the difficulty mentioned by him is
avoided by the second characteristic of a valid mark, viz. its presence
in a similar case. 'Audibility' being an exclusive property of sound
cannot belong to any other non-eternal object and as such, its presence
in a similar case is also not established.

9. i.e. the violation of this second condition would lead to the fallacy of
asadharananaikantika. This fallacy occurs when the mark is present
only in the subject and neither in a similar case nor in a dissimilar case.
An illustration would be : sound is non-eternal, because it possesses
sound-ness {sabdatvd). Here the reason 'sound-ness* is located
exclusively in the subject 'sound'. According to Dharmottara, the
second characteristic excludes a reason involving the fallacy of
viruddha (cf. note 11 below).

10. The particle eva coming immediately after the word sapaksa implies
that the mark must be located in a similar case only and not also
in a dissimilar one. It therefore excludes a reason involving the fallacy
of sadharananaikantika which is present in both similar and dissimilar
cases. An illustration would be : sound is non-eternal, because it is
provable'prameya). Here the reason 'provability' is present in all
entities—both eternal and non-eternal.

11. The fallacy of viruddha occurs when the mark has an invariable
connection with the absence of the inferable property, i.e. when the
mark is present always in a dissimilar case and never in a similar
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"Just its absence in a dissimilar case". The third charac-
teristic [of a valid mark] is its absence in all the dissimilar
cases.

By mentioning the word asattva (absence) here, [the author]
excludes [the pseudo-reasons known as] the ordinary irregular
and the contradicted.12 \

By mentioning the additional [word eva], [the author]
excludes [the pseudo-reason] 'which is present in some of the
instances under the scope of a dissimilar case' (yipaksa-
ekadesa-vrtti).13

The expression 'properly ascertained' is to be understood
as related to all the three [characteristics], because it has been
mentioned in the end All the three characteristics are to be
accepted only when they are properly ascertained by one's
own self through the instruments of valid knowledge.

one. An illustration would be : sound is eternal, because it is some-
thing produced. Here the reason 'being produced' is present only in
non-eternal entities.

By the word ubhaya Vinitadeva seems to refer to the words
sapaksa and eva. His explanation that they are mentioned together to
exclude a pseudo-reason in the form of viruddha is quite unnecessary.

Dharmottara further explains that the significance of putting
the particle eva just before the word sapaksa is to indicate that a
mark even if 'it is not present in all the similar cases but only in
some of them' (sapaksavyapi) is to be regarded as a valid reason.
Thus, for instance, in the inference "sound is non-eternal, because it
is produced by conscious effort (prayatriantarlyaka)? the reason
'being produced by conscious effort' is valid', though it is absent in
some similar cases such as the flash of lightning etc.

12. A sadharananaikantika reason is present in both similar and dissimilar
cases, while a viruddha reason is present only in dissimilar cases.

13. As an illustration of vipaksaikadesavrtti Dharmottara cites the follow-
ing inference : sound is produced by conscious effort, because it is
non-eternal. Here the reason 'non-eternality' is present only in
some of the dissimilar cases such as lightning etc. (which are not
produced by conscious effort and are non-eternal), while it is absent
in some other dissimilar cases such as space etc. (which are not
produced by conscious effort and are eternal). In other words, the
reason here involves the fallacy of sadharananaikantika.
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Otherwise it would be impossible to have any faith [in the
efficacy of the mark] in the case of the inferable object.11 / 4 /

What is the nature of an inferable object ? To answer such
a query, the author says—

An inferable entity here means a substra-
tum {dharmin)—the property of which
is 'sought to be known' (jijnasita). / 5 /

The word 'here' means 'while [considering] the definition
of the reason'.15 The expression 'sought to be known' means
'desired to be ascertained'. The word 'property' means 'a
distinguishing characteristic'. The compounded expression
jijnasita-visesa means [something] the property of which is
sought to be known. A substratum is an object which possesses
some characteristic. Thus, by the term 'inferable entity' is
meant a substratum—some property of which one desires to
ascertain.

It is also stated hereby that this [definition of a substratum]
is to be understood in the context of the definition of a reason.
Elsewhere16 an inferable entity is simply a substratum as
possessing a property. / 5 /

14. i.e. all these three characteristics must be ascertained by the knower
beforehand. Otherwise even if a person apprehends a valid mark in
a certain place, he would not be able to deduce the presence of the
inferable property there, for the efficacy of the mark would remain
doubtful to him.

15. i.e. in the preliminary stage when a person with a view to formulating
an inference determines the presence of a mark in a certain substratum
in respect of which he seeks to establish a certain property, that
substratum alone would represent the anumeya, for the presence of
the particular property there is yet to be established.

16. i.e. in the final stage when one has established through a valid mark the
presence of the property sought to be established, the anumeya would
be represented by the substratum (i.e. paksa or dharmin) as possessing
that particular property (i.e. sadhyadharma).

Dharmottara adds a further alternative : at the stage of ascertain-
ing the invariable concomitance between the reason and the inferable
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What is [to be understood as] a similar case ? To answer
such a query, the author says—

A similar case is an object which is
similar (samana) through the possession
of the 'general inferred property' {sadhya-
dharma-samanya). / 6 /

The word samana (similar) literally means [what] possesses
equal measure (mana). In other words, it means what is
perceived through an analogous piece of knowledge,17 i.e.
finally, similar (sadrsa). Thus, by a similar case is to be
understood an object which possesses such simalarity.

But how is it that the two [i.e. the similar case and the subject
of inference] are similar in kind ? To this, the author says,
"Through the possession of the general inferred property."18

An inferred property (sadhyadharma) is something which is a
property and which is also sought to be proved by inference.

property, the anumeya would be represented by a property (dharma).
Thus, when one determines 'wherever there is smoke, there is fire'
and 'wherever there is the absence of fire, there is the absence of
smoke', the inferable fact is the invariable relation of smoke which
is a property of fire.

As to the actual object of inference, divergent views have been
held. For Dignaga's view which is identical with that of Kumarila,
set Fragments pp. 18-21.

17. Thus in the inference parvato vahniman the similar cases would be the
kitchen (mahanasa), the cowshed (gostha), the yard (catvara) and
the like. Every one of them can be the object of an apprehension
in the same form 'It possesses fire' (vahniman). A simpler definition
current in Nyaya-Vaisesika texts (cf. Tarkasamgraha p. 43) is :
sapaksa is an indisputable locus of the inferable property (niscita-
sadhyavan).

18 i.e. the point of similarity between paksa and sapaksa would consist
in the common possession of the inferred property alone and nothing
else. Thus, in the inference of fire in the hill, a lake would not be
sapaksa in spite of being similar to the hill by the common possession
of the property of knowability {jneyatva) which is not sought to be
established.
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The general inferred property means such a property con-
sidered in its general aspect.

The inferred property is actually different [in every case],
because its connection is restricted to that particular object
only. Thus, the inferred property being different [in every
case], it would be inconsistent [to maintain that the two are
similar through the possession of the inferred property only]
and that is why [the two are said to be similar] through the
possession of the inferred property considered in its general
aspect. / 6 /

What is [to be understood as] a dissimilar case ? To answer
such a query, the author says—

A case which is not similar19 is dissimilar—
[it can be] different from it, contrary to
it or its absence. / 7 /

By the term 'dissimilar case' is [to be understood] each
and every one of the cases which are not similar. The
expression 'different from it' means what is different from a
similar case. As for example, in the inference of warm touch,
[a dissimilar case of this form] is a substance characterised by
temperate touch.

The expression 'contrary to it' means contrary to a similar
case. As for example, in the inference of warm touch, again,
[a disimilar case of this form] is a substance characterised
by cold touch.

The expression 'its absence' means the absence of a similar
case. As, for example, in the inference of non-eternality in

19. According to grammarians the particle nan(=a- or an- in compounds)
admits of six meanings :

tatsadr'syam abhavas ca tadanyatvam tadalpata /
apra'sastyatn virodhas ca nanarthah sat prakirtitah //

The meanings of sadrsya, alpatva and apra'sastya being obviously
inapplicable in the present case all the other three have been taken,
(cf. also Tarkasamgraha p. 44).
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the Sautrantika view, [a dissimilar case of this form] is [a
substance characterised by] the absence of non-eternality [i.e.
a substance which is eternal], because [in the Sautrantika view]
even akasa and the like are not admitted to be characterised
by eternality.

A dissimilar case is thus to be understood as not similar in
each of the three senses. [In the sense of] absence, it is
[understood as] not similar actually. But [in the sense of]
difference or contrariety, it is [understood as] not similar in an
indirect way.20 / 7 /

How many are the marks that possess the characteristics of
a valid mark as already mentioned ? To answer such a query,
the author says—

There are only (eva) three varieties of the
marks which can have the three characte-
ristics. / 8 /

The three characteristics, as already mentioned, can relate
to only three and not to any greater [number of marks]. This
is the meaning conveyed by the additional [word eva]. It is to
be noted that each one of the three varieties of the marks
must possess all the three characteristics and not merely any
one or any two of them.21 / 8 /

What, then, are the three marks? To answer such a
query, the author says—

20. For a clearer explanation of the point, see NBT p . 34f.
21. This is because deficiency in one or several such characteristics

would invalidate the reason and make it a pseudo-reason, cf.
Prasastapada's remark (following the enumeration of the three
essential characteristics of a valid mark) :

viparitam ato yat syad ekena dvitayena va /
viruddha'siddhasandigdham alihgam kasyapo 'vravlt H ••:•'•

V. 17 V'-'K-
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[The three marks are] non-apprehension
(anupalabdhi), identity (svabhava) and
causation (karya). / 9 /

Here the three marks are specifically mentioned by their
names. / 9 /

Of these, a case of non-apprehension, for
example (yatha), is : There is no jar on a
particular spot somewhere, because there
is non-apprehension {anupalabdhi) of 'what
fulfils the conditions of cognisability'
(upalabdhilaksana-prapta). / 10 /

[The author begins] the explanation-of the nature of non-
apprehension with the words, "Of these, a case of non-appre-
hension" etc. The word yatha means generalisation (upapra-
darsana) [i.e. it is used here to signify that there may be many
other similar cases of non-apprehension].

In the expression 'there is no jar on a particular spot some-
where', the spot referred to is a spot which is in close proxi-
mity [to the observer]. The implication here is as follows.
In the expression 'there is no jar on a particular spot some-
where', the word 'somewhere' refers to the subject (dharmin=
paksa). The expression 'a particular spot' specifies the scope of
it. [Thus the meaning is]: There is no jar on the spot indicated
by the speaker (yadin).

If [the subject] is simply mentioned as 'a spot', each and
every spot would come under the scope of the subject and it
would be impossible to prove the absence of a jar. Besides,
it [i.e. each and every spot anywhere] is also not 'capable of
being cognised' (yogya).

The expression 'which fulfils the conditions of cognisability'
has been mentioned as a qualification to the reason. The word
upalabdhi [in upalabdhi-laksana-prapta] means [perceptual]
knowledge. The word laksana [in the same expression] means
what 'is marked' (laksyate) [through a piece of cognition], i.e.
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finally, an object of knowledge. The compounded expression
upalabdhi-laksana means an object which can be revealed by a
piece of cognition; and lastly, the compounded expression
upalabdhi-laksana-prapta means what has attained [the status
of] such an object, i.e. finally, anything that can be an object
of sense-cognition.

The expression 'because of non-apprehension' is equivalent
in meaning to 'because of non-perception'. The full meaning
is thus as follows : because there is non-perception of a cogni-
sable jar on the spot or any such locus, i e. finally, because of
the perception of a spot without a jar.22 / 10 /

22. It is to be noted that in the Buddhist view, the term anupalabdhi
does not signify simply a total absence of cognition. The particle
nan (= an-) forming a part of the above term is to be taken, as
Dharmakirti points out (HE p. 64), as aparyudasa. In a paryudasa-
nan, the force of affirmation is predominant and the force of negation
is subordinate (cf. pradhanyam tit vidher yatra nisedhe ca'pradhanata).
As for instance, the expression abhaksya gramya-kukkutah (literally,
domestic fowls are non-eatables) actually implies that all other fowls
except the domestic ones—i.e. the wild ones—are eatable (cf. Maha-
bhasya p. 41). Similarly, the term anupalabdhi also really signifies
the cognition of something else, i.e. of an entity other than the
absent one—but similar to it in a certain respect. That is why
Vinitadeva here equates 'non-perception of a cognisable jar on the
spot' with 'the perception of a spot without a jar'. Dharmottara's
concluding remark (NBT p. 36, 11. 18f) also is virtually the same.

Arcata (HBT p. 167) informs that the opposite view was held
by logicians like Isvarasena and others who maintain that the
particle nan in the above term is to be taken as a prasajyapratisedha
in which the force of negation is predominant and the force of
affirmation is subordinate (cf. apradhanyam vidher yatra nisedhe ca
pradhanata) and hence anupalabdhi should be regarded as nothing
but a total absence of cognition. One of the objections against such
a contention is that it would lead to the absurdity of infinite regress
(anavastha). The absence of a jar is to be established by 'non-
apprehension of the jar'. But this 'non-apprehension of the jar'
can lead to such establishment only when it is itself ascertained. Thus
a second non-apprehension would be necessary for the ascertainment
of the first one (i.e. the non-apprehension of the jar). On similar con-
siderations, a third non-apprehension would be required for the
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But what exactly is meant by this fulfilment of the condi-
tions of cognisability ? To answer such a query, the author
says—

The fulfilment of the conditions of cogni-
sability23 consists in the presence of the
totality of all the conditions (pratyaya) of
cognition (upalambha) other than [the ob-
ject itself] and an 'object characterised by
a distinct nature' (svabhava-visesa). / 11 /

The word upalambha means cognition. The compounded
expression upalambha-pratyayantara means the other condi-
tions of such cognition.24 The object-condition (upalambha-
pratyaya=alambana-pratyaya) there is the jar itself. The other
conditions different from it are the 'immediate homogeneous
condition' (anantara-pratyayd) and the like.

The totality of the conditions of cognition means the
aggregate of all such [conditions]. By the word 'totality' is
meant their 'collective presence5 (samavesa). An object
characterised by a distinct nature means what has its own
peculiar nature and is as well distinguished from other objects.
These two [namely, the totality of conditions and the peculiar

ascertainment of the second one, a fourth one for the third one and
so on. As a result, it would be necessary to assume an endless series of
non-apprehensions, (cf. NM i, p. 54).

23. Arcata (HBTp. 167) quotes these lines of Dharmakirti (texts 11-12)
almost verbatim and remarks that these conditions of cognisability
are explained (under the discussion of non-apprehension) to remove
the misconception of the Naiyayikas according to whom such con-
ditions consist in the possession of i) an intermediate magnitude
(mahattva), ii) many component parts (anekadravyavattva) and iii) a
manifest colour (udbhuta-riipa).

24. The fourpratyaya-s admitted by the. Buddhists (as for instance in the
perception of a jar) a re : i) hetu-pratyaya—light etc., ii) samanantara-
pratyaya—a preceding piece of cognition, iii) adhipati-pratyaya—the
visual organ etc., and iv) alambana-pratyaya—the jar etc. cf. Durveka
(p. 381) on HBT.
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object] are here referred to by the expression 'the fulfilment of
the conditions of cognisability'. / 11 /

Now what is exactly meant by an object characterised by a
distinct nature ? To answer such a query, the author says—

It is a thing which being present as charac-
terised by a distinct nature is necessarily
perceived—when all the other conditions
of cognition are available. / 12 /

By the term svabhava-visesa is meant an entity which is
not rendered inaccessible (viprakrsta) by any of the three
preconditions of inaccessibility and thus, which, being present,
can be perceived when [the necessary factors, namely,] the
visual organ and the like are available.

Thus, the meaning finally conveyed is that there is no jar
here, because, in spite of the presence of the visual organ etc.,
there is non-apprehension of a perceptible jar. / 12 /

To state the definition of a reason based on identity, the
author says—

Identity is the reason in relation to an
inferable property which exists in its own
[i.e. of the reason] existence only. / 13 /

The expression 'its own existence only' means the existence
of the reason only. The expression [sva]-sattamatra-bhavini
means what always exists in its own [i.e. of the reason] exis-
tence only. Thus, it is to be noted that a reason based on
identity is [employed to infer] such an inferable property as
owes its existence only to the existence [of the reason]. As for
example : this is a tree, because it is of the nature of simsapa.
Here the tree is related to every form of simsapa and hence
[the existence of the tree] is deduced from it [i.e. from being
of the nature of simsapa]. / 13 /
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A reason based on causation (karya) is,
for example, there is fire here, because
there is smoke. / 14 /

Here the author gives an illustration of a reason based on
causation. It is ascertained that wherever there is smoke
there is also fire, because the generation of smoke is dependent
on fire. / 14 /

But how then can it be specifically established that the
marks are only of three kinds ? To answer such a query, the
author says—

Of these three, two [forms of the reasons]
establish a positive entity (vastu) and the
other is the cause for establishing negation
[pratisedha). / 15 /

Since the inferable entity is only of two kinds, namely,
positive (bhava) and negative (abhava), the reasons also are
of two kinds—what proves a positive entity and what proves
negation. The inferable entity which is positive in nature is,
again, of two kinds, namely, different [from the reason] and
identical [with the reason].

As the inferable entity which is positive in nature is of two
kinds, the reason proving such a positive entity also is of two
kinds. To explain : [a reason] identical [with the inferable
entity] cannot prove the inferable entity, if the inferable entity
and the reason are different in nature. Again, [a reason]
different [froinjjie inferable entity] cannot prove the inferable
entity, if the inferable entity and the reason are identical in
nature.

When the reason and the inferable entity are identical in
nature, we have a reason based on identity, and when the
inferable entity and the reason are diiferent in nature, we have
a reason based on causation. [The reason in the form of]
non-apprehension is the cause for establishing negation.

Hereby it is shown that, since two forms [of the reason]
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establish a positive entity and the other one is the cause for
establishing negation, the reason also is of three kinds—two
proving positive entities and one proving negation. / 15 /

But how is it that only two forms of the reason prove
positive entities ? To this, the author says—

A thing can indicate [the existence of]
another thing only when there is a 'connec-
tion through one's intrinsic nature'
(svabhava-pratibandha). / 16 /

The compounded expression svabhava-pratibandha means
being connected through one's intrinsic nature. Thus, finally,
the implication is that the thing offered as the mark can esta- '
blish the existence of the thing sought to be inferred, when it is
found [that the two are connected with each other by their
own nature]. / 16 /

How is it that a thing can indicate the existence of another
thing, only when there is a connection through one's intrinsic
nature ? To this, the author says—

Because there can be no invariable and
necessary concomitance in the case of one
that is not so connected [i.e. through one's
intrinsic nature]. / 17 /

Since what is not connected [through one's intrinsic nature]
cannot invariably and necessarily lead to the ascertainment of
the other object, the 'relation of the indicator and the indicated'
(gamya-gamaka-bhava) is to be understood [as subsisting be-
tween two things] only when there is [such an invariable]
connection ; and not otherwise. / 17 /

To show what the connection pertains to and also the
manner in which the connection is established, the author
says—
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Such a connection is [a connection] of
the mark with the inferable object and [it
is established] on the ground that [the
mark] is actually identical with the inferable
entity or that [the mark] actually origi-
nates from the inferable entity.25 / 18 /

Since the mark is sometimes identical in nature with the

25. cf. the famous stanza in PV:
karyakaranabhavad va svabhavad va niyamakat /
abinabhavaniyamo' dar'sananna na dar'sanat \\

From the above and similar other remarks (in texts 18-20) it appears that
the invariable concomitance is established through either identity (as in
the case of a svabhava-hetu) or causation fas in the case of a karya-
hetu). But neither Dharmakirti nor VinTtadeva here gives any
indication as to the nature of the invariable concomitance in the case
of an anupalabdhi-hetu.

According to Prajnakara the invariable concomitance in the case
of anupalabdhi is one based on identity, because anupalambha and
pratisedha are identical in nature (PVBh p 230 : anupalambha eva hi
pratisedlia iti tanmatranubandhitvat tadatmyam eva pratibandhah),

Jayanta's account (NM i, p. 53) also indicates the same position.
He moreover mentions a possible objection to it and gives the answer
of the Buddhist as follows. An invariable concomitance through
identity is possible only when the inferred fact {sadhya) and the ground
of inference (sadhana) are identical in nature. In the case of non-
apprehension, the two are completely, different from each other.
The inferable fact is the 'behaviour in respect of an absence'
(asadvyavahara) which consists of a cognition (represented by the
words nasti), its verbal communici-tion (abhidhana) etc/ and all these
can never be identical with the reason, namely, non-apprehension. The
answer to this objection lies in the fact that non-apprehension does
not actually establish such behaviour itself. What it actually establishes
is the potentiality (yogyata) of such behaviour and this potentiality is
not different from non-apprehension itself.

In this connection, Arcata (HBTp. 9) says that svabhavanupalabdhi
is really included in svabhava-hetu and hence the invariable con-
comitance there is based on identity. In the cases of vyapakanupalabdhi
and karananupalabdhi, the negations of the pervaded (vyapyn) and
the effect \karya) are proved respectively on the basis of invariable
concomitance through identity and causation.
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inferable entity itself, it must therefore be invariably connec-
ted with that [inferable entity]. "Because it actually originates
from the inferable entity". Since the mark sometimes origi-
nates from the inferable entity itself, it must be invariably
connected with that [inferable entity]. / 18 /

But how is it maintained that the mark has invariable
connection, because of its identity with the inferable entity or
because of its origination from the inferable entity ? To this,
the author says—

Because an entity [i.e. the mark] which is
not identical in nature with it or which
does not originate from it cannot be
necessarily and invariably connected with
it [i.e. the inferable entity]. / 19 /

How can it [i.e. the supposed mark] be said to have invari-
able connection with that [inferable entity], if it is something
which is not identical in nature with the inferable entity or if
it is something which does not originate from the inferable
entity ? But anything which is not invariably connected
cannot be a mark, because absurdities would follow. It is to
be admitted therefore that invariable connection is established
through identity and causation, and not otherwise. / 19/

Let it be so. What does then follow from it ? To this,
the author says—

These relations of identity and causation
belong respectively to [a mark] which has
an identical nature and [a mark] which has
a causal connection, and that is why the
existence of a positive entity is proved by
them. / 2 0 /

V. 18
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'Identity' establishes invariable connection in the case of a
reason having an identical nature. 'Causation' establishes
invariable connection in the case of a reason having a causal
relation. And hence it has been said that these two alone
prove the existence of a positive entity.

Since identity and causation belong only to a reason having
either an identical nature or a causal relation, it is possible to
prove the existence of a positive entity by these two alone, and
not by anything else which is not invariably connected. Thus,
it is to be concluded that a positive entity is established only
by two forms [of the reason]. / 20 /

It has already been said that [of the three forms of the
reason] one is the cause for establishing negation (text 15).
What is the nature of this [third form of the reason] ? To
this, the author says—

The establishment of negation26 also is
accomplished by the same non-apprehen-
sion as has just been mentioned. / 21 /

. It has already been said : [there is no jar on this particular
spot], because there is non-apprehension of what fulfils the.
conditions of cognisability (text 10) and these two factors

26. cf. PV(p. 230, verse 85): pratisedhas tu sarvatra sadhyate'nupalam-
bhatah. Prajnakara comments thereon : "How is it simply said that
everywhere non-apprehension establishes negation ? It is often
observed that opposition (yirodha) too leads to the establishment of
negation, e.g. in the inference 'no sensation of cold exists here,
because there is fire'—where 'fire' negates 'sensation of cold' because
of their mutual opposition". The objection is to be answered as
follows : "What exactly is meant by opposition in the above ? It
implies, where one of the two is present the other is absent. But how
is this absence determined at the time of ascertaining the opposition
between the two ? It is established by nothing but non-apprehension.
That is, it follows (that even in the case of negation established through
opposition) the negation is actually proved on the basis of an under-
lying non-apprehension".
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[viz. non-apprehension as well as the cognisability of the
object] are the causes that prove the negation [of an object].
I 2 1 /

How is it so ? To this, the author says—

Because there can be no such non-appre-
hension when an entity is actually
present. / 22 /

That is, if an entity is actually present, its non-apprehen-
sion would not be possible. / 22 /

How is it that the same non-apprehension as previously
mentioned is also the ground for one's 'behaviour in respect
of the absence of an entity' (vastu-abhava-vyavahara) ? To
this, the author says—

Because, otherwise in the case of objects
which are 'temporally, spatially or by nature
inaccessible' (desa-kala-svabhava-viprakrsta)
and which do not fulfil the conditions of
cognisability—there can be no ascertainment
of an absence even when one's own percep-
tion has ceased to function. / 23 /

If the above-mentioned specific condition [viz. non-appre-
hension and cognisability taken together] is not admitted, there
can be no ascertainment of an absence in the case of objects
which are inaccessible—temporally, spatially or by nature,
[objects] which do not thus fulfil the conditions of cognisabi-
lity, even though the perception of a knower has ceased to
function. The particle ca is to be understood as meaning
'because'.

The compounded expression desa-kala-svabhava means
space, time and nature—taken together. [The expression
desa-kala-svabhava-viprakrsta] thus means objects which are
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inaccessible in these three ways. Of these, the objects which
are made distant by immense intervening space are the objects
spatially inaccessible. The objects which are made distant by
immense intervening amount of time are the objects temporally
inaccessible. And the objects which are imperceptible are to
be understood as objects inaccessible by nature.

Thus, the expression 'what does not fulfil the conditions of
cognisability' (anupalabdhi-laksana-prapta) is used here to
signify the absence of the totality of the conditions of cognisa-
bility. The expression 'inaccessible—spatially, temporally and
by nature' is added to show that there may be absence due to
the presence of certain peculiar circumstances. It is to be
concluded therefore that an absence is proved by the same
non-apprehension as previously mentioned.27

It is also stated hereby that in certain cases when there is
non-cognition (agraha) relating to some particular period of
time, the absence is proved by the same non-apprehension as
has just been mentioned. / 23 /

To show how an absence is proved by non-cognition
relating to some particular period of time—which fact has been
referred to above—the author now says—

The cause of [successful] behaviour in
respect of an absence is the cessation
(nivrtti). of the perception of a knower
(pratipattr) referring to the past or the
present provided the 'reminiscent impre-
ssion' (smrti-samskara) has not been obli-
terated {amudha). / 24 /

27. According to HB which classifies non-apprehension under three heads
only—i) svabhavanupalabdhi establishes simply the behaviour in respect
of an absence, ii) vyapakanupalabdhi establishes the absence of the
pervaded as well as the behaviour in respect of it and iii) karananu-
palabdhi establishes the absence of the effect as well as the behaviour
in respect of it.
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The term 'reminiscent impression' means an impression
which is the cause of recollection—in other words, the 'root
cause' (vlja) of recollection. The expression amudha-smrti-
samskara means anything—a jar or the like—in respect of
which the reminiscent impression has not been obliterated.

"The cessation of the perception of a knower referring to
the past or the present". The two words 'past' {atlta) and
'present' (vartamana) refer to an object—a jar or the like which
is as cognisable as the particular spot etc.—that is, an
empty spot or the like which constitutes the object of a
cognition occurring in the past or at present. Otherwise,
when there is an absence of a jar on some spot etc., how can
there be a reference as 'past' or 'present' ?

A knower means any person such as Devadatta or some-
body else. An object—a jar or the like—is characterised as
'perceived' when it is rightly revealed in the perceptual
cognition of such a person. Here also the term 'perception'
refers to a perceptible jar or the like, because it is also equally
capable of being cognised just as the particular spot etc. which
are revealed in a perceptual cognition. If there is the absence
of a jar in reality, [i.e. if the jar is something imperceptible]
how can there be perception [at all] ?

Thus, in the said manner, the cessation of the perception
of a knower referring to the past or the present—being founded
on an absence—becomes a pointer to something else, i.e.
finally, [points to something] which is nothing but a particular
spot, where a jar or the like is absent.

The behaviour in respect of an absence consists of a
cognition in the form 'no jar is present here', the statement
of this cognition in words and the activity (pravrtti) in the
form of movement towards the spot etc. without any
misgiving (samka). The cause of successful behaviour in
respect of an absence signifies the means (sadhani) by which
such behaviour in respect of an absence—consisting of a
cognition, a statement in words and a [certain form of] activity
—can be accomplished.

It is also stated hereby that the cause of successful
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behaviour in respect of an absence is only that form ol non-
apprehension which has for its object anything produced either
in the past or at present; and not [also that form of non-
apprehension] which has for its object anything [to be
produced] in future.

To explain, the substratum related to the future time,
namely, the spot [related to the future] or the like .is not yet
perceived, and there cannot also be any non-apprehension in
the form of the cognition of an empty spot [as related to the
future]. But the substratum related to the past had been
perceived and the spot having no jar is also recollected.

The expression 'provided the reminiscent impression has
not been obliterated' is added to collect both [these conditions,
namely, the previous cognition and the recollection]. Hence,
the behaviour in respect of an absence becomes successful
when there is a recollection of the spot etc. having no jar as
related to the past days.

Again, the substratum related to the present, namely, the
spot having no jar, is itself revealed by perception and hence
the behaviour in respect of an absence in such a place is easily
[successful].

By adding the expression 'that in respect of, which the
reminiscent impression has not been obliterated', [the author]
removes [the fallacy of] the 'unproved reason' (hetvasiddhi).
Otherwise, if there is no recollection of an empty spot etc.
non-apprehension itself would not be possible. The words
'past' and 'present' refer to the particular periods as mentioned
above.

By adding the expression 'the perception of a knower'
[the author] leaves out of scope the perception of all the
knowers [i.e. perception in general]. Had there been a reference
here to the perception of all the knowers, the reason itself
would have been unproved. The cessation of the perception
of all the knowers [is a fact] which is not admissible even to the
opponent (prativadin).28 / 24 /

28. For this fallacy see ch. 3, text 68.
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How is it that only the same non-apprehension as has just
been mentioned is to be regarded as the cause of successful
behaviour in respect of an absence ? To this, the author
says—

Because an absence is ascertained exclu-
sively on the basis of such [non-appre-
hension]. / 25 /

An absence can be ascertained only through the cessation
of the perception of a knower which has for its object anything
produced either in the past or at present, provided the
reminiscent impression [smrti-vija, lit. the root-cause of
recollection] thereof has not been obliterated. But [such an
ascertainment is not possible] through any other form of
non-apprehension which has for its object anything to be
produced in future.29 / 25 /

The author has thus explained, with the help of the reason
mentioned earlier [under text 10], the nature of non-apprehen-
sion and the particular periods of time [to which it may refer].
To show the different varieties of its formulation, the author
now says—

This [non-apprehension] is of eleven kinds
according to the difference in the formula-
tion (prayoga). / 26 /

The term 'formulation' means expressing through words
a reason having three characteristics. Thus, non-apprehen-
sion—following the difference in such formulation—may
assume eleven forms. / 26 /

To mention the different forms [one by one], the author
says—

29. As Dharmottara (NBTp. 47) explains, the very existence of a future
non-apprehension is uncertain and thus being itself unproved, it cannot
lead to the ascertainment of an absence.
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[The first form is svabhavanupalabdhi] : the
non-apprehension of the perceptible. / 27 /

The term svabhavanupalabdhi literally means the non-
apprehension of the nature {svabhava), i.e. the essential proper-
ties of an object [i.e. ultimately, the object itself]. / 27 /

To give an illustration of the above, the author says—

As for example, smoke does not exist
here. / 28 /

The expression 'as for example' is used to indicate that it
is just an illustration. This is to be understood in all the cases
[of non-apprehension mentioned subsequently]. The word
'here' refers to the substratum. The expression 'smoke does
not exist' refers to the entity to be inferred. / 28 /

[Smoke does not exist here], because there
is the non-apprehension of what fulfils the

'. conditions of cognisability [i.e. of smoke
which is a perceptible object]. / 29 /

That is, [the above finally means]: because, in spite of the
presence of the other conditions of cognition, there is non-
apprehension of smoke which is perceptible by nature. / 29 /

, [The second form is karyanupalabdhi] : the
non-apprehension of the effect, as for
example, 'the efficient (apratibaddha-
samarthya) causes of smoke do not exist
here, because there is no smoke'. / 30 /

The term karyanupalabdhi [is now explained]. The com-
pound is to be expounded as karyasya (of the effect) anupalab-
dhih (non-apprehension). The illustration is given by the
words : as for example, the efficient causes of smoke do not
exist here. The efficient causes of smoke are the fire, fuel
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and such other things whose productive capacity has not been
impeded. The word 'here' refers to the substratum. The
expression 'the efficient causes of smoke do not exist here'
refers to the entity to be inferred.

"Because there is no smoke". [It means finally] : since there
is the absence of smoke itself, [there must also be the absence
of its causes]. If the causes of smoke having then* productive
capacity not impeded would have been present, [the effect, viz.]
smoke, would also have been produced.30 / 30 /

[The third form is vyapakanupalabdhi] :
the non-apprehension of the pervader, as
for example, 'a simsapa does not exist , .,
here, because there is no tree'. / 31 / ,..-.

The term vyapakanupalabdhi [is now explained]. The word
'pervader' means what pervades (yyapaka) [i.e. what has greater
extension] and [the compounded term] non-apprehension of
such a pervader.

The illustration is given by the words : as for example, a
simsapa does not exist here, because there is no tree. The
tree is a pervader of simsapa, [because the term vrksa refers
to all kinds of trees while the term simsapa refers to a parti-
cular kind of tree only] and its denial leads to the denial of
the other [i.e. of simsapa]. The word 'here' refers to the'
substratum. The expression 'because there is- no smoke'
states the reason. The expression 'a simsapa does not exist
here' refers to the entity to be inferred. / 31 /

30. Dharmottara (NBTp. 48) adds further that karyanupalabdhi is resorted
to when the cause is invisible (adr'sya) ; if the cause is visible (drsya)
it would be a case of the non-apprehension of the perceptible (drsyanu-
palabdhi=svabhavanupalabdhi). He also gives an elaborate description
of the exact circumstances under which karananupalabdhi would become
effective. He makes similar remarks under the explanation of the
subsequent forms of non-apprehension also.

V. 19
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[The fourth form is svabhava-viruddho-
palabdhi] : the apprehension of the in-
compatible (svabhava-viruddha), as for
example, 'sensation of cold does not exist
here, because there is fire'. / 32 /

The term svabhava-viruddhopalabdhi [is now explained].
The compounded word svabhava-viruddha means what is
opposed (viruddha) by nature (svabhava). [The whole expression
thus] means the apprehension of such [an incompatible
object].

An illustration is given : as for example, sensation of cold
does not exist here, because there is fire. The word 'here'
refers to the substratum. The reason is given by the ex-
pression 'because there is fire'. The expression 'sensation of
cold does not exist here' refers to the entity to be inferred.
Thus, fire and sensation of cold being incompatible with each
other, cold touch is negated by the presence of fire. / 32 /

[The fifth form is viruddha-karyopalabdhi] :
the apprehension of an effect produced
by the opposite, as for example, 'sensation
of cold does not exist here, because there
is smoke'. / 33 /

The term viruddha-karyopalabdhi [is now explained]. The
compounded word viruddha-karya means an effect produced by
the opposite. [The whole expression thus] means the appre-
hension of such [an effect].

It is illustrated by the words : as for example, sensation of
cold does not exist here, because there is smoke. The word
'here' refers to the substratum. The reason is given by the
expression 'because there is smoke'. The expression 'sensa-
tion of cold does not exist here' refers to the entity to be
inferred. Fire is intrinsically opposite to sensation of cold
and smoke is an effect produced by it. Therefore, wherever
there is smoke, there is also fire. How then can sensation of
cold exist in a place where fire exists ? / 33 /
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[The sixth form is viruddha-vyaptopalabdhi]:
the apprehension of the invariable con-
comitant of the opposite, as for example,
'the destruction of even a produced entity
(bhava) is not something constant (dhruva-
bhavin), because it depends on a further
cause'. / 34 /

The term viruddha-vyaptopalabdhi [is now explained]. The
compounded word viruddha-vyapta means what has invariable
concomitance with the opposite. [The whole expression thus]
means the apprehension of such [an invariable concomitant].

An illustration is given : as for example, the destruction of
even a produced entity is not something constant.31 The term
'constant' ultimately means 'what has the characteristic of
being existent always'. The expression 'even of a produced
entity' means 'even of an entity which is something originated'.

The expression 'the destruction of even a produced entity'
refers to the substratum. The expression "is not something cons-
tant' refers to the entity to be inferred. Thus, the final impli-
cation comes to this : it cannot be maintained that the destruc-
tion of even an entity which is produced is something constant.

What, is the ground for [such a conclusion] ? To this, the
author says, "Because it depends on a further cause". This
dependence on a further cause is explained [to be the ground
as follows]. Whatever has dependence on a further cause is
not necessarily constant, as for example, the red colour in
[a piece of cloth made of] cotton.

Here the property of 'being constant' is opposite to the
property of 'being not constant'. The characteristic of 'having
dependence on a further cause' is invariably connected with
the property of 'being not constant'. Therefore, whatever is
dependent upon a further cause is also not constant.
And how can anything possessing the property of 'being
not constant' be characterised by the property of 'being
constant' ? / 34 /

31. See BL ii, p. 92, n 1 and n 2.
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[The seventh form is karya-viruddho-
palabdhi] : the apprehension of what is
opposed to the effect, as for example, 'the
efficient causes of cold do not exist here,
because there is fire'. / 35 /

The term karya-viruddhopalabdhi [is now explained]. The
compounded word karya-viruddha means what is opposed in
nature to the effect. [The whole expression thus] means the
apprehension of such [an entity]. An illustration is given :
as for example, the efficient causes of cold do not exist here,
because there is fire. The word 'here' refers to the substratum.
The reason is given in the words : because there is fire. The
expression 'the efficient causes of cold do not exist here' refers
to the entity to be inferred.

Here the effect produced by the causes of cold is [sensation
of] cold. [Sensation of] cold is'opposed to fire. How can
there be sensation of cold if there is fire ? The efficient causes
of cold can never be present where there is no sensation of
cold, because, had such causes been present sensation of cold
too would have been necessarily experienced. / 35 /

[The eighth form is vyapaka-viruddhopa-
•- ; labdhi] : the apprehension of what is

opposed to the pervader, as for example,
.'::•-.•.--• 'the touch inhering in ice does not exist

here, because there is fire'. / 36 /

The term vyapaka-viruddhopalabdhi [is now explained]. The
compounded word vyapaka-viruddha means what is opposed to
the pervader. [The whole expression thus] means the appre-
hension of such an entity.

An illustration is given : as for example, the touch inhering
in ice does not exist here, because there is fire. The word
'here' refers to the substratum. The reason is given in the words :
because there is fire. The expression 'the touch inhering in
ice does not exist here' refers to the entity to be inferred. The
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touch inhering in ice is touch inhering in frozen water.
Sensation of cold in general is the pervader of such touch.
Fire is opposed to [sensation of cold in general]. Therefore,
how can there be sensation of cold if there is fire, and there
can never be any touch inhering in ice where sensation of
cold in general does not exist. / 36 /

[The ninth form is karananupalabdhi\ : the
non-apprehension of the cause, as for
example, 'smoke does not exist here, be-
cause there is no fire'. / 37 /

The term karananupalabdhi [is now explained]. The com-'
pound is to be dissolved as karanasya (of the cause) anu-
palabdhih (non-apprehension).

An illustration is given : as for example, smoke does not
exist here, because there is no fire. The word 'here' refers to
the substratum. The expression 'because there is no fire' gives
the reason as free from any fallacy. The expression 'smoke
does not exist here' refers to the entity to be inferred. Here
smoke is the effect produced by fire and as such smoke can
never exist where there is no fire. / 37 /

[The tenth form is karana-viruddhopalab-
dhi] : the apprehension of what is opposed
to the cause, as for example, 'this person
does not betray any special symptom of cold
—e.g. having erect hair etc.—because there
is a specific form of fire nearby'. / 38 /

The term karana-viruddhopalabdhi [is now explained]. The
compounded word karana-viruddha means what is opposed to
the cause. [The whole expression thus] means the appre-
hension of such an entity. An illustration is given : as for
example, this person does not betray any special symptom of
cold such as having erect hair etc. The words 'this person'
refer to the substratum. The expression 'does not betray any
special symptom of cold such as having erect hair etc ' refers
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to the entity to be inferred. 'Having erect hair' means that
the hair stands on its end. 'Having erect hair etc ' means the
various symptoms beginning with it. The term 'etc' covers
the other symptoms like the chattering of the teeth, shivering
of the body and so on.

The expression romaharsadivisesa means nothing but these
special symptoms of having erect hair and the like. Hair
may stand erect due to various other causes, such as fear,
joy etc. The word 'special' has been added to exclude such
cases. Thus, [having erect hair] here is to be understood as
referring only to one who is afflicted by cold wind.

In the expression sannihita-dahana-visesatvat (lit. because
there is nearby a specific form of what burns), the word
dahanavisesa means a specific form of fire. ' The word sannihita
means what stands nearby. The expression satmihita-dahana-
visesa means an object which has a specific form of fire nearby.
[The expression sannihita-dahanavisesatva signifies] the general
characteristic of such an object. The expression sannihita-
dahanavisesatvat means because of such [general characteristic].
The words 'a specific form' have been added to indicate the
presence of that particular type of fire which is actually capable
of removing the sensation of cold.

Thus, in this case, sensation of cold is the cause of the
special symptoms of cold such as having erect hair and the like,
and fire is opposed to it, for heat produced from fire removes
sensation of cold. And, if sensation of cold is negated, the
special symptoms like having erect hair etc. also can never
exist. / 38 /

[The eleventh form is karana-viruddha-
karyopalabdhi] : the apprehension of the
effect produced by what is opposed to the
cause, as for example, 'this spot is not
characterised by a person who has the

"special symptoms of cold such as having
erect hair and the like, because there is
smoke'. / 39 /
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The term karanaviruddha-karyopalabdhi [is now explained].
The word karana-viruddha means what is opposed to the cause.
The word karana-viruddha-karya means the effect produced by
it. The whole term karana-viruddha-karyopalabdhi means the
apprehension of it [i.e. of karana-viruddha-karya].

An illustration is given : as for example, this spot is not
characterised by a person who has the special symptoms of
cold such-as having erect hair etc., because there is smoke.
The words 'this spot' refer to the substratum. The expression
'because there is smoke' gives the reason. The expression 'is
not characterised by a person who has the special symptoms
such as having erect hair etc ' refers to the entity to be inferred.
The expression romaharsadivisesa-yukta means one possessing
the special symptoms such as having erect hair etc. The
expression romaharsadivisesayukta-purusa means an individual
as is characterised by the special symptoms of having erect
hair etc. The expression romaharsadivisesayukta-purusavat
means the spot characterised by an individual who has the
special symptoms of cold such as having erect hair etc.

Here the cause of the special symptoms of having erect
hair etc., is the sensation of cold. Fire is opposed to it and
smoke is the effect produced by fire. Therefore, wherever
there is smoke, there is fire and wherever there is fire, there is
no sensation of cold. If there is no sensation of cold, how can
there be any special symptoms such as having erect hair etc.,
which are but the effects of the sensation of cold ? / 39 /

At the outset, only one form of non-apprehension—that is,
non-apprehension of what fulfils the conditions of cognisabi-
lity—has been mentioned as the cause for establishing an
absence. But how is it stated now that an absence [is proved
by] the non-apprehension of the effect and the like as well as
the apprehension of the incompatible and the like ?

To this, the author says—

All these ten forms of formulation based
on non-apprehension—beginning with
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karyanupalabdhi—can be included indi-
rectly into [the first form, namely,]
svabhavanupalabdhi. / 40 /

The word 'these' means the ones mentioned just now. The
word 'all' means the ten forms [of non-apprehension] without
any exception. All the ten forms of formulation based on
non-apprehension can be included into the non-apprehension
of the perceptible.32 / 40 /

But [it may be objected] that a formulation based on the
non-apprehension of the perceptible is something quite differ-
ent [from the formulation based on the non-apprehension of
the effect and the like] and, again, [any formulation based on]
the non-apprehension of the effect is something quite different
[from the formulation based on the non-apprehension of the
perceptible]. Thus, in the case of the non-apprehension of the
effect and the like, something else is negated ; but in the case
of the apprehension of the incompatible and the like, something
else is affirmed.

How can therefore [all the forms of formulation based on
non-apprehension] be included in it [i.e. the non-apprehen-
sion of the perceptible] ?

To this, the author says—

Although there is difference [in the nature
of] the various forms of formulation,
because they either affirm or negate some-
thing else, still, [such inclusion is possible]
in an indirect way. / 41 /

32. It is very difficult to state the exact number of non-apprehensions
admitted by Dharmakirti. Jayanta who generally offers a very
faithful account of the views of Dharmakirti as well as other Buddhist
philosophers quotes {NM\, p. 53) these eleven forms almost in the
same order, along with the same illustrations (only occasionally
substituting synonyms for certain words). But in HB (p. 68) only
three forms of non-apprehension have been recognised (see note 27
above), while PVS (p. 4) speaks of eight forms in all.
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Although the various forms of formulation actually differ
from one another—since they either affirm or negate something
else—still their inclusion in it [i.e. the first form] is intended
to be in an indirect way and not in reality. Thus, for example,
in the case of the non-apprehension of the effect, an absence
is apprehended when the absence of the efficient causes of
smoke has been proved on the basis of the absence of smoke.
[It may also be put thus] : wherever there is the absence of
smoke, there is the non-apprehension of the causes of smoke
which fulfil the conditions of cognisability, and thus it can be
included in the non-apprehension of the perceptible.

This difference is due to the difference in the mental
processes of the various knowers. Some persons ascertain the
absence of the cause on the basis of the absence of the effect,
while others [ascertain the same] on the basis of the absence
of something perceptible by nature. Similarly is to be under-
stood the indirect inclusion of the non-apprehension of the
pervader as well as the non-apprehension of the cause.

In the case of the apprehension of the incompatible, the
absence of the sensation of cold is ascertained through [the
existence of] fire. [It may also be put thus] : wherever there
is fire, there is the non-apprehension of the sensation of cold
which fulfils the conditions of cognisability, and thus it can be
included in the non-apprehension of the perceptible. In the
case of the apprehension of the invariable concomitant of the
opposite, the emergence of the various colours due to their
dependence on various further causes can be likened to the
non-apprehension [of the perceptible].

Also in the case of the apprehension of the effect produced
by what is opposed to the cause, fire is first proved through
the existence of smoke. [Thus] the sensation of cold being
negated there, the absence of a person possessing the special
symptoms of cold such as having erect hair etc.—which is
opposed to it [i.e. presence of fire] is ascertained. This how-
ever is nothing but the non-apprehension of such a person—

V. 20
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who fulfils the conditions of cognisability and thus it can be
included in the non-apprehension of the perceptible. / 41 /

[It may be objected that] in the case of the apprehension
of the incompatible and the like, absence [of an object] is
conveyed by a source of knowledge quite different in nature,
and thus what can be likened to what [i.e. the formulations are
actually different] ? [Besides], there can be no formulation in
the case of svarthanumana. How is it then mentioned [in the
chapter on svarthanumana] that there are eleven forms of for-
mulation based on non-apprehension ? To this, the author
says—

[These formulations] are specially men-
tioned here—even under the discussion on
inference for one's own sake—because due
to repeated consideration of the formula-
tions one can oneself have the ascertain-

•; ment of an absence in a similar way [i.e.
just in any of the forms stated above]. / 42 /

'Consideration of formulation' (pray oga-dars ana) means
cognising [in the form of a formulation]. Its repetition
(abhyasa) means having such a cognition again and again.
Thus, due to proficiency in the act of formulation, even when
one has oneself an ascertainment of an absence, the ascertain-
ment is produced just in the form of a formulation. That is
why the formulations based on non-apprehension are specially
mentioned even under the discussion of inference for one's
own sake.

The word vyavaccheda-pratlti means the ascertainment of
an absence. Or, the word vyavaccheda-pratlti may be under-
stood as the cognition of some distinguishing character. / 42 /

The distinct nature of svabhavanupalabdhi has been explai-
ned. But, in the cases of karyanupalabdhi etc., it [i.e. the
distinct nature which makes svabhavanupalabdhi non-erroneous]
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is absent and as such, how can they also be regarded as
non-erroneous ? To this, the author says—

In these various cases of non-apprehension
which is the cause for successful behaviour
in respect of an absence, the absence is -
said to be proved by either the apprehen-
sion of the incompatible etc., or the non-
apprehension of the cause etc. In all these
cases, it is to be understood that such
apprehension or non-apprehension means : -
only [the apprehension or non-apprehen-
sion of the incompatible or the cause]
which actually fulfils the conditions of
cognisability. / 43 /

Various forms of non-apprehension have been mentioned
as the cause for successful behaviour in respect of an absence.
But all these are to be understood virtually as some particular
forms of [the non-apprehension of the perceptible], because
the absence of an effect etc. can be proved only when there is
the non-apprehension of a cause etc., which fulfil the condi-
tions of cognisability, and not otherwise. / 43 /

[The apprehension of] the incompatible can prove the
absence of the opposite only if it fulfils the conditions of
cognisablility and riot otherwise. Why is it so ? To this, the
author says—

Because, in the case of others, the existence
and non-existence of opposition (virodha)
as well as the causal relation are not
established. / 44 /

The expression virodha-karyakaranabhava-abhava means
opposition, causal relation and their non-existence—taken
together. The non-establishment of all these is meant here.
It is thus shown that in the case of those which do not
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fulfil the conditions of cognisability—opposition is unproved,
non-existence of opposition is unproved, the causal relation
is unproved and lastly, the non-existence of the causal relation
is unproved.

To explain, if an object is found to be non-existent in the
presence of any of the objects that are invariably connected
with something that fulfils the conditions of cognisability, it is
to be understood that the object [absent] is opposed to [the
one present] and, again, the object present is also so [i.e.
opposed to the one absent]. If it [i.e. one of the two] is found
to be existing [in the presence of the other], it is ascertained
that there is no opposition between the two.

Similarly, if an entity—previously absent—is found present
when there appears another entity that fulfils the conditions of
cognisability and, again, it is not found present when the other
entity is absent, [it follows] that the one is produced by the
other and hence a causal relation is established between the
two. The non-existence of a causal relation is established
between two entities, if one of them is found to appear even in
the absence of the other.

In this way, here also it is maintained that successful
behaviour in respect of an absence is based on the non-appre-
hension of what fulfils the conditions of cognisability. / 44 /

[It may be objected] however, let [behaviour in respect of
an absence] be based somewhere on something else. To this,
the author says—

The non-apprehension of an inaccessible
object which by nature negates the possi-
bility of [its] perception and inference is
only a source of doubt. / 45 /

An object which is inaccessible (viprakrsta) and by nature
negates the possibility of being perceived or being inferred
becomes only a source of doubt and cannot be the cause for
successful behaviour in respect of an absence. / 45 /
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Why is it so ? To this, the author says—

Because the negation of pramana does not
necessarily prove the absence of an
object.33 / 46 /

The non-apprehension of an inaccessible object implies the
negation of pramana. But the negation of pramana does not
necessarily prove the absence of an object. Pramana [i.e.
knowledge] is an effect produced by the object cognised and
hence the negation of pramana [i.e. the effect] does not prove
the absence of the cause [i.e. the object].84 / 46 /

Here ends the second chapter of the elucidatory comments
on the Nyaydbindu, composed for the benefit of the pupils.

33. Dharmottara (NBTp. 60) explains the point as follows : when the cause
or the pervader is absent there follows the absence of the effect or the
pervaded. But pramana is neither a cause nor a pervader of an object
of knowledge and as such, even if there be an absence of pramana the
absence of an object of knowledge would not be established.

34. The argument here seems to be as follows.. The absence of the effect
does not necessarily indicate the absence of the cause, as for instance,
a stick producing a jar may be present on a particular spot even if the
jar itself is absent there. Here pramana (which is nothing but a piece
of valid cognition) is the effect and the object cognised is the cause.
Hence the absence of pramana (=effect) does not indicate the absence
of the object (=cause).





CHAPTER THREE

ON INFERENCE FOR OTHERS

While discussing the nature of right knowledge, the author
has admitted two kinds of inferences—one for one's own self
and another for the sake of others. Of these, the one for one's
own self has been discussed in details.

To begin the discussion on inference for the sake of others,1

the author states—

An inference for the sake of others is
the statement of a mark having three
characteristics. / 1 /

The word 'statement' means by which something is stated,
i.e. [a group of] words. The expression 'having three charac-
teristics' refers to something which possesses three character-
istics. The expression 'a mark having three characteristics'
means what is a mark and possesses as well all the three
characteristics. [An inference for the sake of others] means
the statement of such a mark. / 1 /

I! Jayanta (NMii, p. 130) and Sridhara (NK p. 504) mention and
discard a view according to which the very idea of pararthanumana is
an absurdity. The objection may briefly be put as follows. Even in
the case of an alleged pararthanumana there is no difference in the
inferential process and the knowledge is acquired by the hearer himself
and not by anybody else. Just as sometimes one may oneself perceive
a mark having invariable concomitance and ascertain the presence of
the inferable property, so also sometimes one may oneself ascertain a
valid mark through the statement of another person and come to know
of the presence of the inferable property. Nor can it be argued that
pararthanumana is so called on the ground that in such a case there
is a statement made for the benefit of others. Thus, for instance, when
one communicates one's own perceptual cognition to somebody else
for the benefit of the latter, it would never be recognised as parartha-
pratyaksa on a similar ground.
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Inference has been mentioned as a form of right knowledge.
How is it now stated that it is [a group of] words ? To this,
the author says—

Because the cause is applied metapho-
rically2 to express the effect. / 2 /

'Word' is the cause and 'inference' is the effect and thus by
metaphorically attributing 'inference' [i.e. the effect] to 'word'
[i.e. the cause], word itself is characterised as inference. That
is, [word is] characterised as inference since it is the cause of
inference. / 2 /

It is of two kinds—according to the
difference in formulation. / 3 /

In the statement'it is of two kinds', the word 'it' stands
for inference for the sake of others. [It has been said that] it
is only a statement of a mark having the three characteristics.
How can it be then of two kinds ? To this, the author says,
"According to the difference in formulation". 'Formulation'
means expressing through words and inference is admitted to be
of two kinds-, because of the difference in such formulation. / 3 /

In answering the above objection Jayanta says that it is quite true
that the inferential knowledge in the case of pararthanumana also
pertains only to the hearer himself. Still it is so called because the
hearer becomes aware of a mark having invariable concomitance—
which he himself does not ascertain—through the words of somebody
else who has already ascertained it, and he is subsequently led to the
inference. The basis of the inference is thus furnished by a different
person. With regard to the hearer, it is svarthanumana ; but with
regard to the speaker, it is pararthanumana. As to the case of the
communication of a piece of perceptual cognition, there is no question
of similar admission, because there the words of the speaker do not help
the hearer to have any subsequent perceptual knowledge.

2. An instance of similar secondary application would be the expression
annam prpnah, where prana or life (i.e. the effect) is denoted by the
word anna or food (i.e. the cause), cf. NS ii. 2. 62 for an enumeration
of the different cases of upacara.
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What are the two forms ? The author says—

They are the one based on similarity
(sadharmyavat) and the other based on
dissimilarity (yaidharmyavat). ) 4 /

An object which possesses characteristics common [to
something else] is said to be similar. Similarity means the
general property of similar objects. An inference is called
sadharmyavat when it is based on such similarity.

An object which possesses characteristics not common [to
something else] is said to be dissimilar. Dissimilarity means
the general property of dissimilar objects. An inference is
called vaidharmyavat when it is based on such dissimilarity.

Finally, [the two forms of pararthanumana] are those based
on 'positive concomitance' (anvaya) as well as those based on
'negative concomitance' (vyatireka). / 4 /

If a formulation based on similarity is characterised by
positive concomitance, and if again, a formulation based on
dissimilarity is characterised by negative concomitance, there
should be some difference1 between them in point of fact also.
How can it be maintained, therefore, that it is of two kinds
just because of the difference in formulation ?

To this, the author says—

There is no difference between the two in
point of fact (arthatah),3 except the
difference in formulation. / 5 /

A formulation based on similarity is dependent on a mark
having three characteristics and a formulation based on dissimi-
larity too is dependent on a mark having three characteristics.

3. As Dharmottara (NBT p. 63) points out, the word artha here stands
for the 'object sought to be conveyed' (prakasayitavyam vastu), i.e. the
mark having three characteristics.

V. 21
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As such, a mark having three characteristics being present
in every case, there is not the least amount of difference in
point of fact.

"Except the difference in formulation". It means that the
difference here concerns the mode of formulation only and is
not in other respects.4 Thus, in the first form, though actually
positive concomitance is expressed, negative concomitance too
is understood through implication. In the second form,
though actually negative concomitance is expressed,
positive concomitance, too is understood through
implication. / 5 /

Of these, [the illustration of] an inference
based on similarity is : anything which in
spite of satisfying the conditions of cogni-
sability is not found present [at some
moment] is accepted to be an object of
successful behaviour5 concerning the non-
existent (asat), e.g. something like the
horns on a hare's head etc., established
{drsta) [as objects of such behaviour]. /6)

4. Dharmottara (NBTp. 63) explains the point as follows. The two
forms of inferences are different with regard to only the verbal
structure and not with regard to the implication they are intended to
convey. The verbal structure which follows only the 'ordinary
meaning' (abhidheyd) may vary. But it does not mean that the
implication 'intended to be conveyed' (prakasya) also becomes
different. As for instance, the two expressions 'this plump Brahmin
does not eat at daytime' and 'this plump Brahmin eats only at night'
have different ordinary meanings. But the implication they convey is
the same. Similarly, the two forms of pararthanuniana also vary only
with regard to the verbal arrangement, but they are identical with
regard to the implication intended to be conveyed, namely, revealing
a mark having three characteristics.

5. The word vyavahara means also 'verbal expression' (sabda-prayoga).
We may thus have an alternative meaning here : whatever in spite of
satisfying the conditions of cognisability is not found present is
accepted to be an object denoted by the term 'non-existent' (asat).
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Of the two forms [of pararthanumana], the one based on
similarity is mentioned first. "Anything which in spite of
satisfying the conditions of cognisability is not found present
is accepted to be an object of successful behaviour concerning
the non-existent". Positive concomitance in the case of non-
apprehension is mentioned here.

"For example, something like the horns on a hare's head
etc., established [as objects of such behaviour]". There are
things which are established as objects of successful behaviour
concerning the non-existent. An example of such an object
is the horn on a hare's head or the like. The word drsta
[lit. seen] means established (siddha), i.e. finally, examined
through the instrument of valid knowledge.6 It is therefore
offered as an example.7 / 6 /

And a jar in spite of satisfying the condi-
tions of cognisability is not found on this
particular spot. / 7 /

The above text indicates the 'presence of the mark in the
subject' (paksadharma). / 7 /

[An example of] a formulation based on
identity is 'whatever8 is existent is non-
eternal, e.g. a jar or the like' and this is
a formulation showing an unqualified
(suddha) reason based on identity.

6. As Dharroottara (NBT p. 64) explains, no horn on the head of a hare
is ever cognised through the eyes ; but it is proved to be an object of
successful behaviour concerning the non-existent through dr'syanu-
palambha (=svabhavanupalabdhi).

7. i.e. an object can be offered as an example only when the characteristic
sought to be illustrated is already proved to be present in it. That is
why the subject (paksa) of an inference can never be offered as
an instance corroborating the invariable concomitance.

8. Dhannottara (NBT p. 65) says that the word sarva (whatever) has been
added to specify that whatever is real must be non-eternal and (as
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[Another example of such a formula-
; . tion is]: 'whatever is characterised by

origination is non-eternal' and this is a
"•;..• ^formulation showing a reason based on

* ' identity, in which the property constituting
the very nature [of something] is viewed
as different [from it].

[A further example of such a formula-
-.:•'-••'-• <"'-tion is] : 'whatever is a product is non-

•eternal'and this is a formulation [showing a
- reason] with a special qualification (upadhi).

A product means a positive entity
which depends on the function of some-
thing else for the production of its
nature. / 8 /

"A formulation based on identity". It illustrates a
formulation showing the second form of reason as based on
similarity. "Whatever is existent is non-eternal, e.g. a jar or
the like". Here 'whatever' stands for any existent entity that
is perceptible. All such entities, without exception, are non-
eternal. This is a statement of the positive concomitance.

"A formulation showing an unqualified reason based on
identity". It means finally a formulation showing a reason
based on identity—having no qualifying attribute. The state-
ment 'whatever is characterised by origin is non-eternal'
shows the positive concomitance as in the case of the second
type of the reason based on identity.

"A formulation showing a reason based on identity, in which
the property constituting the very nature is viewed as some-
thing different". A formulation is given here to show a reason
based on identity, by viewing the essential properties of an
object as something different from it. Thus, origin (utpatti)

against the views of some other philosophers) there is no entity
which is both real and eternal. Reality iyastutva or arthakriyakaritva)
can co-exist with non-eternality alone, and never with eternality.
cf. TS verse 394.
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of an object means its coming into existence and [the two]
are actually the same. But here [the existent] is sought to be
mentioned as a different kind of object—as something
characterised by origination.

The statement 'whatever is a product is non-eternal' shows
the positive concomitance of the third type of the reason
based on identity. In the expression upadhi-bhedena, the word
upadhi means a qualifying attribute. Thus, finally, [the third
type of the reason based on identity] means a reason based
on identity, having a qualification not expressly stated.9

How does it have a qualification not expressly stated ? To
this, the author says, "A product means a positive entity which
depends on the function of something else for the production
of its nature". The compound in apeksita-para-vyapara is to
be expounded as meaning what has dependence on the function
of something else, i.e. a positive entity which depends on the
function of the causes for the production of its peculiar nature.

But here such an entity is referred to by the simple term
'product' and as such, it is admitted to be another particular
type of the reason based on identity, viz. one having a qualifi-
cation not expressly stated. / 8 /

The expressions 'being produced by cons-
cious effort', 'having concomitant variation
with a change in the cause' and the like are
to be understood as similar. / 9 /

These [expressions as mentioned above] also are to be
considered as reasons based on identity, having some particular
qualifying attribute.

An entity is said to be produced by conscious effort when it
is caused through conscious effort, i.e. after the appropriate

9. Dharmottara (NBT p. 66) applies slightly different terms. According
to him, the three varieties of reasons here are—i) suddha or a reason
without any attribute, ii) avyatirikta-vi'sesana or a reason with an
attribute which is not separable from it and iii) vyatirikta-visesana or
a reason with an attribute which is separable from it.
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causes have been made to function. Hence the formulation
'it is non-eternal, because it is produced by conscious effort'
is [to be understood as showing] a reason based on identity,
having a qualification not expressly stated.

[The expression pratyaya-bheda-bheditva is now analysed.]
Pratyayabheda means a change in the cause. Pratyaya-bheda-
bhedin means what always varies concomitantly with a change
in the cause. Pratyaya-bheda-bheditva means the general pro-
perty of such a thing, i.e. finally, having a form varying accor-
ding to the change in the cause.

For example, when the lump of clay is small, the jar pro-
duced from it is also small. But [when the lump of clay] is
bigger, [the jar produced from it] also becomes bigger. Again,
if [a jar is produced] through the activity of an expert potter,
it looks nice. But if [it is produced] through the activity of a
potter who is not expert, it does not look nice.

Therefore, the formulation 'it is non-eternal, because it
varies concomitantly with a change in the cause' [is also to be
understood as showing] a reason based on identity, having a
qualification not expressly stated. / 9 /

The presence of the marks in the subject
is shown as follows : sound is existent, is
characterised by origination or is a
product. / 10 /

In the preceding texts, only the positive concomitance of
the three- types of reasons based on identity has been men-
tioned. Following the same order, the presence of each in the
subject is now shown.

The word 'or' is used to indicate three separate formula-
tions : (i) sound is existent, (ii) sound is characterised by
origination and (iii) sound is a product. / 10 /

All these characteristics offered as the
reasons are to be considered [as logical
marks] in relation to an inferable property
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with(which the invariable concomitance of
nothing but the characteristic offered as the
reason has been established properly by
the appropriate instruments of valid
knowledge. / 11 /

The definition of a reason based on identity has already
been mentioned : identity is the reason in relation to an
inferable property which is invariably connected with nothing
but it [i.e. the characteristic offered as the reason]. To show
when [and how] it is to be applied, the author says, "All these
characteristics offered as the reasons (etc.)". That is, the three
types of reasons based on identity—the presence of which in
the subject has just been shown.

"Properly by the appropriate instruments of valid know-
ledge". It means 'by its own instrument of knowledge', i.e.
the instrument of knowledge as appropriate jbr each one.

"To be considered in relation to an inferable property with
which the invariable concomitance of nothing but the character-
istic offered as the reason has been properly established".
[The expression siddha-sadhana-dharmamatranubandha is now
analysed]. Sadhana-dharmamatra means nothing but the
characteristic offered as the reason. Sadhanadharma-matranu-
bandha means invariable concomitance with nothing but the
characteristic offered as the reason. Anubandha means invari-
able connection, i.e. finally, positive invariable concomitance.

[Thus, the meaning of the whole expression is] : in relation
to an inferable property with which the invariable concomi-
tance of nothing but the characteristic offered as the reason
has been properly established. The characteristics present in
the subject can be considered as real logical reasons only when
it has been established that the inferable property is invariably
connected with nothing but these characteristics offered as the
reasons. / 11 /

How is it that the inferable property would be invariably
connected with nothing but the characteristic offered as the
reason ? To this, the author says—
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Because it [i.e. the reason] is really
identical in nature with that [i.e. the
inferable property]. / 12 /

It is the very nature of a product that, in reality, it is non-
eternal. It can never be said 'it is a product, [but is different
from the non-eternal]' or 'it is non-eternal, [but is different
from a product]'.

Why is it so ? Because whatever is produced by causes
and such other factors must be subject to destruction. / 12 /

Also because the characteristic offered as
the reason constitutes the vvery nature [of
the inferable entity]. / 13 /

Here an essential property of the inferable entity has been
given as the reason. How can it be not connected with the
inferable entity ? Thus, [it is proved] that it must be invari-
ably connected with nothing but such [a characteristic, offered
as the reason]. / 13 /

What again is the ground for [the above assertion] ? To
this, the author says—

Because, if an entity [i.e. the inferable
property] does not emerge even when the
other entity [i.e. the reason] has emerged,
it cannot be admitted as identical in
nature. / 14 /

If the inferable property, e.g. non-eternality or the like, is
not established even when the property offered as the reason,
e.g. being a product or the like, is established, the two
properties of non-eternality and being a product cannot be
[viewed as] identical. / 14 /

•,.;...: .,.'• Also because there would arise the possi-
• bility of 'irregular connection' (vyabhi-

cara). / 15 /
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If it [were possible] that a product is first brought into
existence and afterwards the property of non-eternality is
created in it by certain other causes such as a stick or the like,
then there would have been an irregularity of the connection ;
because a stick and the like also depend for their coming into
being on their own causes. Hence it follows that whatever is
not a product can also never be destroyed. / 15 /

A formulation showing a reason based on
causation [is now given] : 'wherever there ; .
is smoke, there is fire, e.g. in the kitchen
or any similar place. And smoke exists
here'. / 16 /

"A formulation showing a reason based on causation".
Here is shown a formulation with a reason having causal
relation—as in an inference based on similarity. "Wherever
there is smoke, there is fire". [The statement beginning with]
'wherever' shows the positive concomitance, viz. whatever
particular spot is characterised by smoke is always character-
ised by fire.

"For example, in the kitchen or any similar place". It refers
to a corroborative instance. "And smoke exists here". This
shows the presence [of the reason] in the subject, viz. in the
particular spot intended (abhimata) smoke is found to be
present. / 16 /

Here also, a reason based on causation
[i.e. the effect] can be offered [as a mark]
when the inferable entity represents the
cause—[and this can be done] only if the
causal relation has already been esta-
blished. / 17 /

V. 22
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In the case of a reason based on causation also, the causal
relation must first be established and only afterwards, the
effect can be offered as the reason for inferring the cause. That
is, something can be taken as a mark only when its nature has
been rightly determined and never if it is not rightly
determined. / 17 /

The formulations based on dissimilarity
[will next be shown]. / 18 /

[The examples of inferences based on similarity have been
stated and as such, the examples] of inferences based on
dissimilarity should be mentioned next. / 18 /

A formulation showing non-apprehension
[as the reason] is : 'whatever is existent
and satisfies the conditions of cognisability
is apprehended, e.g. any particular object

- like the blue etc. But no jar in spite of its
satisfying the conditions of cognisability
is apprehended here'. / 19 /

"Whatever is existent and satisfies the conditions of cogni-
sability is apprehended". That is, if an entity really exists and
also fulfills the conditions of cognisability, it is necessarily
apprehended. This states., the negative concomitance. "For
example, any particular object like the blue etc". It gives a
corroborative instance based on dissimilarity.

"But no jar in spite of its satisfying the conditions of cogni-
sability is apprehended here". That is, a jar similar in nature
to any particular object like the blue etc. which are actually
perceived does not exist here. 'Here' refers to the particular
spot selected.

*'A formulation showing non-apprehension". That is, it is
a formulation having non-apprehension as the reason and is
based on dissimilarity. / 19 /
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Formulations showing reasons based on
identity are : 'whatever is non-eternal is
neither existent, nor characterised by
origination, nor a product. Sound is
existent, is characterised by origination
and is also a product'. / 20 /

The statement 'whatever is non-eternal is neither existent,
nor characterised by origination, nor a product' shows the
negative concomitance in the case of the three types of reason
based on identity. The presence of the reason in the subject
is stated by 'sound is existent, is characterised by origination
and is also a product'. "Formulations showing reasons
based on identity". That is, all these are formulations having
reasons based on identity and are based on dissimilarity. / 20 /

A formulation showing a reason based on
causation is : 'wherever there is no fire,
there is no smoke. But smoke exists
here'. / 21 /

The statement 'wherever there is no fire, there is no smoke'
gives the negative concomitance. The presence of the reason
in the subject is stated by '[smoke] exists here'.

"A formulation showing a reason based on causation".
That is, here is illustrated a formulation having the effect as
the reason and it is based on dissimilarity. / 21 /

In the case of an inference based on similarity the three
characteristics [of a valid reason], namely, positive concomi-
tance (anvaya), presence in the subject (paksadharma) and
negative concomitance (yyatireka) are not found. How, then,
can it be said that an inference for the sake of others is a
statement of a mark having the three characteristics ?

To this, the author says—
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Dissimilarity is understood by implica-
tion,10 even when the formulation is based
on similarity. / 22 /

There is nd scope for the objection mentioned above,
because even when the formulation is based on similarity,
dissimilarity is understood on the strength of implication. /22 /

But what is this strength of implication ? To this, the
author says—

Because in its absence even the positive con-
comitance between the inferable property
and the reason is not proved. / 23 /

If there is no negative concomitance, the positive concomi-
tance of the reason with the inferable property, too, cannot
be established. / 23 /

The positive concomitance, too, is similarly
understood [when the formulation is based
on] dissimilarity. / 24 /

Even when the formulation is based on dissimilarity, the
positive concomitance is understood on the strength of impli-
cation. / 24 /

But' what is this strength of implication ? To this, the
author says—

Because in its absence the non-existence
of the reason cannot be established by the
non-existence of the inferable property.

' / 25 /

If there is no positive concomitance of the reason with the
inferable property, how can it, then, be [a fact that] 'wherever

10. The same view is expressed in HB (p. 56).
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there is the absence of the inferable property, there is the
absence of the reason' ? / 25 /

If there is no positive concomitance, there can also be no
negative concomitance. Why is it so ? To this, the author
says—

If there is no 'natural connection' (sva-
bhava-pratibandha) [i.e. vyapti or invariable
concomitance], the negation of one does
not necesssarily lead to the negation of the
other. / 26 /

If there is no natural connection—i.e. a connection
through one's own essential properties—the negation of one
would not neeessarily lead to the negation of the other. As,
for example, the absence of a horse does not [lead] anywhere,
to the absence of a cow. / 26 /

As it has already been said,11 it is every-
where of two kinds—one through identity
and one through causation. / 27 /

"It is everywhere of two kinds". Whenever such a natural
connection is observed to exist among various entities, it is to
be included in either of these two kinds.

"As it has been already said—one through identity and one
through causation". The word tadatman means one's own
self. Tadatmya means the general property of one's own
self [i.e. the essential properties of an object]. Thus, 'one
through identity' means [invariable concomitance] which con-
sists in the identity [of the sadhya and the hetu].

The word tadutpatti means being produced from it. Thus,
by expounding the compound in the expression tadutpattilak-
sana, [we get that 'one through causation'] means [invariable
concomitance] which consists in the production [of the hetu]
from it [i.e. the sadhya]. This has already been mentioned. / 27 /

11. Ch 2, texts 18-19. See also note 25 thereon.
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It follows therefore that a statement reveal-
ing the negation [of two terms] also
expresses the [invariable] connection
[between the two]. / 28 /

When the reason negates a certain entity, there follows
the negation of another entity and this is because, only when
there is [invariable] connection [between two entities] the
negation of one can lead to the negation of the other. Thus,
it is shown that [invariable] connection exists between 'what
is negated (nivartya)' and 'what negates' (nivartaka) / 28 /

Thus, stating the negation means nothing
but indicating, by suggestion, the [invari-
able] connection. / 29 /

That is, the [invariable] connection is suggested, when there
is a statement of the negation. / 29 /

Let it be so. But, what does actually follow from it ? To
this, the author says—

This indication of the [invariable] connec-
tion is nothing but [a statement of] the
positive concomitance. / 30 /

The very indication of the [invariable] connection amounts
to [a statement of] the positive concomitance. / 30 /

Thus, the formulation of a single proposi-
tion—pointing to either the positive
concomitance or the negative concomi-
tance—is capable of showing the presence
or the absence of the mark in a similar or
a dissimilar case and as such, it is not
indispensable to mention both the proposi-
tions. / 31 /
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"Thus the formulation of a single proposition—pointing
to either the positive concomitance or the negative concomi-
tance—is capable of showing the presence or the absence
of the mark in a similar or a dissimilar case." It is undoubt-
edly proper that when there is a statement pointing to the
positive concomitance, there should also be [a statement]
pointing to the negative concomitance. But, still, the presence
or the absence [of the mark] is clearly revealed, in the said
manner, through the indirect indication of the presence or
the absence [of the mark] in similar or dissimilar cases.
Hence it must be admitted that either of the marks [based on
similarity or dissimilarity] can refer to each [of the positive
and the negative concomitances].

"As such, it is not indispensable to mention both the
propositions." [This means : ] It is not indispensable there-
fore to mention both the propositions based on similarity
[i.e. pointing to the positive concomitance] as well as dissimi-
larity [i.e. pointing to the negative concomitance] in the
same formulation.12 / 31 /

12. In the Nyaya view inferences are classified into three groups according
to the nature of the invariable concomitance the reason (hetu) therein
may admit of. First, if the reason admits of only the positive concomi-
tance, the inference would be called k?valanvayi, e.g. the jar is name-
able {abhidheya), because it is knowab'e (jneya). Here the negative
concomitance in the form 'whatever is not nameable is not knowable'
can never be ascertained, because there is no entity existing which is
not characterised by the property of nameability and as such, it is
impossible to find any instance to corroborate the concomitance.

Secondly, if the reason admits of only the negative concomitance,
the inference would be called kevalavyatireki, e.g. the living body
possesses a self, because it is characterised by vital breath (prana).
Here the positive concomitance in the form 'whatever is characterised
by vital breath possesses a self, can never be ascertained because
(besides the living body) there is no other entity which is characterised
by the possession of vital breath and as such, it is impossible to find
any instance to corroborate the concomitance. A living body cannot
be cited to be the instance, because it is included in the inference as
the subject and the presence of a self is yet to be established there.

Thirdly, if the reason admits of both the positive and the negative
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Thus the mutual indirect indication of positive and negative
concomitances—as in the case of the reasons based on identity
and causation—is explained.

To explain it as in the case of the third kind of reason,
the author says—

[Such indication is possible] in the case of
non-apprehension also. / 32 /

concomitances the inference would be called anvaya-vyatireki, e.g. the
mountain contains fire, because it contains smoke. Here the positive
concomitance—wherever there is smoke there is fire—is ascertained in
the instance of the kitchen and the like, while the negative concomi-
tance—wherever there is an absence of fire there is an absence of
smoke—is ascertained in the instance of the Jake or the like.

In other words, in a kevalanvayi inference there is no vipaksa and
in a kevalavyatireki inference there is no sapaksa. An anvayavyatireki
inference however has both.

It is quite clear from the preceding remarks of Dharmaklrti, that
in the Buddhist view, a valid inference can only be anvayavyatireki
and neither kevalanvayi nor kevalavyatireki. The basis for the
Buddhists' objection to the validity of the last two forms of inferences
seems to be their strict adherence to the principle that a valid reason
must always be characterised by the three properties of paksasattva,
sapaksasattva and vipaksasattva—deficiency in any one or several of
these properties would invalidate the reason. Thus, in a kevalanvayi
inference the absence of the reason in a dissimilar case is never ascer-
tained and in a kevalavyatireki inference the presence of the reason in
a similar case is never ascertained. Just as a reason which is not
ascertained as present in the subject becomes a pseudo-reason and
does not lead to valid inferential cognition, so is the case with a reason
which is not ascertained to be either absent in a dissimilar case or
present in a similar one. (cf. HBTp. 73. Also note 32 below).

Prasastapada also does not mention any such classification of
inferences. Srldhara (NK p. 489) does not state anything about his
own position in this regard, but refers to two different views of others
that seek to explain the absence of such a classification there. Accor-
ding to the first, the tacit admission of the two forms of kevalanvayi
and kevalavyatireki follows from their acceptance in the allied
{samanatantra) system (i.e. the Nyaya system). According to the
second, the enumeration of the three characteristics of a valid reason
(.see note 6, ch 2) does not refer as a whole to the valid reasons in
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That is, [in the case of the reason] not included under the
two kinds of reasons based on causation and on identity. / 3?,/

When it is said 'an entity which is existent
and fulfils the conditions of cognisability
is necessarily apprehended', it is ascer-
tained thereby that such an entity if not
apprehended must be absent, and thus
positive concomitance becomes established
/ 3 3 /

When the negative concomitance—viz., if an entity which
fulfils the conditions of cognisability had been present here,
it should also have been apprehended—is stated, and an entity
in spite of its fulfilling the conditions of cognisability is not
apprehended, it is ascertained by logical implication that
[such an entity] is absent here. Therefore, [it is shown] that
the positive concomitance is established by indirect indication.

Here the indirect indication of the positive concomitance
only is stated. An indirect indication of the negative concomi-
tance in the case of non-apprehension-may be understood by
[the reader or the student] himself.13 / 33 /

general. The first and the second (viz. yad anumeyena sambaddham=
paksasattva and prasiddhamca tadanvite=sapaksasattva) constitute the
definition of kevalanvayi only. The first and the third (viz. yad
anumeyena sambaddham=paksasattva and tadabhave ca nasty eva=
vipaksasattva) constitute the definition of kevalavyatireki only. The
three characteristics taken as a whole constitute the definition of
anvaya-vyatireki only.

13. i.e. when it is stated'an entity which in spite of satisfying the condi-
tions of cognisability is not apprehended is accepted to be an object
of successful behaviour concerning the non-existent' (=positive
concomitance) it follows from implication 'an entity which is existent
and satisfies the conditions of cognisability is necessarily apprehended'
(=negative concomitance).

V.23
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There is no statement of the thesis in any [example] of the
inferences based on similarity or dissimilarity. Is it to be
concluded therefrom that there should never be a statement of
the thesis ? To this, the author says—

When the two14 [propositions expressing
the concomitance and the presence of the
mark in the subject] are stated, it is not
always necessary to make a 'statement of
the thesis' {paksa-nirdesa).15 / 34 /

That is, there is no hard and fast rule to the effect that
the thesis must be mentioned. / 34 /

As for example, in the case of a formula-
tion based on similarity, [there is a state-
ment of the concomitance ] : whatever, in

14. Nyaya logicians admit five propositions—stated in a fixed order—as
the essential constituents of pararthanumana. Each of these proposi-
tions has specific justification of its own and in the absence of any one
of them there can be no inferential cognition {NS i. 1. 32 ff)

According to the Buddhists, only two propositions are necessary
for yielding an inferential cognition. They are : (i) statement
of the invariable concomitance (which corresponds to the
third Nyaya proposition, viz. udaharand) and (ii) statement of the
presence of the reason in the subject (which corresponds to the fourth
Nyaya proposition, viz. upanayd). In this regard, there is also no
difference between svarthanumana and pararthanumana. In both the
cases the inferential cognition is produced simply by these two pro-
positions. Thus, for instance, when the two statements—viz. 'wherever
there is smoke there is fire, as in the kitchen' and 'this mountain
contains smoke'—are made one after another, the hearer at once
concludes that here the fact sought to be established is nothing but
'the mountain contains fire.' (See also note 16 below).

In the following texts (35-38) Dharmaklrti explains the above
with the illustration of an inference based on non-apprehension.

15. The expression paksanirde'sa here is synonymous with the first Nyaya
proposition, viz. pratijna. It also covers by implication the fifth
Nyaya proposition, viz. nigamana.
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spite of fulfilling the conditions of cogni-

sability, is not apprehended must be an

object of successful behaviour concerning

the non-existent. / 35 /

The positive concomitance is to be understood as taking

into consideration the whole class of [such objects] : each and

every object that fulfils the conditions of cognisability and is

not apprehended, must invariably be an object of success-

ful behaviour concerning the non-existent. / 35 / , .

[And] the presence of the mark in the >• '

subject is also stated : here also the j a r <;; •

in spite of fulfilling the conditions of cogni-

sability is not apprehended . [When these '

two proposi t ions are ment ioned] , it follows,

by implication, [that the thesis is] 'no j a r

exists he re ' . / 36 /

When the 'positive concomitance as taking into considera-

tion the whole class ' as well as the 'presence of the mark in the

subject ' are explicitly stated, the thesis to be established there

is actually conveyed by implication. W h a t , then, is the use of

stating the thesis ? / 36 /

Similarly, in the case of a formulation

based on dissimilarity also, [ there is a

statement of the concomitance] : whatever

is an object of successful behaviour con-

cerning the existent [i.e. simply 'existent ' ]

and fulfils the condit ions of cognisability

is always apprehended . / 37 /

The above text mentions the negative concomitance : each

and every object which fulfils the condit ions of cognisability

and is an object of successful behaviour concerning the exis-

ient must invariably be apprehended. / 37 /
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[And] the presence of the mark in the
. , subject is also stated : such ajar however

is not apprehended here. [When these
.'• • two propositions are mentioned], it

; follows, by implication, [that the thesis is]
. , 'no object of successful behaviour concer-

ning the existent is present here'. / 38 /

When the negative concomitance as taking into considera-
tion the whole class as well as the presence of the mark in the
subject are explicitly mentioned, the thesis to be established is
conveyed through the implication [of the propositions]
expressing the two, and as such there is no statement of the
thesis. Otherwise—had it not been conveyed—[the author]
would have stated it explicitly. When the thesis to be estab-
lished is already understood from the implication [of the two
propositions], who would have any interest, even on repeated
request, for listening to the proposition expressing the thesis
to be established ?

Thus, when the subject of debate is clearly conveyed
through logical implication and the thesis to be established is
ascertained by the propositions expressing 'invariable concomi-
tance' and the 'presence of the mark in the subject', there is no
use of mentioning the thesis.

This [restriction on the statement of the thesis] is, however,
to be understood as referring to the statement of the proposi-
tions that lead to the ascertainment [i.e. the inferential know-
ledge]. If anybody mentions the thesis for the purpose of
explaining, there is no objection.16 And that is why, it has

16. This is however not in full agreement with the view expressed by
Dharmakirti in HB (pp. 55f) where he discusses the problem in greater
details, and after a strong criticism of the Nyaya position finally
rejects the claim of pratijna as one of the essential inference-compo-
nents. His criticism is mainly based on the contention that the thesis
to be established in pararthanumana too is understood, just in the same
manner as in svarthanumana, where the knower himself perceives the
mark in the subject, recollects its invariable concomitance with the
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been said [in text 34] that there is no hard and fast rule.
Because, it follows, if the intention of [the author] would have
been complete prohibition of the statement of the thesis, all
these would not have been mentioned at all. / 38 /

It has been concluded that it is not necessary to have a
statement of the thesis in the propositions that lead to the
inferential ascertainment ; it may be stated, however, for the
purpose of explaining. But then—

It is to be stated what exactly is to be
meant by a thesis. / 39 /

inferable property and finally acquires the inferential cognition—
without anyone categorically pointing out to him 'such is the thesis
sought to be established.'

It may be argued against the above that in svarthanumana the
knower himself has the perception of the mark and as such he may
also ascertain the thesis to be established without the assistance of
anybody else. But in pararthanumana the knower himself does not
perceive the mark, but comes to know of it only through the words
of somebody else. As such, it would only be proper that he should
ascertain the thesis also through the statement of somebody else. To
this, DharmakTrti replies that even then the statement of the thesis is
quite useless, for it has nothing to do with the actual establishment
of the inferable fact. In the preliminary stage the statement of the
thesis expresses only some doubtful meaning and it cannot be the basis
for any valid or certain knowledge. In fact, in pararthanumana also
the inferential cognition follows from the same two factors, namely,
the knowledge of the mark as present in the subject and the recollection
of the invariable concomitance between the mark and the inferable
property. It is therefore necessary to state only those propositions
which make the hearer aware of these two facts.

There are others who maintain that the statement of the thesis
is necessary for indicating the nature of the inference, namely that it
is a formulation based on similarity or a formulation based on
dissimilarity. But this claim also is untenable, for the nature of the
formulation is very well determined by the 'statement indicating the
presence of the reason in the subject' {paksadharmc-vacana). As for
instance, when the statement of the concomitance in the form 'whatever
is produced is non-eternal' is followed by the further assertion 'sound
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What are the characteristics of [a statement] that is to be
called a thesis ? To this, the author says—

By a thesis is to be understood a statement
which is accepted by [the disputant] him-
self {svayam) 'just as such' (svaiupena eva)
and which is not contradicted.17 / 40 /

A thesis means the statement [of any topic] which is
admitted [for discussion] according to the intention of the
disputant (vadin), which is accepted only as a 'point to be
established' (sadhya) and which moreover is not contradicted
by perception or the like. This is the meaning in brief. / 40 /

The detailed meaning [is now stated]—

'As such' (svarjjpena) means accepted only
as a point to be established. / 41 /

[At the time of a debate] it is proper to take a point only
as a point yet to be established and not in any other way. As
such, by a thesis is to be understood only such a statement as
refers to a point yet to be established. / 41 /

'Just as such' means accepted only as the
point to be established and not as the
reason (sadhana) as well. / 42 /

The above remark shows that a thesis means the statement
of a point accepted exclusively as something yet to be estab-
lished, and not as anything else. / 42 /

is something produced', it becomes clear that the formulation is based
on similarity. If, on the other hand, the same statement of the
concomitance is followed further by the assertion 'sound is eternal";
it becomes clear that the formulation is based on dissimilarity, (cf.
for details HBT pp. 63ff).

17. This definition ofpaksa originally comes from Dignaga (cf. Fragments
p. 27n). Uddyotakara elaborately refutes it under NS i.1.33 (p. 281).
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What can be the example of a statement referring to a point
accepted as something other than yet to be established ? To
this, the author says— . •••

As for example, the reason—viz., the
property of being visible—in the inference
of non-eternality in sound is also a fact to
be established, because visibility in sound
is unproved. / 43 /

When it is sought to be inferred 'sound is non-eternal,
[because it is visible]', the property of visibility being unproved
in relation to sound becomes same as an inferable property.
Hence if no such condition [viz., accepted only as a point to
be established] were mentioned, this statement of visibility [in
sound] also would have become a thesis. / 43 /

Tf it [i.e. the reason mentioned in the above example] is
also the same as an inferable property [i.e. something yet to
be established], let it also be considered as a thesis. To this,
the author says—

Here it is stated also as a reason and as
such [it is not a point accepted] only as
yet to be established. / 44 /

It is true that the property of being visible [in relation to
sound] is something yet to be established. Still, it is not
exclusively something yet to be established, because, being
stated as the ground, it also shares the characteristic of being a
reason. Thus, the statement of something which, though
identical with an inferable property, shares the additional
characteristic of being the reason is not to be regarded as a
thesis, since it expresses an additional significance. / 44 /

'Himself means by the disputant (vadin)
who sets forth the argument at that
time. / 4 5 /
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That is, finally, a thesis is [a statement] of only that topic
which the disputant himself seeks to establish by providing
arguments for it, and not what is established by the 'original
author of the system' (sastrakara). 'Who etc'. That is, a
thesis must be something sought to be established by only the
disputant. / 45 /

Even if one sets forth the arguments—
adhering to any particular system. / 46 /

It may be argued that when one [i.e. the disputant] adheres
to any particular system, one is already certain of the conclu-
sion regarding the point of dispute. There may be such an
ascertainment [on the part of the disputant]. But, still [his
statement is to be considered as a thesis], if he seeks to
examine critically auy point—taking it up from the original
system. / 46 /

The original author of that system, how-
ever, may admit several characteristics in
relation to the same subject (dharmin).
I 47 /

The original author of a particular system—adhering to
which the disputant sets forth his arguments—may admit
several properties characterising the subject the nature of
which is being disputed. Still t h e n -

It is stated hereby that in such a case, that
property alone which the disputant himself
seeks to prove would constitute the infer-
able property and not anything else. / 48 /

An inferable property is a property which is sought to be
proved by the disputant alone and not simply what is intended
by the original author of the system. The implication of the
above remark is as follows. An inferable property means only
that property [the admission of which] is essential [for the
system] and which is sought to be clarified by the disputant in
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adherence to his system ; this is because a thesis means
[a statement] of a property which is accepted [for discussion]
only by the disputant. Thus, [a thesis is not constituted by]
whatever the original author of the system admits. / 48 /

'Accepted' means an entity which is subject.
to dispute and with a view to establishing
which [the disputant] sets forth the
arguments. / 49 /

The meaning of the word 'accepted' is given here. That is,
an object is said to be accepted if there is a dispute about
the nature of that object—which thus becomes a subject of
dispute, and also, if [the disputant] with a view to proving it
rightly, puts it as an inferable property. / 49 /

Such an [accepted] object would be the
inferable entity, even though it is not
expressed in words. / 50 /

Even if such an object which is actually the topic of debate
is not mentioned in words, it is to be regarded as the inferable
entity. / 50 /

Why is it so ? To this, the author says—

Because it is the very basis of the dispute.
/ 5 1 / .

It is the very fact from which the dispute proceeds, and
as such, how can the fact to be established be something
other than this disputed subject ? / 51 /

How is it that the topic which is the basis of the dispute
is to be regarded as the fact to be established—^even if it is not
stated in words ? To this, the author says—

V. 24 ;
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As [in the formulation] 'the visual organ
and the like are for the use of someone
else, because they are composite subs-
tances ; just like the various implements
{anga) such as a bed, a chair and so
on.' 152/

The meaning of the formulation is : just as the various
implements like a bed, a chair and others are found to serve
the needs of other persons, because they are of the nature of
composite substances ; so also, the visual organ and the like
—being of the nature of composite substances—exist for
the use of someone else. / 52 /

Here it is not explicitly mentioned [that
the visual organ and the like] are 'for the
use of the self' (atmartha). But, still, it is
understood that the point to be established
here is nothing but—[these] are for the use

• of the self. / 53 /

In the above formulation, though it is not clearly stated
'the visual organ and the like are for the use of the self, still
the point to be established here is 'their use by the self.
Otherwise, if the point to be established were merely 'their use
by someone else', there would be [the fallacy of] 'proving what
is already proved' {siddhasadhana). There being dispute
regarding [their use by] the self, it is put as the topic in a
debate and as such, it alone becomes the point to be esta-
blished. / 5 3 /

. ' The implication thereby is that the point
to be established is not merely what is
explicitly stated. / 54 /

It has been shown thus that some point, though not
explicitly mentioned to be so, should be regarded as the point
to be established—if it is only intended to be the subject [of a
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debate] ; and as such, [it follows] that a point to be established
is not merely what is explicitly stated. Why is it so ? Because,
what is intended to be the subject [of a debate] is nothing
different from what is to be established. / 54 /

The expression 'not contradicted' (anira-
krta) is mentioned to point out that, in
spite of conforming to the above defini-
tion, [the statement referring to] the -
entity which is sought to be established
by [the disputant] is not to be regarded
as a thesis—if it is contradicted by
perception, inference, general usage
(prasiddhi) or one's own statement. / 55 /

If [the statement concerning] an entity, which in spite of
conforming to the definition as mentioned above, is contra-
dicted at the stage of formulation by perception, inference,
general usage or one's own statement is not to be accepted as
a thesis. The expression 'not contradicted' is added to point
out this fact. / 55 /

Of these, an example of a statement
contradicted by perception is : sound is

- inaudible {asravana). / 56 /

The word sravana here means hearing, i.e. a cognition
through the sense of hearing. Or, [the word] may mean an
auditory sensation. Audible (sravana) means what is appre-
hended by sravana. Inaudible means 'not audible'.

Here the substratum {dharmin) is sound, and the property
to be inferred is inaudibility. The thesis 'sound is inaudible'-
is contradicted by perception. It is ascertained by the living
beings themselves that sound is revealed by a cognition received
through the sense of hearing. Thus, audibility in sound being
revealed by one's own cognition, inaudibility there is contr-
dicted [by perception]. / 56 /
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An example of a statement contradicted
by inference is : the jar18 is eternal. / 57 /

Here 'eternality' is being sought to be proved in sound.
But it is contradicted by the inference '[the jar is non-eternal,
because it is] a product'. Whatever is a product is found to
be non-eternal. The jar also is a product. How can it there-
fore be eternal ? / 57 /

An example of a statement contradicted
by general usage is : the hare-marked
(sasin) is not denoted by the word 'moon'.
/ 5 8 /

If somebody states a thesis, viz. the hare-marked is not
denoted by the word moon, it would be contradicted by the
general usage that the hare-marked is denoted by the word
'moon'.

Moreover, it is also contradicted by the fact that every
word has the capability of denoting every meaning, because
the relation between a word and its meaning is determined by
convention (samketa).19 As for instance, even the word 'jar'
may denote the moon. / 58 /

An example of a statement contradicted
by one's own statement is : inference is not
an instrument of valid knowledge. / 59 /

If anybody states as a thesis 'inference is not an instrument
of valid knowledge', it would be in contradiction with his own
statement. If inference is [actually not to be regarded as] an
instrument of valid knowledge, one should never assert all these.
A group of words [as a source of valid knowledge] is included-

18. Dharmottara reads the text as nityah sabdah. Vinltadeva's reading
is definitely better. For details, see BL ii, p. 163, n 1.

19. See note 2Uch. 1.
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in the class of inference. If inference were not really an
instrument of valid knowledge, how can a group of words be a
source of right knowledge?

Again, if a group-of words is not really a source of right
knowledge, why would it be stated at all by anybody ? And
thus [the above statement of the disputant] would result in
the contradiction of his own statement. / 59 /

All these four20 types of 'pseudo-thesis'
are thus excluded [from the scope of real
theses]. / 60 /

A statement contradicted by agama is to be included in
statements contradicted by one's own statement and that is
why the author says 'all these four types of pseudo-theses'.

Besides, agama cannot be adhered to as against inference
which proceeds from the strength of actual observation of
facts and as such, there can really be no question of contra-
diction. For this reason also [the pseudo-theses are] said to

20. The author of NP (p. 2) mentions nine types of paksabhasa. Of the
four types mentioned here by Dharmakirti, he leaves out prasiddhinira-
krta and adds the following six : i) agama-vlruddha (contradicted by
an accepted thesis), e.g. the thesis 'sound is eternal' when advanced
by the Vaisesika ; ii) loka-viruddha (contradicted by general practice),
e.g. the thesis 'a human skull is sacred'; iii) aprasiddha-vi'sesana (a
thesis in which the qualifying attribute is unproved), e.g. in the expre-
ssion 'sound which is destructible etc ' when advanced by the Buddhists
to the followers of Samkhya ; iv) aprasiddha-vi'sesya (a thesis in which
the qualified entity is unproved), e.g in the expression 'the (eternal)
self characterised by consciousness e tc ' when advanced by the
followers of Samkhya to the Buddhists : v) aprasiddhobhaya (a thesis
in which both the qualifier and the qualified are unproved), e g. in
the expression 'the (eternal) self which is the inherent cause of pleasure
etc ' when advanced by the followers of Vaisesika to the Buddhists ;
vi) prasiddha-sambandha (a thesis too well-known to be proved through
inference), e.g. the thesis 'sound is audible'. For an account of the
different views in this regard, see ILM pp. 94-97. Also BL ii, p. 170,
n 2 .
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be of four types.21 'This' (iti) means 'in the manner shown
above'. / 60 /

Thus, a point to be established means
something which is opposite to—what is
already established ; what is not yet
proved, but is intended to be the reason ;
what is not sought to be proved by the
disputant at that time ; what is necessarily
stated in words and lastly, what is contra-
dicted. / 61 /

The expression 'opposite to' is to be added to each [of the
preceding expressions] and as such, the meaning implied is :
by a thesis is to be understood [the statement] of a point which
is opposite to what is already established ; opposite to what
is not yet proved, but is intended to be the reason ; opposite
to what is not sought to be proved by the disputant at that
time ; opposite to what is necessarily stated in words and
lastly, opposite to what is contradicted. In other words, the
definition of a thesis is stated here by way of contrast
(vaiparitya). / 61 /

21. The word agama may mean either a doctrine accepted in one's own
system or a view simply mentioned in the scriptures. If the first
meaning is accepted, agama-viruddha would come under svavacana-
viruddha, because when one offers a thesis which goes against rhe very
doctrine accepted in one's own system it is just like contradicting one's
own words. It may however be noted that in this sense, agama-
viruddha may alsobe considered as included under anumana-viruddha,
for the doctrines accepted in the different systems are generally
founded on inferential grounds and if there is any contradiction with
them, it ultimately pertains to the underlying inference, (cf. Uddyo-
takara's remarks under NS i. 1. 33, p. 278)

If again the second meaning is accepted, there can really be no
possibility of contradiction, because a view simply mentioned in the
scriptures—being not founded on the observation of actual facts—can
never be powerful enough to oppose an inference that proceeds from
the observation of actual facts.
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An excellent [i.e. free from all errors]
definition of a thesis is itherefore shown
[by stating that] 'a thesis is a statement of
something which is intended just as such
by the disputant and is not contradicted'.
162/

'Just as such' means only as a point to be established. The
expression 'intended by the disputant' is added to exclude what
is intended by the original author of the system. The word
'intended' is mentioned [to show that the thesis is] not
necessarily what is stated in words.

"Not contradicted". That is, not rejected. "A thesis".
That is, what is sought to be established. "An excellent
definition of a thesis is therefore shown". That is, the
definition of a thesis as has been mentioned here is free from
all errors.

This concludes the discussion of the valid forms of
inference. / 62 /

To begin the discussion on formulations simulating infer-.
ence, the author says—

It has been already said that an inference
for the sake of others is a statement of a
mark having three characteristics. / 63 /

The expression 'it has been already said' is added to show
the relevance of [the discussion] of the pseudo-reasons [under
inference]. / 63 / '

If anyone of the three characteristics is not
mentioned, [there would be a fallacy]. /64/

. [If any of the three characteristics is not mentioned], the
reason would be vitiated by the fallacy of deficiency (nyuna).
/ 64 /.
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[There would also be a fallacy] if [any of
the characteristics], though mentioned, is
not established or is doubtful for either
the disputant (vadin) or the opponent
(prativadin). I 65 I

It would also be an example of a pseudo-reason, if any one
of the three characteristics of [a valid reason]—though
mentioned—remains unproved or doubtful for either the
disputant or the opponent. Here the connection with a
pseudo-reason is shown [in a general way]. / 65 /

To mention the pseudo-reasons specifically, the author
says—

. When one of the three characteristics, viz.
the connection [of the reason] with the
subject, is either unproved or doubtful,
there would be the pseudo-reason called
the unproved.22 / 66 /

The expression dharmi-sambandha means the connection
with the subject, i.e. presence in the substratum. If it is
unproved or is doubtful, there would be the pseudo-reason
called the unproved. / 66 /

To give an example, the author says—

As for instance, when it is sought to be
proved 'sound is non-eternal', a reason in
the form 'because it is visible' is unproved
for both [the disputant and the opponent].

• 161 I

The property of visibility in sound is admitted by neither
the disputant nor the opponent. / 67 /

22. For an account of the different divisions of asiddha-hetvabhasa, see
1LM pp. lOOf.
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Again, when it is sought to be proved ' trees

are conscious beings ' , a reason in the form

'because they die when the entire bark is

taken off' is unproved for the opponent

[viz. the Bauddha] . / 68 /

If the proposi t ion of the Digamvara—trees are conscious

beings, because they die when the entire ba rk is taken off—is

sought to be proved [as against] the Bauddha , the death of

trees due to the peeling of the ent ire ba rk is unproved for the
Bauddha. / 68 /

Why is it unproved ? To this, the au tho r says—

Because the Buddhists admit death in the

form of the extinction of sensations, sense-

organs and life. / 69 /

The expression vijnanendriyayuh is to be expounded as

[meaning] sensation, sense-organs and life—all taken together.

Vijnanendriyayur-nirodha means the extinction of all these.

Death in the form of the extinction of sensations, sense-organs

and life means death as characterised by such extinction.

According to the Buddhist , death means such a state only and

not merely drying up . / 69 /

And such a death is not possible in the

case of trees. / 70 /

Death in the form described above does not exist in the

case of t rees . / 70 / ? ; ; i

When a follower of the Samkhya seeks '•>'.'"

to p rove ' p l ea su re and the like are uncon- ' • '

scious' , a reason in the form 'because it ' ;

is characterised by or ig in ' or 'because it is ' •

non -e t e rna l ' i s unproved for the disputant '•'.• '

himself. / 71 /

V. 25 •'
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If the Samkhya proposition 'pleasure and the like are
unconscious, because they are characterised by origin or
because they are non-eternal' is debated by the Buddhists,
[there would be a pseudo-reason, because] origin, (utpatti) or
non-eternality in relation to pleasure and the like is unproved
for the Samkhya followers themselves. In the Samkhya view,
nothing can originate, and nothing can perish. / 71 /

Similarly, [there would be a pseudo-reason
in the form of] the unproved when there
is doubt regarding the nature of the
reason itself or regarding its location. /72/

If doubt prevails regarding the nature of the reason itself
or regarding its location, there would be a pseudo-reason
called the unproved. / 12 I

An example [of the first form is given]—

As for instance, in proving fire [a reason
in the form of] an 'assemblage of material
elements' (bhuta-samghata) suspected to
be of the nature of vapour or the like. / 73 /

The word vaspadi means objects beginning with vapour.
Vaspadibhava means the general characteristic of such objects,
i.e. finally, being identical in nature with any of the objects
like vapour etc. Bhuta-samghata means an assemblage of
material elements.

When such an object is offered as the reason for proving
the existence of fire, there would be doubt [by seeking] to
identify it [alternatively] with any one of the objects like
vapour and others : 'it is vapour' or 'it is a column of
dust' or 'it is smoke' or 'it is fog'. Hence it would be a case
of the pseudo-reason called the unproved. / 73 /

To illustrate a case where doubt prevails regarding the
location of the reason, the author says—
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As for instance, there is a peacock in this
mountain-grove, because its cries are
heard. / 74 /

'Its cries' means a continuous flow of the sound of a
peacock. 'Mountain-grove' is a particular spot located in the
mountain. If anybody seeks to prove 'there is a peacock in
this mountain-grove, because its cries are heard', [there would
be fallacy] because the presence of the peacock's cries in that
very mountain-grove intended by the speaker is doubtful. / 74/

Why is it doubtful ? To this, the author says—

There may be a mistake regarding the
exact spot from which it flows. / 75 /

There is doubt regarding the exact spot from which the
peacock's cries follow, because it cannot be specifically deter-
mined from which of the various mountain-groves the sound
of the peacock is coming. / 75 /

[There would be] unproved pseudo-reason,
when the substratum (dharmin) itself is
not proved. As for instance, [the reason]
'having qualities that are apprehended
everywhere', when it is sought to be x

established 'the self is ubiquitous'. / 76 /

Ubiquitous means what pervades everything i.e. omni-
present. The expression sarvatropalabhamana-guna means
an entity the qualities of which are apprehended everywhere,
and sarvatropalabhamaim-gunatva means the general charac-
teristic of such an entity. There are some logicians who prove
the ubiquity of the self by the reason 'having qualities that
are apprehended everywhere'. But such a reason [would be
fallacious], because the substratum is unproved. An. entity in
the form of the self in respect of which the property of 'having
qualities that are apprehended everywhere' is affirmed does
not exist.
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The position of the opponent here is as follows. It is
well-known that pleasure (sukha) and the like are the qualities
of the self. They are apprehended [as characterising] Deva-
datta [i.e. any living person] in whatever places may he be
present. Because of the absence of motion the self cannot go
about from one place to another. But its qualities are appre-
hended everywhere, and it follows therefrom that the self
must be present everywhere.23 / 76 /

When another characteristic [of a valid
reason], viz. the absence of the reason in a
dissimilar case, is unproved, there would
be the pseudo-reason called the irregular
(anaikantika). / 77 /

That is, there would be the pseudo-reason called the
irregular when the negative concomitance is not established.
117/

To give an example, the author says—

As for instance, when the property of
eternality or the like is sought to be proved
[by such reasons as] the property of prova-
bility (prameyatva) or the like—which exist
in each one of the similar and the dissimilar
cases or in some of such cases only.24 / 78 /

'Eternality and the like' means properties beginning with

23. JTayanta (NM ii, p. 40) discusses and defends this argument in details.
In the Vaisesika view, the argument is actually advanced to establish
the ubiquity of akasa. But on the basis of analogy it may also be
extended to the case of the self. (cf. NK p. 153 and p. 213 ; TB p. 20
and p. 24).

24. cf. Vatsyayana on NS i.2.5 and particularly the etymological analysis
of the term anaikantika given therein.
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eternality and others. Similarly, 'provability and the like'
means properties beginning with provability and others.

When it is sought to be proved 'sound is eternal, because it
is provable', the property of provability exists in eachi& of the
similar and the dissimilar cases.

When it is sought to be proved 'sound is not produced by
conscious effort, because it is non-eternal', the property of
non-eternality exists in some of the similar cases and in each
of the dissimilar cases.26

When it is sought to be proved 'sound is produced by
conscious effort, because it is non-eternal', the property of
non-eternality exists in each of the similar cases and in some
of the dissimilar cases.27

When it is sought to be proved 'sound is eternal, because
it is devoid of touch', the absence of touch is observed only in
some of the both similar and dissimilar cases.28

Thus, four kinds of the 'ordinary irregular' {sadharananai-
kantika) are mentioned here. / 78 /

25. This is because provability (prameyatva) is a property which must
belong to all existent entities, eternal and non-eternal.

26. Here sapaksa would be represented by objects that are not produced
by conscious effort. The reason 'non-eternality' is present in some
of them, e.g. lightning etc. and, again, absent in some of them, e.g.
empty space etc. On the other hand, vipaksa would be represented
by objects that are produced by conscious effort. The reason is
present in all of them, because whatever is produced by conscious effort
is non-eternal.

27. Here sapaksa would be represented by objects that are produced by
conscious effort. The reason'non-eternality' is present in all of them,
because whatever is produced by conscious effort is non-eternal.
Again, vipaksa would be represented by objects that are not produced
by conscious effort. The reason is present in some of them, e.g. light-
ing etc. and also absent in some of them, e g. empty space etc.

28. Here sapaksa would be represented by eternal objects and vipaksa by
non-eternal objects. The reason 'absence of touch' is present in some
eternal objects, e.g. empty space etc. and also absent in some such
objects, e.g. four kinds of atoms. Again, the reason is present in some
non-eternal objects, e.g. qualities like colour etc. and also absent in
some such objects, e.g. the jar etc.
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Similarly, [the pseudo-reason would be]
the irregular,29 when there is a doubt
regarding the same characteristic [as stated
in text 78]. / 79 /

It would be also a case of the irregular, when the absence
of the reason in dissimilar cases is not known for certain. / 79 /

To give an example, the author says—

As for instance, the property of being a
speaker or the like, when it is sought to be
proved 'a certain desired person is not
omniscient or is characterised by passion
etc'. / 80 /

When someone says 'a certain desired person is not
omniscient, because he is a speaker' or'a certain desired person
is characterised by passion etc., because he is a speaker', the
property of his being a speaker [would be a pseudo-reason
called] the irregular. / 80 /

What is the name by which it [i.e. such an irregular] is
known ? To this, the author says—

It is known as sandigdha-vipaksa-
vyavrttika. / 81 /

The term sandigdha-vipaksa-yyavrttika means a reason the
absence of which in the dissimilar case is not known for
certain, i.e. a reason with uncertain negative concomitance.
Though it is never observed that an omniscient being is not a
speaker, the negative concomitance is not proved. / 81 /

29. For an account of the controversy regarding the nature of anaikantika-
hetvabhasa between the Buddhists and the Nyaya-Vaiiesika logicians,
see 1LM pp. 102-5.
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Why is it to be considered as the irregular ? To this, the
author says—

Because the non-apprehension of such a
being—having something essentially imper-
ceptible for its object—would only produce
a doubt. / 82 /

No omniscient being is ever observed to be a speaker. But
such a non-apprehension has for its object something which is
essentially imperceptible. Hence it being a non-apprehension
of something essentially imperceptible would only lead to
doubt, and would not lead to the establishment of the negative
concomitance. / 82 /

Therefore, the absence of the properties
like 'being a speaker' etc., in relation to
one opposite to the non-omniscient [i.e.
one who is omniscient] is not known for
certain. / 83 /

The non-apprebension of something essentially impercep-
tible produces only a doubt. Hence the absence of the reason
—viz. the property of being a. speaker—in relation to one
opposite to the non-omniscient, i.e. one who is omniscient, is
not known for certain. / 83 /

Non-apprehension having for its object something essenti-
ally imperceptible, would not prove the negative concomitance.
Let it be so. But why cannot it be proved by [the special
form of non-apprehension, viz ] the apprehension of the
incompatible (svabhava-viruddhopalabdhi) ? To this, the
author says—

Because there is no opposition {yirodha)
between the properties of 'being a speaker'
and 'being omniscient'. / 84 /

The two properties of 'being a speaker' and 'being ominis-
cient' are not opposed to each other. / 84 /
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Therefore—

The negative concomitance is not proved,
though it cannot be observed 'whoever is
omniscient is not a speaker'; because there
is doubt. / 85 /

No omniscient being is ever observed to be a speaker. Even
then the absence of a connection of 'being a speaker' with
'being omniscient' is not proved, because there is no opposi-
tion between the properties of 'being a speaker' and 'being
omniscient' and as a result, there is only a doubt. / 85 /

• Why is there no opposition between the two ? To this, the
author says—

The opposition between objects is of two
kinds. / 86 /

Wherever any opposition is observed, in every case, it is to
be included in either of the two kinds. One is 'factual
opposition' (vastava-virodha) and the other is 'essential
opposition' (laksanika-virodha). / 86 /

To state the nature of factual opposition, the author says—

If an entity though present with its unim-
paired causes, is observed to be absent
when another entity appears there, [the two
would be] opposed to each other, as for
instance, the sensation of cold and the
sensation of heat. / 87 /

Supposing the appropriate causes of an entity are unimpai-
red and the entity to be produced by the causes has appeared.
But when another entity comes into being there, it vanishes.
In such a case there is a cognition of opposition. As for ins-
tance, between the sensation of cold and the sensation of heat.
The sensation of cold though present with its causes unimpaired
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disappears when the sensation of heat is produced, and as
such, one ascertains that the two are opposed. / 87 / ,.

[The second kind of opposition between
two objects] is due to their being mutually
exclusive of each other by nature, as for
instance, presence (bhava) and absence
(abhava). / 88 /

The expression paraspara-parihara-sthita-laksana means
those entities which are, by their own nature, established as
mutually exclusive of each other, and paraspara-parihara-sthita-
laksanata means the general property of such entities. [The
second kind of opposition] is the opposition through such a
property, e.g. between presence and absence of an object. Of
these two, 'presence' can be affirmed in the cases excluding
those of its absence, and again, 'absence' can be affirmed
specifically in the cases excluding those of its presence. / 88 /

None of these two kinds of opposition is
possible in the case of the properties of
'being a speaker' and 'being omniscient'.
/ 8 9 /

Of the two kinds of opposition, none is possible in the
case of 'being a speaker' and 'being omniscient'. It is never
found that the property of being a speaker—present with its
causes unimpaired—disappears even when the property of
being omniscient has come into being.

Again, [it cannot be said], the property of being omniscient
exists only in those cases where the property of being a speaker
does not, and, the property of being a speaker exists only in
those cases where the property of being omniscient does
not. / 89 /

V. 26
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[It may be argued] that, if there is really no opposition
between these two, they should be apprehended as without
opposition—that is, [at least in some case] the property of
being a speaker should co-exist with the property of being
omniscient. To this, the author says—

Even if [they are] not so apprehended,
their absence is not ascertained ; because
they are not proved as opposed [to each
other]. / 90 /

If two entities cannot be asserted as opposed, the non-
apprehension of any one would not lead to the ascertainment
of its absence. Similarly, the negative concomitance of the
property of being a speaker [offered as the reason] for the
inference of the property of not being omniscient is not known
for certain. / 90 /

To explain how the negative concomitance becomes doubt-
ful when the property of 'being characterised by passion etc '
is offered [as the reason], the author says—

[There would be doubt] because no causal
connection between passion or the like and
speech can be proved. / 91 /

There is no ground to prove that the cause of speech is
passion or the like. / 91 /

Let it be admitted that no causal connection between
passion or the like and speech is established. What does
follow therefrom ? To this, the author says—

The negation of speech etc., does not
follow from the negation of something else
which is not their cause. / 92 /

'Something else' means passion etc. How can the negation
of speech, etc. follow from the negation of these [passion etc.]
which are not the causes thereof ? / 92 /
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Thus speech or the like [i.e. the property
of being a speaker etc., if offered as the
reason] would be a case of the irregular
having an uncertain negative concomi-
tance. / 93 /

The negation of speech [i.e. the property of being a speaker]
cannot be known for certain through the negation of either
the property of being not omniscient or passion etc., because
there is no opposition between the properties of 'being a
speaker' and 'being omniscient', nor is there any causal connec-
tion between passion or the like and speech. Therefore, it is
a case of the irregular having an uncertain negative concomi-
tance. / 93 /

[The pseudo-reason called] the contradic-
tory occurs when the opposite of two
characteristics is ascertained. / 94 /

If the opposite of two characteristics is proved, there would
be the pseudo-reason called the contradictory (viruddha). / 94 /

What are these two characteristics ? / 95 /

[That is], what are the two characteristics in the ascertain-
ment of the opposite of which there would be the pseudo-
reason called the contradictory ? / 95 /

[These two characteristics] are 'presence in
a similar case' and 'absence in a dissimilar
case'. / 96 I

That is, the positive concomitance and the negative con-
comitance. Here the general definition of the contradictory
has been stated. / 96 /

To explain it in details, the author says—
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When eternality is sought to be proved,
the properties of 'being a product' and
'being produced by conscious effort' would
be the pseudo-reason called the contradic-
tory. / 97 /

If one tries to establish 'eternality' by any of the properties
of 'being a product' and 'being produced by conscious effort'
it [would be] a pseudo-reason called the contradictory.30 / 97 /

How is the opposite of [the two characteristics] proved in
this case ? To this, the author says—

These two properties are absent in the
similar case and present in the dissimilar
one. / 98 /

If the inferable property is 'eternality', the similar cases
would be empty space etc. But none of the two
properties of 'being a product' and 'being produced by cons-
cious effort' can exist in any of them. The dissimilar cases
here are the non-eternal objects like the jar etc. Both of the
above two properties exist in them. The opposite of the two
characteristics in relation to these is thus proved. / 98 /

These two properties are to be regarded
as the contradictory, because they prove
just the opposite31 of what is sought to be
proved [i.e. the absence of the inferable
property]. / 99 /

If the opposite of the two characteristics is proved, the
opposite of the inferable property would then be proved. As

30. Dharmottara (NBTp. 102) comments that krtakatva illustrates the
contradictory as in the case of svabhava-hetu and prayatnantariyakatva
as in the case of karya-hetu.

31. cf. the wording in Prasastapada's definition of viruddha.
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such, it is known as the contradictory", for it proves just the
opposite of what is sought to be proved. / 99 /

The third variety of the contradictory
known as istavighatakrt32 has not been
[mentioned here]. / 100 /

The term istavighatakrt means that which nullifies [one's
own] admitted thesis. The third variety of the contradictory
has been mentioned by the original author of the system [i.e.
Dignaga]. / 100 /

An illustration of the above variety is—

As for instance, 'the visual organ and the
like are for the use of someone else,
because they are composite substances,
just like the .various implements (anga),
such as a bed, a chair and so on'. /101 /

The meaning of this [formulation] has already been
explained [under text 52]. / 101 /

How does it become a case of the contradictory ? To this,
the author says—

It is contradictory, because it proves just
the opposite of'being useful to something
else which is not a composite substance'—
a thesis admitted by him [i.e. the dispu-
tant]. / 102 /

The word parartha means what serves the need of some-
body else. Pararthya means the general property of such
objects. Asamhata-pararthya means being useful to something
else which is not a composite substance. The compound in
the expression ist asamhata-pararthya is to be expounded as

32. It was also known as dharmavi'sesa-viruddha. See ILM pp. lOlf.
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meaning 'being useful to something else which is not a
composite substance', which is admitted as a thesis [by the
disputant].

Asamhata-pararthya-viparyaya means just the opposite of
such a thesis. [The reason in the above instance] proves it. .
Thus, the above reason is to be understood as a case of the
contradictory, because it proves just the opposite of 'being
useful to something else which is not a composite substance'—
a thesis admitted by him.33 / 102 /

It may be asked why it is not mentioned
. here. / 103 /

That is, [why it is not mentioned] even though it is
admitted by the original author of the system and possesses
the characteristic mark of the contradictory. / 103 /

Because it is included in the above two
forms. / 104 /

This variety has not been mentioned separately, because it
is included in the two varieties of the contradictory already
mentioned. / 104 /

To show the way of inclusion, the author says—

This third variety does not differ from the
other two, because it also proves just the
opposite of what is sought to be proved.
/ 105 /

33. This argument occurs in SK (verse 17). The idea behind the objection
against it seems to be as follows. The thesis intended to be proved is
'usefulness for a non-composite being [ i.e. purusa ] ' (asamhata-
pararthaya). But the inference actually proves 'usefulness for a
composite being' (samhata-pararthya), because the instances like bed
etc.-establish usefulness for only ordinary persons who are composite
beings, (cf. TK on verse 17). See NBTp, 103 f.
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It has been stated that, if the properties of'being a product'
and 'being produced by conscious effort' are offered as reasons
for establishing eternality, they would be contradictory pseudo-
reasons because of proving just the opposite of what is sought
to be established.

It [i.e. the third variety] also—proving as it does just the
opposite of what is sought to be established—becomes as
contradictory as the two varieties [mentioned above]. / 105 /

[It may be objected] that in the preceding two cases there
is the establishment of just the opposite of an inferable
property which is explicitly mentioned in words and there is
no establishment of just the opposite of an admitted thesis.
How can it therefore be similar to the above two ? To this,
the author says—

As regards their being a 'point to be
established' (sadhya), there is actually no
difference between 'what is admitted'
(ista) and 'what is expressed in words'
(ukta). I 106 /

It has already been mentioned that when something is
sought to be proved, there can actually be no difference,
whether it is stated in words or it is merely an admitted
thesis. / 106 /

When one of the two characteristics is
unproved and the other is uncertain, there
would be the pseudo-reason called the
irregular (anaikantika). / 107 /

When either the positive or the negative concomitance
is unproved and the other remains uncertain, it would be a
pseudo-reason called the irregular. / 107 /

An illustration is given—
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As for instance, somebody is free from
passion or is omniscient, because he is a
speaker. / 108 /

The meaning of all these has been already stated [under
text 80]. / 108 /

Here the negative concomitance is un-
proved, and the positive concomitance is
uncertain. / 109 /

In the above formulation, the negative concomitance is not
proved and the positive concomitance is uncertain. To explain,
when the property of being omniscient is sought to be proved,
the dissimilar case would be someone not omniscient. But
it is not proved that speech [i.e. the property of being a
speaker] is absent in non-omniscient beings. / 109 /

To show how the positive concomitance remains uncertain,
the author says—

An omniscient being or a being free from
passion is inaccessible and as such, the
prsence or the absence of speech etc. in
them remains uncertain. / 110 /

Since the properties of being omniscient and being free
from passion are beyond the range of the sense-organs, there
can only be a doubt that in any of these two, speech etc. may
exist or may not. In other words, in the case of the person
referred to as the corroborative instance, it cannot be
determined for certain : 'this person is a speaker as well
as omniscient' or 'this person is a speaker though he is
non-omniscient'. / 110 /

When two characteristics are uncertain, it
would be a case of the irregular. / 111 /
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If both the positive and the negative concomitances remain
uncertain, even then it would be a case of the pseudo-reason
called the irregular. / I l l /

To give an illustration, the author says—

A living body is characterised by a self,
because it possesses 'vital breath etc '
(pranadi).Si / 112/

'Vital breath etc' means such things as beginning with
vital breath. The expression 'vital breath' includes [the other
signs of life also, such as] the opening and shutting of the eyes,
expansion and contraction etc.

'Characterised by a self means [a substance] which serves
as a locus for the experiences [of pleasure and pain] by the
self. The expression 'a living body' excludes the case of a
dead body. / 112/

To explain the doubt regarding the negative concomitance
here, the author says—

Except the two classes of entities—possess-
ing a self and without a self—there is no
other class where vital breath or the like
may exist. / 113 /

There are two classes of entities—one possessing a self and
the other without a self. There is nothing else which is not
included in either of these two. If the possession of vital
breath etc be assumed to be the characteristic of any sub-
stance, it would be something dissociated from [the two classes

34. SeeBLii, p. 208, n 1. Uddyotakara (NS p. 291) and Dharmaklrti
(PVr p. 62) mention this inference in a slightly different form : nedam
niratmakam jivaccharlram apranadimattva-prasahgat. (cf. also Karna-
kagomin's comments).

V. 27
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of entities]—possessing a self and without a self. [That is,
vital breath or the like is then to be admitted as belonging to
a third class of entities]. / 113 /

Let it belong to anything else. But how is it that there can
be no third class ? To this, the author says—

Because all objects are pervaded by the
presence and the absence of a self. / 114 /

The expression vrtti-vyavaccheda means presence and
absence taken together. Vrtti means presence and vyavac-
cheda means absence. Atma-vrtti-vyavaccheda means presence
or absence of a self. These two pervade all existing entities.
Thus, an entity in which the self resides is 'one endowed with
a self (satmaka). All the other entities that cannot be inclu-
ded in the class of such entities are the 'ones without a self
(niratmaka). How can there be any third class of entities ?

Thus, the disconnection of the 'possession of vital breath
etc ' from either an entity endowed with a self or an entity
without a self is not established. / 114/

Admitted that its disconnection from the two is not proved.
But let then its connection with them [be asserted]. To this,
the author says—

[Such an assertion is not possible]
because [the reason] cannot be ascertained
as located in any of these two [classes of
entities]. / 115 /

It can never be known for certain that the possession of
vital breath etc. is always present in the case of an entity
endowed with a self or in the case of an entity without a
self. / 115 /

Why is it so ? To this, the author says—
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Because [the presence of] vital breath etc.
cannot be proved in any of the entities
established either as characterised by a
self or as without a self. / 116/

The possession of vital breath etc. is found neither in an
entity which is ascertained to be endowed with a self nor in an
entity which is ascertained to be without a self. How then can
it be ascertained as located in any of them ? / 116 /

Therefore, [it is to be admitted] that the
possession of vital breath etc. are connec-
ted with only a living body. / 117 /

In conclusion, the presence of the reason in the subject is
mentioned. The expression jivaccharira-sambandha is to be
expounded as meaning 'connection with a living body' and
jivaccharlra-sambandhin means something characterised by
such a connection. This is nothing but showing the presence
of the reason in the subject. / 117 /

Since it [i.e. possession of vital breath or
the like] is proved as disconnected with
none of [the two classes of] entities—
those with a self and those without a self—
there can be no negative concomitance
with any of them. / 118 /

This remark points out the absence of the negative con-
comitance. / 118 /

There can also be no positive concomi-
tance, because it is not proved as connec-
ted with any of them. /119/

This remark points out the absence of the positive concomi-
tance. Thus, the presence of both the positive and the negative
concomitances remains unproved. / 119 /
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It may be objected that in this way the absence of the two
[concomitances] would actually be ascertained. To this, the
author says—

Nor can there be any ascertainment of
the absence of its positive and negative
concomitances in relation to an entity with
a self or an entity without a self. / 120 /

Just as the presence of the positive and the negative
concomitances remains uncertain in the case of an entity
endowed with a self, so also the absence [of the two concomi-
tances] remains uncertain as well. The same is to be noted in
the case of an entity without a self. / 120 /

But how is it that in spite of the absence of the ascertain-
ment regarding the presence there is no ascertainment regard-
ing the absence ? To this, the author says—

Because the positive concomitance [=presence]
and the negative concomitance [=absence]
are, by their nature, mutually exclusive. / 121 /

Positive concomitance and negative concomitance exist as
excluding each other. Thus, where there is no positive
concomitance, there is negative concomitance ; and where
there is no negative concomitance, there is positive concomi-
tance. / 121 /

It has been said that the two [forms of concomitances]
exist as excluding each other. What does then follow from
it ? To this, the author says—

[It follows that], if the absence of one is
ascertained, the presence of the other is
necessarily to be admitted. / 122 /

Since they exist as mutually exclusive of each other, [it
follows] that when there is an ascertainment of the absence of
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positive concomitance, there must be an ascertainment of the
presence of negative concomitance. Similarly, when there is
an ascertainment of the absence of negative concomitance,
there must be an ascertainment of the presence of positive
concomitance.

Thus, its [i.e. of the reason] absence can be ascertained
only when it is known for certain 'the possession of vital breath
or the like does not exist here'. Its presence can be ascertained
only when it is known for certain 'it [i.e. the possession of
vital breath or the like] is not absent here'.

There can thus be no ascertainment regarding the absence
of the possession of vital breath etc. in entities endowed with
a self and without a self, because, in the case of the positive
and the negative concomitances the presence of one can invari-
ably be established when the absence of the other is known
for certain. / 122 /

Hence, the positive and the negative
concomitances being uncertain, it would
be a case of the irregular. / 123 /

In other words, it would be a case of the irregular, because
there is doubt regarding the positive and the negative con-
comitances. / 123 /

Let there be doubt regarding the positive and the negative
concomitances. But why should it be regarded as nothing but
a case of the irregular ? To this, the author says—

Because it is not ascertained [to be present]
in relation to either the inferable property
or its opposite. / 124 /

It is to be regarded as a case of the irregular, because the
possession of vital breath etc. [which is offered as the reason]
is not ascertained [to be present] in relation to either the
property to be inferred or a property opposite in nature [i.e.
the absence of the property to be inferred]. / 124 /
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Thus there are three forms of the pseudo-
;• - : i , ; reasons, namely, the unproved (asiddha),.
. . A the contradictory (viruddha) and the

irregular (anaikantika). They are accord-
ingly (yathayoga) [to be understood] •
when any one or any pair of the three
characteristics [of a valid reason] remains
unproved or uncertain. / 125 /

'Thus' means in the said manner. 'The three characteristics'
means presence of the reason in the subject, and the positive
as well as the negative concomitances. "When any one or
any pair of the three characteristics remains unproved or
uncertain". In certain cases only one characteristic remains
unproved or uncertain, while in others even two characteristics
may remain so. 'Accordingly' means in accordance with the
formulations.

"Three forms of the pseudo-reasons, namely, the unproved,
the contradictory and the irregular". That is, by expounding
[the compound], [it is understood] that there are three distinct
forms of pseudo-reasons which are the unproved, the contra-
dictory and the irregular. / 125 /

[Another variety of the irregular] called
the 'invariable opposite' (viruddhavyabhi-
carin)35 which produces doubt has also
been mentioned. / 126 /

[The term viruddhavyabhicarin is now analysed], Viruddha-
vyabhicara means invariable connection with the opposite
[i.e. the absence of the sadhya]. Thus, viruddhavyabhicarin
means a reason which has such connection. Or, viruddha-
vyabhicarin means a reason which is opposite [i.e. proves just
the absence of the actual sadhya] and is never irregular.

This variety has been mentioned by the original author of
the system [i.e. by Dignaga]. / 126 /

35. SeeALii, p. 221, n 1.
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It has not been mentioned here. I Ml I

That is, the present author himself does not mention
it. / 127/

Why is it so ? To this, the author says—

Because it is not possible in the case of
[genuine] inferences. / 128 /

The implication is that such a pseudo-reason cannot occur
in the case of [genuine] inferences, [because genuine inferences]
proceed from the 'force of real facts' (vastu-bala). / 128 /

Why is it not possible [in the case of genuine inferences] ?
To this, the author says— •

Such an opposite reason is not possible
in the case of any of the three marks based
on causation, identity and non-apprehen-
sion, which have been already explained.
/ 129/

The essential characteristic of a reason based on causation
consists in [the law] : wherever there is the cause there is also
the effect. The essential characteristic of a reason based on
identity consists in its being a reason which is related to
nothing but [the inferable property]. The essential characte-
ristic of a reason based on non-apprehension consists in the
non-apprehension of what fulfils the conditions ofcognisabi-
lity.

An opposite reason is not possible in any of the reasons
having the said characteristics. For instance, when the presence
of a tree has been proved by the presence of a simsapa, the
second form of the reason as defined above can never prove
the existence of something which is not a tree and is different
in nature. /129 /

It may not be possible in the cases of the three reasons
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which have already been explained. Let it be possible in some
other case. To this, the author says—

No other form of the reason is ever
irregular. / 130/

There is no other form of the reason which is irregular,
but is not included in any of the three forms of the reason
already mentioned. / 130 /

[To explain] why it is not possible in the cases of the three
reasons [the author says]—

Therefore, the invariable opposite has
, been mentioned as a fallacious reason,

when the tenets [of any system] are dis-
cussed with the help of an inference which

, ••-.- is founded upon an accepted doctrine of
the system, but does not proceed from the

.: strength of the observation of real facts.
/ 131 /

An inference not founded upon the strength of the obser-
vation of real facts occurs when the related instrument of
knowledge does not actually lead to the conclusion [sought to
be proved].

"With the help of an inference which is founded upon the
accepted doctrine of the system". The expression agamasraya
means which has for its foundation an accepted doctrine of
the system. When the subject, the presence of the reason in
the subject and such other conditions are offered in accordance
with the accepted doctrines of the system [disregarding the
actual order of things], the inference is one founded on the
accepted doctrine of the system.

The expression tadartha-vicaresu means 'when the tenets of
the system are discussed'. "The invariable opposite has been
mentioned as a fallacious reason". The meaning of this is
quite easy. / 131 /
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If it cannot really be mentioned in a [genuine] inference,
how can it be possible in the case of an inference founded
upon the accepted doctrine of a system ? To this, the author
says—

It is possible that the authors of the
various systems, because of'some false
notion regarding the nature of an entity,
ascribe to it certain attributes which are
actually opposed to its nature. / 132 /

The authors of the various systems sometimes admit certain
entities—wrongly ascribing to them certain incompatible
attributes—though they are not proved to be so by actual
observation. And in such a case occurs the pseudo-reason
called the invariable opposite. / 132 /

If it is admitted that the presence of such a pseudo-reason
is possible in an inference connected with the accepted
doctrine of the system, let it then be admitted that it also
proceeds from the strength of real facts. To this, the author
says—

Such a pseudo-reason is not possible in
the case of reasons based on identity,
causation and non-apprehension—which
are all based on entities as characterised
by their real nature. / 133 /

The expression yathavasthita-vastu-sthiti means which has
for their basis entities that are characterised by. their real
nature. 'Based on' means 'specifically determined by'. The
compound in the expression atma-karyanupalambha is to be
expounded as meaning identity (atman), causation (karya) and
non-apprehension (anupalambha) taken together. Atman here
means identity.

V. 28
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An entity is specifically determined when the object is
really existing and in the same way are specifically determined
the three forms of reasons based on identity, causation and
non-apprehension. As such, how can there be [the pseudo-
reason of] the invariable opposite in relation to them ? / 133 /

- An example of [the invariable opposite]
would be : an entity which simultaneously
comes in contact with all its substrata at
various places is ubiquitous, e.g. empty

. space. A universal also simultaneously
comes in contact with all its substrata
situated at various places. [Hence it is
also ubiquitous]. / 134 /

"An example". That is, an inference [lit. an instrument
of knowledge] founded upon the accepted doctrine of a system
is illustrated here. "An entity which simultaneously comes in
contact with all its substrata situated at various places is
ubiquitous". The expression sarva-de savasthita means things
which are situated in various places and sarva-de savasthitasva-
sambandhin means such things, which are moreover its [i.e. of
the entity admitted to be ubiquitous] substrata. Whatever
entity is observed to have simultaneous contact with its
substrata which are situated at different places is to be regarded
as ubiquitous.

"For example, empty space". Empty space has simulta-
neous contact with the various substrata situated at various
places, viz. the jar and the like, and it is admitted to be
ubiquitous. This statement shows the positive concomitance.

"A universal also simultaneously comes in contact with all
its substrata situated at various places". The substrata of a
universal are the different individuals, which are all located
in different places. But a universal simultaneously inheres
in each of them. This shows the presence of the reason in the
subject. I 134 /
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To show that the above formulation has a reason based on
identity, the author says—

The characteristic of being present in the
spots occupied by them [i.e. the substrata]
follows from the very essential charac-
teristic of its substrata. / 135 /

Tat-sambandhin means its substrata. Tat-sambandhi-
svabhava-matranubandhirii means what always follows from the
mere essential characteristic of its substrata [i.e. being always
related to it]. Taddesa means the spots occupied by them,
i.e. the substrata. Taddesa-sannihita-svabhava means that which
is of the nature of being present in the spots occupied by
them. Taddesa-sannihita-svabhavata means the general charac-
teristic of such things, i.e. finally, presence in the spot
occupied by the substratum. / 135 /

How is it that only something ubiquitous can pervade all
the substrata ? To this, the author says—

Because an entity itself cannot pervade
a particular spot if it is not actually
present there. Thus it is a formulation
having a reason based on identity. / 136 /

If an object is not actually present in the spot in question,
how would it be able to pervade that particular spot ? Tad-
desa means a spot which is occupied by it. That is, an entity
is not capable of pervading the substrata occupying various
spots if it is not actually present in those spots.

"It is a formulation having a reason based on identity".
The meaning of this is quite easy. / 136 /

A section of the followers of Kanada maintains that the
universal is 'ubiquitous in respect of all objects' (sarva-
sarvagata). But another section of the followers of Kanada
claims that the universal is'ubiquitous in respect of only the
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substratum' (kevalasraya-sarvagata)** To discuss the view of
the latter, the author says—

There is again a second formulation
[showing a different view as to the nature
of the universal]. / 137/

The meaning of these lines is quite easy. / 137 /

An entity which, though perceptible, is
not apprehended in a particular spot must
be absent from it, e.g. |a jar absent from a
certain spot. / 138 /

Here the positive concomitance of [the reason based on]
non-apprehension has been stated. / 138 /

The universal, though perceptible, is not
apprehended in the 'intervals between the
various individuals' (vyaktyantarala). /139 /

The term vyaktyantarala means the intervals between the
various individuals, i.e. other objects [which lie in between the
substrata of a universal]. A universal in spite of being
perceptible is not observed to reside in such objects.

The above states the presence of the reason in the subject.
Those who put forward such a formulation maintain that the
universal is ubiquitous in respect of only the substratum. / 139 /

'.;•'",•. This formulation based on non-apprehen-
sion and the previous one based on
identity prove two theses quite opposite

• . to each other and as such, they only lead
to a doubt37 concerning the single entity
[which is the subject-in both the cases].
/ 1 4 0 /

36. cf. PBh and NK (pp. 741f).
37. cf. Vatsyayana's remarks (under NSi. 2.7) drawing a distinction
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[The reason based on] non-apprehension which has just been
mentioned proves that the universal is ubiquitous in respect
of only the substratum. It has again been proved earlier
[under text 134], by a reason based on identity, that the
universal is ubiquitous in respect of all objects.

The two reasons thus prove theses quite opposed to each
other. As such, there arises a doubt concerning the same
universal : 'Is the universal ubiquitous in respect of only the
substratum, because it is not apprehended in the intervals
between the various individuals ?' or 'Is the universal ubiqui-
tous in respect of all objects, because it has simultaneous
contact with all its substrata situated at different places ?'

This concludes the discussion of inference for the sake of
others along with the processes simulating it. / 140 /

But why does not the author give the definition of a
'corroborative instance' (drstanta) ? To this, he says—

The reason with its three essential charac-
teristics has been explained. The cog-
nition of the inferable object [as invariably
related to the reason] follows simply '
thereform and [it is not necessary to
admit] any separate component of the
argument [i.e. the formulation], namely, a
corroborative instance. That is why its
definition is not separately mentioned ''
/ 141 /

between savyabhicara (—anaikantika) and prakaranasama {—satprati-
paksa). " . . . in the case of savyabhicara, the same mark, being
irregularly connected with both the probandum as well as the absence
of the probandum, results only in the doubt concerning the presence
or absence of the probandum in the subject. In the case of prakarana-
sama, however, the mark leaves scope for an equally strong alternative
mark proving the absence of the probandum in the subject and as
such the two alternative marks give rise to an unsettled enquiry
concerning two contradictory possibilities, viz. the thesis and the
counter-thesis . . . " {NPh i, p. 144, Elucidation). In other words.
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The three characteristics of a valid reason, mentioned
previously, are themselves capable of proving the entity sought
to be proved. Hence [there is no necessity of admitting] a
separate component of the argument in the form of a
corroborative instance. For this reason, its definition is not
stated separately. / 141 /

[The corroborative instance is not admitted
as a separate component] because it is
implied [in the definition of the reason].
/ 142 /

That is, because the implication to be conveyed by a corro-
borative instance is actually revealed by the purport of the
reason [i.e. from understanding the nature of the reason].
/ 142/

How is it so ? To this, the author says—

It has been said that the essence of a
logical reason in general consists in its
presence only in similar cases and its
absence from all dissimilar cases. / 143 /

In each and every case of formulation, the reason has been
defined simply as follows : it must have the characteristic of
being present only in similar cases as well as the characteristic
of being absent from all dissimilar cases. / 143 /

Again, it has been specifically mentioned
[in the definition of the two particular

• forms of the reason] based on causation
and identity that the causal relation and
the intimate connection [i.e. identity] with
it [i.e. the reason] are to be explicitly
shown. / 144 /

according to the above, anaikantika produces a doubt (samsaya)
and prakaranasama produces an unsettled enquiry (jijnasa).
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Each of the reasons again has been specifically defined. It
has been said that in the case of a reason based on causation,
the causal relation is to be explicitly shown. And it has also
been said that in the case of a reason based on identity [the
inferable property] is to be explicitly shown as being intimately
connected with it [i.e. the reason]. / 144 /

One desiring to demonstrate the above
[must state in the following manner]. / 145 /

That is, one desiring to demonstrate the general as well as
the specific definitions of a reason [must state in the following
manner]. / 145 /

Wherever there is smoke, there is fire and
where there is no fire, there is no smoke, ,:
as for instance, in the kitchen and in a
certain spot [without fire] respectively.
/ 1 4 6 / •

When the reason is based on causation it would be
necessary to explain its general as well as the specific character-
istics. Thus, 'one desirous of showing them' means 'one
desirous of clearly explaining them'.

In other words, one who wants to show the presence of ttie
reason in similar cases must state 'for example, in the kitchen'.
Otherwise one cannot at all speak of the presence of the reason
in similar cases.

Similarly, one who wants to state the absence of the reason
from dissimilar cases must say 'for example, in water'. Otherwise
it would not at all be possible to speak of the absence [from
dissimilar cases]. / 146 /

Again, one must demonstrate [in the case
of a reason based on identity] in the follow-
ing manner : wherever there is the property
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of being a product, there is the property
of non-eternality and where the property
of non-eternality is absent, the property of
being a product cannot exist, as for ins-
tance, in the jar and in empty space. / 147 /

.This text shows how the general as well as the specific
definitions of a reason based on identity are to be explained.
If one does not say here 'as for instance, in the jar' one cannot
at all speak of the presence of the reason in similar cases.
Again, if one does not say 'as for instance, in empty space' one
cannot at all speak of the absence from [dissimilar cases].

[The special characteristic of] being intimately connected
with the reason can also be similarly indicated. Thus—when
one says'wherever there is the property of being a product,
there must be the property of non-eternality, as for instance,
in the jar'—the characteristic of being intimately connected
with the reason [i.e. the identity of the hetu and the sadhya] is
adequately explained. / 147 /

In no other way can the presence in similar
cases and the absence from dissimilar

'< cases—as has earlier been stated—be
shown adequately. / 148 /

If one desirous of indicating the presence in similar cases
does not say 'as for instance, in the kitchen' or 'as for instance,
in "the jar', one cannot at all speak of the presence in similar
cases.

Again, if one desirous of indicating the absence from dissi-
milar cases does not say 'as for instance, in empty space', one
cannot at all speak of the absence from dissimilar cases. / 148 /

Thus, the impossibility [of showing a reason without offer-
ing an instance] is explained with. reference to its general
definition. To explain such impossibility with reference to its
special definition also, the author says—
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The law underlying a reason based on
causation is that it [i.e. the reason] is
necessarily an effect of that [i.e. the
inferable entity]. / 149 /

Tat-karya means an effect of that. Tat-karyata means the
property of being an effect of that. Tat-karyata-niyama means
the law concerning such a property. Thus, tat-karyata-niyama
means the law that wherever there is the cause there is the
effect. / 149 /

In the case of a reason based on identity
the invariable connection is through
essential nature. / 150 /

An invariable connection through essential nature means
an invariable connection that subsists [between two entities]
because of their very nature. In other words, it means being
intimately connected with a certain entity alone [i.e. being
identical with the reason]. None of these facts can ever be
stated unless an instance is mentioned.

Thus, when a reason—with reference to either its general
definition or its specific definition—is asserted in respect of
any subject, the instance also is mentioned therewith [so that
it becomes unnecessary to mention the instance as a part of
the actual formulation]. / 150 /

Why is it so ? To this, the author says— ,.,..•

Because its [i.e. of an instance] essential
nature consists in this much only [i.e. in
its being an aid to determining the nature
of the reason], / 151 /

Its essential nature consists in this much only. When the
instance shows the positive concomitance between the reason

V. 29
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and the inferable property, it is an instance based on similarity.
When the instance shows the negative concomitance—i.e. the
absence of the reason following from the absence of the
inferable property—it is an instance based on dissimilarity.
/ 151 /

'Fallacious instances' (drstantabhasa)38

are also rejected by the above account [of
the reason]. / 152 /

It is hereby stated that an instance is said to be valid when
it rightly indicates the general as well as the specific definitions
of the reason and as such, when (the instance offered] does
not properly indicate those two definitions, it becomes a
fallacious instance. / 152 /

Some examples [of fallacious instances] are given—

For example : sound is eternal, because
it is 'without an external body' (amurta) ;
like an action, an atom and a jar. / 153 /

[These instances] are deficient in respect of the inferable
property, the reason and both. In the formulation 'sound is
eternal, because it is without an external body', 'like an action'
would be an instance deficient in respect of the inferable
property, 'like an atom' would be an instance deficient in
respect of the reason and 'like a jar' would be an instance
deficient in respect of both.39 / 153 /

And there are also [fallacious instances]
with an uncertain inferable property and
the like. / 154/

38. For details on drstantabhasa, see ILM pp. 106-10.
39. Because—i) karma though without an external body is non-eternal;

ii) paramanu though eternal is not without an external body; and
iii) ghata is neither eternal nor without an external body.
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The expression sandigdha-sadhyadharma, when the compound
is expounded, means an instance in which the presence of the
inferable property is not known for certain and [sandigdha-
sadhyadharmadi] means instances beginning with the above
variety. / 154 /

Other examples are also given—

This person is characterised by passion etc,
because he is a speaker, just like a man in
the street. / 155 /

In the instance given here, the inferable property is
uncertain. / 155 /

This person is subject to death, because
he is characterised by passion etc., just
like a man in the street. / 156 /

In the instance given here, the property offered as the
reason is uncertain. / 156 /

This person is not omniscient, because
he is characterised by passion etc., just
like a man in the street. / 157 /

In the instance given here, both [the inferable property
and ihe reason] are uncertain. / 157 / ' ; •

.• '•' :.:<v'!.'v/,'..

[There are also two other forms of faulty
instances, called] ananvaya and apradarsiia-
nvaya. / 158 / .*'•••

Ananvaya means an instance in which the positive
concomitance is actually absent. Apradarsitanvaya means an
instance in which the positive concomitance, though existing,
is not properly shown. / 158 /
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An example of the above is given—

As for instance, whoever is a speaker
is characterised by passion etc., just like
the person intended. / 159 /

There is no positive concomitance [between 'being a speaker'
and 'being characterised by passion etc.']. As such, [be-
tween these two], there can also be neither a causal relation
nor a relation of the pervader and the pervaded. / 159 /

Sound is non-eternal, because it is a
product, just like a jar. / 160 /

The positive concomitance, though existing, is not properly
shown here. / 160 /

Similarly, [there is another form of faulty
instance] called vipantanvaya. / 161 /

^..[The expression vipantanvaya], when the compound is
expounded, means an instance in which the positive concomi-
tance is stated in a reverse order. / 161 /

An example is given-

Whatever is non-eternal is a product. / 162 /

Here the statement should properly be 'whatever is a
product is non-eternal'. But the statement has a reverse order
'whatever is non-eternal is a product'. / 162 /

[These are all] based on similarity. / 163 /

All these cases mentioned above have fallacious instances
based on similarity. / 163 /

•'} • >::.,v-'

- ; . [There are also such instances] based on
dissimilarity. / 164/
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Now the fallacious instances based on dissimilarity will, be
shown. / 164 /

Instances without the absence of the infer-
able property etc. are : just like an atom,
just like an action and just like empty
space. / 165 /

'The inferable property etc' means what begins with the
inferable property [i.e. the inferable property, the reason and
both]. The non-absence (avyatireka) of inferable property etc.
means the non-absence of these three. '[Instances] without the
absence of the inferable property etc' means [instances] in
which such non-absence exists.

Here 'just like an atom' is an instance without the absence
of the inferable property. The inferable property is absent
[in the instance], because the atoms are eternal. 'Just like an
action' is an instance without the absence of the reason. The
reason is absent [in the instance], because actions are without
external bodies. 'Just like empty space' is an instance without
both. Both [the inferable property and the reason] are absent
in empty space. / 165 /

Also, [there are the fallacious instances
called] sandigdha-sadhya-vyatireka and the
like. / 166/

The expression sandigdha-sadhya-vyatireka, when the com-
pound is expounded, means an instance in which the negative
concomitance is uncertain. ' Sandigdhasadhy avyatireka and the
like' means the fallacious instances beginning with it. / 166 /

Examples are given—

As for instance, Kapila and such other
sages are neither omniscient nor trust-
worthy. / 167 /

Here two theses are mentioned at the same time. / 167/
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Because the characteristic mark of one
who is omniscient or one who is free from
passion—viz. giving instruction concerning
the 'highest proof (pramanatisaya)—is
not present in them. / 168 /

The expression sarvajnatva-vitaiagatve means the properties
of'being omniscient' and 'being free from passion' taken
together. Avidyamana-sarvajnatva-vitaragatva-lingabhuta-pra-
manatisaya-sasana means those who do not possess the
characteristic mark of "being omniscient' as well as 'being free
from passion', viz. giving instruction concerning the highest
proof. 'Being as such' means having this general property [i.e.
the absence of instruction]. Thus, avidyamana-sarvajnatva-
vitaragatva-lingabhuta-pramanatisaya-sasanatvat means because
of [this peculiarity i.e. the absence of instruction]. / 168 /

An instance based on dissimilarity [will
now be examined]. / 169 /

The expression 'will now be examined' is to be added to
the above [statement of the author]. / 169 /

[It is observed] that one who is either
omniscient or free from passion has given
instruction on the science of astronomy,
as for instance, [the Jaina teachers] like
Rsabha, Vardhamana and others. / 170 /

Here the ground [for proving omniscience or freedom from
passion] is [instruction on] the science of astronomy, i.e. a
thorough and critical examination of the stars.40 Such [instruc-

40. cf. Akalanka's remark (Nyayavini'scaya in AGT, p. 85, verse 414 ; notes
thereon p. 168) :

grahadigatayah sarvah sukhaduhkhadihetavah /
yena saksatkrtastena kinna saksatkrtam jagat II

See also the discussion by Anantakirti (Brhatsarvajiiasiddhi in LS
p. 176).
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tion] is the characteristic mark of one who is omniscient or
one who is free from passion and [the teachers like] Rsabha,
Vardhamaua and others have given such instruction. Hence
they are ascertained to be omniscient or free from passion.
/ 170/

In these instances based on dissimilarity,
the absence of the inferable properties,
namely, 'being not omniscient' and 'not
being free from passion', remains uncertain.
/ 171 /

Here [teachers like] Rsabha, Vardhamana and others have
been mentioned as instances based on dissimilarity. But the
absence of non-omniscience or the absence of freedom from
passion in relation to them is not known for certain. / 171 /

[There may also be an instance] in which
the absence of the reason is uncertain.
1112 1

The meaning of all these has already been stated. / 172 /

An example of the above is given—

As for instance, there is no such person—
as desired by a Brahmin versed in the three
Vedas—whose words can be relied upon,
because he is characterised by passion.
/ 173/

There are three Vedas, namely, the Rgveda, the Yajurveda
and the Samaveda. These three are also called by the term
trayi. One versed in the three [Vedas], is one who has fully
studied the three [Vedas]. The expression grahya-vacana means
one whose words can be relied upon, i.e. one whose utterances
are trustworthy. Thus, the implication conveyed is : the
utterances—of a person as admitted by a Brahmin versed in
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the three Vedas—which are absolutely trustworthy do not
exist. / 173 /

Here the instance based on dissimilarity
[is as follows]. / 174 /

The meaning of the above has already been stated. [The
negative concomitance here is] : persons whose words can be
relied upon are not characterised by passion etc. / 174 /

As for instance, [sages] like Gautama and
others who have composed works on
dharmasastra. j 175 /

The works on dharmasastra which are composed by the
sages like Gautama, Vyasa and others give instructions which
are admitted to be absolutely trustworthy by the persons versed
in the three Vedas. / 175 /

The absence of the property offered as the
reason—viz. being characterised by passion
etc—from Gautama and others is
uncertain. / 176 /

The absence of 'being characterised by passion etc' from
them is not known for certain. I Mb I

[There may be an instance] called sandig-
dhobhaya-vyatireka. / 177 /

The term sandigdhobhaya-vyatireka, when the compound is
expounded, means an instance in which both the inferable
property and the reason remain uncertain. / 177 /

An example is—

As for instance, Kapila and others are not ,
free from passion, because they possess
desire for acquisition and avarice. / 178 /
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Acquisition means the acceptance of gifts and avarice
means getting attached after their acceptance. The expression
parigrahagraha means acquisition and avarice taken together,
and [parigrahagraha-yoga] means possession of these two. /178 /

Here an instance based on dissimilarity
is : one who is free from passion has
neither any desire for acquisition nor
avarice, as for instance, Rsabha and
others. / 179 /

Rsabha and others do not accept even the least amount of
food [lit. curry] as a gift. They have therefore no desire for
acquisition. The absence of avarice follows from this absence
of the desire for acquisition. They are all free from
passion. / 179 /

The absence of the properties sought to be
established and offered as the reason—
i.e. the properties of 'not being free from
passion' and 'the possession of desire for
acquisition and avarice' respectively—from
Rsabha and others is uncertain. / 180/ .

'Not free from passion' means 'being characterised by
passion etc ' Acquisition is 'accepting mentally' and avarice
is extreme attachment. All these cannot be apprehended by
the senses, because they are all mental phenomena. As such,
their absence from Rsabha and others cannot be known for
certain. / 180 /

[There may also be an instance] called
avyatireka. / 181 /

The term avyatireka, when the compound is expounded,

V. 30
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means an instance in which the negative concomitance is
absent. / 181 /

As for instance, [a certain person) is not
free from passion, because he is a
speaker. / 182 /

The meaning of all these has already been stated. / 182 /

Whatever is without passion cannot be a
a speaker, as for instance, a piece of
stone. / 183 /

This is an instance based on dissimilarity. / 183 /

Although both the properties [of being
characterised by passion and being a
speaker] are absent from a piece of stone,
the negative concomitance is not proved
by any such generalisation as 'all persons
who are free from passion are not speakers'.
Therefore, it would be an instance in
which the negative concomitance is
absent. / 184/

It is true that a piece of stone, being something unconscious,
can be characterised by neither the property of'having passion
etc.'. nor the property of 'being a speaker'. Still, no invariable
connection in the form 'whoever is free from passion is not
a speaker' is established. The negation of "having passion'
does not lead to the negation of'being a speaker', because
there is no necessary connection between the properties of
having passion and being a speaker. Thus, in fact, negative
concomitance is absent here. / 184 /

; [There may also be an instance] in which
the negative concomitance is not properly
shown. / 185 /
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That is, an instance in which the negative concomitance
though existing is not actually spoken of. / 185 /

An illustration is given—

An instance based on dissimilarity would
be : sound is non-eternal, because it is a •
product, just like empty space. / 18.6 /

When, to illustrate an instance based on dissimilarity, one
says 'sound is non-eternal, because it is a product, just like
empty space,' it would be an instance where the negative
concomitance though possible is not expressed. Because the
negative concomitance can clearly be shown if one also says
'whatever entity is eternal is not a product', and an instance
alone is not sufficient. / 186 /

[There may be a further instance called]
viparlta-vyatireka. / 187 /

The term viparlta-vyatireka, when the compound is ex-
pounded, means an instance in which the negative concomi-
tance is stated in a reverse order. / 187 /

An illustration is given—

As for instance, whatever is not a product,
is eternal. / 188 /

Here the correct form of the statement is 'whatever is
eternal, is not a product'. But it is mentioned in a reverse
order. / 188 /

These fallacious instances cannot show
with certainty the general characteristic
of a reason, namely, its presence only in
similar cases and its absence in all dis-
similar cases. Nor can the specific
characteristics [of a reason be shown with
certainty by them]. / 189 / :
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These fallacious instances can show neither the' general
characteristics nor the specific characteristics of a reason, and
as such, they are known as fallacious instances, i.e. pseudo-
instances which only appear as instances [but are not actually
so]. / 189 /

Therefore, it is to be understood by im-
plication that these [pseudo-instances] are
to be rejected. / 190 /

Since these can show neither of [the general and the specific]
characteristics of a reason, it follows from implication, that
they are not to be accepted.

This concludes the discussion of right knowledge and those
related to it. / 190 /

Now, to state the conditions conducive to [right knowledge],
the author says—

Vitiating (diisana) means indicating the
fallacy of the deficient (nyunata)*1 and the
like [in the arguments of the opponent].
/ 191 /

"The fallacy of the deficient and the like" means fallacies
beginning with that of the deficient. "Indicating the fallacy
of the deficient and the like" means pointing them out clearly.
All such indications are to be known as vitiating conditions.
/ 191 /

In other words, vitiation means exposing
the fallacies of a reason—like those of the
deficient and others—which have already
been spoken of. / 192 /,

The expression 'and others' includes the fallacies of the
unproved, the contradictory and the irregular. The word ukti
['indication' in text 191] means what speaks of something,

41. Gautama (MS v. 2. 12) mentions nyuna as a special form of nigraha-
sthana and defines it as the statement (of a pararthanumana) in which
one of the inference-components (avayava) has been left out.
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i.e. a statement in words. Thus, vitiation means a statement
in words which brings out the fallacies [contained in the
arguments of the opponent], / 192 /

Why is it so ? To this, the author says—

Because it negates the establishment of the
thesis intended by the opponent. / 193 /

It [i.e. a statement of fallacies] is called a vitiating factor-,
for such a statement disproves the thesis sought to be establi-
shed by the opponent. These [i e. the cases of vitiation] are
cases in which the fallacy pointed out really exists. / 193 /

Rejoinders (jati) are cases of reply which
only simulate the cases of vitiation. [That
is, they do not point to real fallacies.] /194/

Rejoinders are to be known as only cases of false vitiation.
/ 194 /

What is the nature of these rejoinders ? To this, the author
says —

Rejoinders are [futile replies] in which a
fallacy, though not present, is invented.
/ 195 /

'Not present' (abhuta) means what does not exist. 'A
fallacy though not present' (abhuta-dosa) means a fallacy which
does not exist. 'Invention of a fallacy which is not present'
(abhuta-dosodbhavana) means wrongly discovering such
fallacies. That is, by 'rejoinder' is to be understood a statement
which wrongly refers to the fallacies of a reason, even when
they are actually absent.42

How is it that in the context of discussing the nature of
right knowledge, the vitiating factors and the futile rejoinders
are also explained ? The answer is as follows. The discussion

42. Thus dusana is an indication of a fallacy which is real and jati is an
indication of a fallacy which is only invented.
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of right knowledge along with the conditions conducive to it
becomes complete only when the vitiating factors as well as
the rejoinders have been explained. When it is said, 'These
are the vitiating factors and one must be careful in avoiding
them [in one's own argument]' or 'These are only futile
rejoinders and one need not be apprehensive of them [if they
are employed by the opponent]', it leads to nothing but the
comprehension of right knowledge.43 Therefore, the objection
mentioned above is not sustained. / 195 /

By explaining the Nyayabindu word for word, I have to-day
acquired a great amount of merit (purtya). By virtue of it, let
all the living beings have immortality and let their series of
worldly existences come to an end.

Following the right path and in accordance with the
order of the Icing, this brief commentary on the Nyayabindu—
know as vistara—has been composed by Vinitadeva for the
benefit of the pupils.

Here ends the third chapter of the elucidatory comments
on the Nyayabindu, composed for the benefit of the pupils.

In this work [called] Elucidatory Comments the discussion
is completed in one thousand and thirty sloka-s.**

Here ends the Nyayabindu-vistara-tjka composed by
acarya Vinitadeva for the benefit of the pupils.

Colophon of the Tibetun version

The translation and the answering of the various objections
raised have been made by the Indian pandita Jinamitra and
the great revisor of Sanskrit texts, venerable Ye-ses-sde
(Jnanaseua), along with others.

43. cf. Vatsyayana's remark (under NS i. 1. 1, p. 63) explaining the utility
of chala, jati and nigrahasthana and also that of Gautama (NS iv.
2. 50) indicating the utility oijalpa and vitanda.

44. This word occurs in Tibetan transliteration, evidently not in the sense
of a stanza in anustubh. Stcherbatsky (BL ii, p. 253) takes it to
mean "16 syllables", others {NBT p. 134, n 2) as "a group of 32 letters"
(dvatrimsad-aksarani).



SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES

1. Refutation of the validity of determinate perception

According to Nyaya and other systems, both the forms of percep-
tion—determinate and indeterminate—are equally valid. The Buddhists
however strongly deny the validity of the former and argue that the
latter alone should be regarded as true perception.

The objection against the validity of determinate perception rests on
the contention that such knowledge is not really derived through the
senses. Some of the arguments for this • may be noted as follows.

First, determinate perception cannot represent a proper sense-cogni-
tion, because it contains an image (pratibhasa) which can be conveyed
through 'verbal expression' (abhilapa). But a piece of cognition origina-
ting through the function of a sense-organ and an object does not have
the power of uniting the image of the object to a verbal expression. The
verbal expressions (i.e. words) are not contained in the objects. Nor are
they identical with the objects themselves. If it were so, the behaviour of
a'person who is quite ignorant of the implications of the verbal express-
ions' (avyutpanna) would be just the same as that of a 'person who actually
understands them' {vyutpanna), for one would be able to learn the verbal
expressions simply by looking at the objects. It cannot also be maintained
that the verbal expressions, though without any real connection with the
objects, are only the properties of sensation (samvedana), for they are
always applied to signify the objects alone and nothing else. It is to be
concluded therefore that a piece of cognition produced by an object reveals
that object alone and it can never point to the corresponding verbal
expression as well. An object, for instance, may be endowed with both
colour (rupa) and taste (rasa). But the visual perception of its colour
can never reveal its taste also. As such, a real perception would reveal
merely the object itself and none of its imaginary associations.

It may be argued against the above that there is an invariable relation
between the object and its verbal expression through an 'arbitrary conven-
tion' (samketa). When an object is perceived the verbal expression too is
invariably remembered and hence the object is apprehended as associated
with its verbal expression. This claim however is untenable. An arbitrary
convention is established in respect of the universal alone which is neyer
really apprehended by the sense and it is never established in respect of the
unique particular which alone is really apprehended by the sense. Hence
what is perceived is not what is united with a verbal expression, and what
is united with a verbal expression is not what is perceived.
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Secondly, if it were possible to express verbally what is exactly per-
ceived, one would have known the heat of fire, as one knows it through
perception, simply from the words 'fire is hot'.

Thirdly, a determinate perception would be a form of 'qualificative
cognition' (vi'sista-jnana) in which the object (i.e. the unique particular)
would be revealed as qualified by an attribute (i.e. the universal). In other
words, the object would be the 'quaiificand (\isesya) and the universal
would be the qualifier (visesana). But even if it is conceded that both the
unique particular and the universal are equally real and are also equally
apprehended by the sense at the same moment, it does not necessarily
follow that a relation of the qualifier and the quaiificand would subsist
between these two. As for instance, a relation of the qualifier and the
quaiificand is never understood in the case of a pair of fingers which are
apprehended in the same perception.

Fourthly, a qualificative cognition can be produced only after one
has properly understood the qualifier, the quaiificand, the relation between
the two and the 'normal order of things' (laukika-sthiti). But it is simply
impossible for the sense to perform all such functions merely through its
contact with the object.

Lastly, perception is defined (as in the Nyaya view) as knowledge
resulting from sense-object contact. But there is neither any positive
concomitance (anvaya) nor any negative concomitance (vyatirekd) between
such a contact and construction. Construction is possible even when there
is no sense-object con act, and construction would not be possible in spite
of the presence of sense-object contact if the term referring to the
object is not remembered. Besides, even those who accept the validity of
determinate perception admit that such perception is not produced at the
very first moment of the sense-object contact. But had the sense-object
contact been really the cause of construction too, it would have produced
the element of construction at the very first moment, and not after the
term referring to the object has been remembered. If the contact does not
possess the power to produce it at the initial moment, how does it succeed
in producing the same at a later moment? If however it is admitted that
in the case of determinate perception the sense-cognition stands in need of
not only a sense-object contact but also a coalescing with the recollected
verbal expression, determinate perception itself would be an impossibility,
because the functioning of the sense-object contact would then be inter-
rupted by this very act of the subsequent recollection of the verbal
expression.

It is to be concluded therefore that indeterminate perception alone is
produced by the sense and as such, it alone represents true perception,
(cf. NM i, pp. 86f and NVTT pp. 115ff.).
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2. Nyaya-Vaisesika view on the perception of ayogin

The doctrine of the extraordinary cognising ability of a yogin
attained through various spiritual exercises found wide acceptance even
among the followers of the Nyaya-Vaisesika school.

Prasastapada mentions such perception separately from those of an
ordinary person and describes it as follows. Through the constant practice
of the different 'spiritual disciplines' (yoga) [like yatna, niyama, asana.
pranayama etc], the yogin-s acquire in themselves a special faculty
which acts as an aid to the mind. They can thus have a direct and
uncontradicted knowledge of the nature of such things as their own selves,
the selves of others, space, time, atoms and the like, which are not
accessible to the senses of an ordinary person.

He divides the yogin-s into two classes : (i) yukta or one who has the
extraordinary perceptions only during one's state of absorption, and (ii)
viyukta or one who has the direct experiences of all objects—perceptible
and imperceptible—even when one is out of the state of absorption.

Jayanta and Sridhara have discussed the nature of such perception
in great details and advanced certain independent arguments for its
establishment. Some of these may be described as follows.

It is observed that the power of vision as belonging to the different
living beings has a varying degree. Human eyes can see objects only when
the objects lie at a short distance and when there is sufficient light.
Animals like the cat etc, again, can see quite clearly even in deep darkness.
There are also birds which—while flying high up in the sky—can rightly
mark the objects on the earth below. In this way, we may conceive of
higher and higher degrees of the power of vision. And the beings in whom
the highest degree of the power of vision resides are known as the yogin-s.
The highest degree of the power of vision consists in their ability to
apprehend such objects as are very minute, obstructed, lying at vast
distance, have long ceased to exist, have not yet come into being and the
like.

An objection may be raised here. The excellence of the power of any
sense-organ must be conceived of as relating to its own specific object. As
for instancs, however powerful the visual organ ofanybeingmaybe.it
can never be admitted as producing the cognition of smell which is not an
object appropriate for it. Similarly, objects which are too minute or have
not yet come into being are not the appropriate ones for the visual organ.
As such, how can it be accepted that the visual organ of the yogin-s is
capable of apprehending all these ? Let then the Naiyayikas also admit
in a simpler way that a single sense-organ of the yogin-s is powerful enough _
to apprehend all kinds of objects like colour, taste, smell etc. The answer

V. 31
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to this charge however is not difficult. The objects which are too minute
or have not yet come into being may not be the appropriate ones for the
visual organ of an ordinary person, but there is no objection in their being
quite so for the extraordinarily powerful visual organ of the yogin-s. The
absurdity of a single sense-organ powerful enough to apprehend all kinds
of objects also does not arise inasmuch as each sense-organ of the yogin-s
would acquire supernormal power in relation to its own object only, e.g.
the olfactory sense-organ when extraordinarily powerful would apprehend
only such smell as is not amenable to the one of an ordinary person.

Moreover, the mind is a very powerful sense-organ and it can be
related to allsorts of objects, there is nothing which cannot be made an
object of mental perception. If one can control the mind in the proper
way and absorb oneself in dsep meditation with the mind unswerving, one
can have a clear and direct cognition of objects which are ordinarily not
perceptible. As it is often observed, even ordinary persons who are
completely absorbed in love or in deep sorrow or are in a state of dream
sometimes perceive as real objects which are not actually present there. It
is true that the knowledge of such persons is false, while that of the yogin
is admitted to be valid. But still, it is cited as an instance only to show
that distinct knowledge of what is actually not there is even possible—the
point of similarity between the two being simply their distinctness. The
knowledge of such persons is considered as false, because it is subsequently
contradicted and the knowledge of the yogin-s is considered as valid,
because it is never contradicted.

It has been argued that through the repeated performance of the various
spiritual disciplines one can acquire the extraordinary power of cognising
all kinds of objects. Such a contention however does not seem convincing,
for through the repeated performance of an act one cannot attain success
to an unlimited degree. A person who practises long jump everyday may,
day by day, be able to cover a longer and longer distance. But there is a
limit somewhere to the increase of his capacity and he is never observed to
attain the power of traversing, say for instance, a distance of one mile.
Similarly, the yogin-s also cannot reach an uncertain point of excellence.

This objection is answered as follows. The capacity for jumping is
a property of the material body and the elements constituting the body
cannot lead to a stage of extraordinary excellence, because there are causes
in the form of disease, exhaustion and the like to confine their capacity
within limits. But in the case of knowledge, there is no such adverse
condition. Secondly, a particular act can lead to a higher degree of exce-
llence only when it produces some property and the substratum in which
the property produced resides is something without any change. The act of
jumping, though repeated, does not produce any property the accumulation
of which may be said to be the cause of a higher degree of excellence.
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Besides, the body which would be the substratum of such a property, if
any, is constantly changing. That is why, when one repeats the act of
jumping at a particular period, one's capacity actually declines through
exhaustion. But knowledge, though itself short-lived, leaves impressions
on the eternal self which get accumulated and gradually lead to higher and
higher degrees of excellences, as for instance, the colour of gold becomes
brighter and brighter—and all its impurities melt away—when it is again
and again treated with acids etc.

A further objection against the Nyaya-Vaisesika thesis may be raised
through an inference: the yogin-s cannot perceive objects 'beyond the
senses' (atindriya), because they are living beings, just like ourselves. The
inference however cannot be logically defended. What is exactly the
subject (paksa) of this inference ? If the opponent accepts for its subject
persons in general, there would be a fallacy of 'proving what is already
proved' {siddha-sadhana) inasmuch as even the Naiyayikas do not claim
such extraordinary power for each and every person. If again, the subject
is intended to be a particular type of individuals (i.e. the yogin-s) it would
be a fallacy of 'having an unproved substratum' (paksasiddhi) inasmuch as
the opponent does not believe in the existence of such individuals, (cf. PBh
pp. 464-5 and NK thereon ; NM i, pp. 95ff ).

3. Refutation of the Nyaya view on the essential characteristics
of a valid mark.

As against the three essential characteristics of a valid mark admitted by
the Buddhists, the Naiyayikas consider them to be five—which corresponds
to their fivefold classification of the pseudo-reasons. The additional two
characteristics accepted in the Nyaya view are 'absence of contradiction
with pramana' (abadhitatva) and 'having no counter-reason' {asatprati-
paksitatva). Some of the arguments advanced by the Buddhists who
strongly criticise the Nyaya view may briefly be noted here.

'Absence of contradiction' cannot be an essential characteristic of a
valid mark, because 'contradiction' (bad'm) and 'invariable concomitance'
(avinabhava) are mutually opposed. Invariable concomitance implies that
the reason is necessarily accompanied by the inferable property. If there-
fore the reason having invariable concomitance is present in the subject,
the inferable property too must be present there and as such, its absence
there cannot be ascertained by any pramana. It would be simply an
absurd position—pramana trying to expell the inferable property from
the subject and avinabhava compelling it to remain in the subject.
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In answer, the opponent may say that it is not maintained that the
reason coexists with the inferable property even in the subject. The
invariable concomitance is really ascertained in the case of objects other
than the subject. There would, thus be no scope for the above objection,
because 'contradiction' and 'invariable concomitance' would then relate to
different objects—the former to the subject (paksa) and the latter to the
objects like the corroborative instance etc.

Such a contention however seems to be absurd. If one tries to prove a
property by offering a reason which is proved to have invariable concomi-
tance with it only in the case of objects other than the subject, it would
be like expecting a baby from a woman married to an impotent person.
How can a reason—the invariable concomitance of which is unproved in
respect of the subject—prove the existence of the inferable property in
the same ? One may, for instance, ascertain an invariable concomitance
between water-ness (ambhastva=hetu) and salinity (Javanatva=sadhya) in
the case of sea-water. But even then, one cannot offer water-ness as a
ground for inferring salinity also in'other cases of water' (=paksa) where
salinity does not exist.

It may be claimed by the opponent that the above example actually
supports his own contention, namely, that a reason is 'capable of proving
an inferable property' (gamaka) only when the presence of such a property
in the subject is not negated by any pramana. Thus, in the above example,
the reason 'water-ness' cannot prove 'salinity' in water other than that
of the sea, for salinity there is negated by perception (i.e. gustatory
sensation).

However, such a claim too cannot be logically defended. What exactly
is the implication of the statement that a reason proves an inferable pro-
perty only when there is no contradiction with pramana ? If it means that
there is an invariable relation between "absence of contradiction' and
'establishment of the inferable property' (i.e. wherever there is 'absence of
contradiction' there is 'establishment of the inferable property'), the state-
ment of the reason would be quite unnecessary, for in that case the basic
ground for the establishment of the inferable property would be 'absence
of contradiction' and not the reason. If, again, no invariable relation
between the two is admitted, the opponent would have to admit that there
may be cases where the reason would establish the inferable property
in spite of the presence of contradiction. But in that case 'absence
of contradiction' cannot be an essential characteristic of a valid mark.

The opponent may try to show the usefulness of stating the reason by
maintaining that 'absence of contradiction' is to be taken in the sense of
'non-apprehension of contradiction'. Thus, a person in spite of there
being a contradiction may sometimes remain unaware of it and since
'non-apprehension of contradiction' does not lead to the 'establishment
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of the inferable property', he would be justified in offering the reason for
that purpose.

It may however be pointed out that, even then, absence of contradiction
cannot be an essential characteristic of a valid mark. The non-apprehen-
sioii does not establish its absence, but only leads to a doubt regarding its
possibility. As such, the reason offered would not be a valid reason at all,
for one of its essential characteristics (as admitted by the opponent)—
namely, absence of contradiction—remains unproved. A reason can never
be ascertained to be valid or capable of proving the inferable property
unless the presence of all the essential characteristics in it is proved.

Besides, the characteristic of 'absence of contradiction' may be shown
as covered by the characteristic of 'absence in a dissimilar case'. 'Con-
tradiction with pramana' means that the absence of the inferable property
in the subject is already established by one of the pramana-s. Thus, the
subject there is actually turned into a dissimilar case. As such, the reason
offered becomes a pseudo-reason because of its presence in a dissimilar
case.

As to the second additional characteristic—namely, having no counter-
reason—the Buddhists argue that if the first reason has a real invariable
relation with the inferable property, its presence in the subject would
necessarily lead to the presence of the inferable property too, and no other
reason would be able to invalidate it by proving the absence of the infer-
able property in the same locus. If, on the other hand, the first reason has
no real invariable relation with the property to be inferred, it would not
be.able to prove the inferable property irrespective of whether a counter-
reason exists or not.

It follows therefore that there are only three essential characteristics
of a valid mark as are admitted by the Buddhists.

(cf. HB pp. 68f and HBTthereon ; NM'i, pp. lOlf, AtfTpp, 482ff.).
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